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This research investigates music education policies and practices in New Zealand 
and Catalonia, through the analysis of curriculum documents and interviews with music 
education practitioners, and expands the analysis of context to English-speaking countries 
(Australia, Canada, United Kingdom, and the United States of America) and 
Southwestern European countries (France, Italy, Portugal, and Spain) respectively. The 
aim of the present research is to provide elements to enhance the discussion and 
knowledge of implications of policy making, useful not only for those involved with 
music education in the analysed countries but also for those involved with music 
education in other countries that may face similar challenges. The research questions 
involve the analysis of relations, convergences, and divergences between and within 
English-speaking countries and Southwestern European countries’ curricula, and 
between New Zealand and Catalonia as case studies. This comparative study, grounded 
within qualitative objectives, is approached through a mixed-methods multilevel model. 
While the wording of the curricula may differ, several trends and challenges are common: 
a shift in curriculum development towards an open curriculum and praxial music 
education, through a student-centred approach, a focus on key competences and essential 
learnings, and educational policies driven by international testing that prioritises 
numeracy and literacy over other areas of knowledge. This international comparative 
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CHAPTER 1 -  INTRODUCTION 
This research investigates music education policies and practices in New Zealand 
and Catalonia, through the analysis of curriculum documents and interviews with music 
education practitioners, and expands the analysis of context to English-speaking countries 
and Southwestern European countries respectively. 
Comparative music education is an area randomly frequented by music education 
researchers, although it can make a major contribution to the debates for advancing music 
education. Albeit the flow of information facilitated by the advancement of Information 
and Communications Technology (ICT) opens up new perspectives into this field, there is 
not yet a systematic body of research upon which to construct new knowledge. Many 
questions should be asked and explored to further our understanding of the comparative 
music education field. As outlined by Nóvoa and Yariv-Mashal (2003) comparative 
education has been utilized to different ends along the years: from the willingness to 
‘know’ the other in the beginnings of comparative education in the late ninetieth century, 
‘understanding’ the other after the first world war, ‘constructing’ the other in the 1960s in 
the post-colonial period, to ‘measuring’ the other in the twenty-first century to quantify 
the quality and efficiency of education.  
The aim of the present research is to provide elements to enhance the discussion 
and knowledge of the implications of policy making, useful not only for those involved 
with music education in the analysed countries but also for those involved with music 
education in other countries that may face similar challenges. As emphasized by Kertz-





practical level, as an explicit field of research and as a subject in teacher education 
programmes, could significantly transform music education worldwide” (p. 447). The 
strength of international comparative music education today resides on its ability to 
interpret not only how different education systems are organised, but how they address 
the problems present in education. The goal is not to transfer the ‘most successful’ 
solution to other countries, but to contribute to a deeper reflection on our decision-
making processes. Globalisation has introduced new challenges and, specifically in 
education, the risk of global policies being transferred from one country to another only 
on the grounds of measurability, needs to be regarded with suspicion. Through 
comparative music education policymakers and stakeholders can take greater ownership 
of their choices, alternatives, and decisions.  
With this aim, New Zealand and Catalonia were chosen, in the first instance, due 
to personal knowledge and background. The researcher, originally from Catalonia, has 
lived in New Zealand for seven years, and has experienced music education in both 
countries, both at a professional and personal level. An awareness of day-to-day 
disparities in music education sowed the seeds for this research. In spite of the bias that 
personal experience can introduce into comparative education research, the capacity to 
interpret the different settings through this knowledge outweighs possible 
preconceptions.  
New Zealand and Catalonia are placed almost at the geographical antipodes from 
each other. New Zealand, a sovereign state in the Pacific Ocean’s southern hemisphere, 





acknowledgement of Māori culture. Catalonia, a non-sovereign country, with a 
population of 7.5 million people, is an autonomous region within Spain. The regional 
autonomous government has the power to develop education policies within the 
framework of Spanish national regulations.  
To frame the analysis of these countries within a broader context, and given the 
scarceness of comparative research available, a prior analysis of the English-speaking 
countries and Southwestern European countries has been undertaken. For this research, 
the term ‘English-speaking countries’ is used corresponding to what Kachru (1985) 
defines as the ‘inner circle’ of English-speaking countries, ‘the regions where it is the 
primary language’: the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand (p. 12). The 
individual curricula for the different states in these countries have been taken into 
account as detailed in Chapter 4. The term Southwestern European countries includes 
France, Italy, Portugal, and Spain, the four Romance language speakers countries. This 
common linguistic and cultural heritage brings to the musical arena some common 
traditions as well, such as the naming of the notes derived from Guido d’Arezzo’s 
nomenclature (do, re, mi…) or the use of solfège. 
Including a contextualising analysis of these countries’ music education policies 
comes with limitations: the big picture in the curricular area is never a static image. As 
highlighted by Adamson and Morris (2007), educational policies are usually in constant 
change:  
The dynamic nature of curriculum arising from the human interactions that occur 





with the regularity with which curriculum reform is undertaken, means that 
comparisons of the curriculum will always be a work-in-progress. (p. 282) 
The results of this analysis and comparison are a snapshot taken at a particular moment 
and the conclusions should be understood in this context: policies are constantly being 
renewed and several curricula have been changed and consequently their analysis 
updated during the process of this research. Acknowledging the fact that each curriculum 
document has its own format and structure, this is an important exercise to do in order to 
throw light on the rationale behind the documents.  
One of the challenges that comparative education research faces when comparing 
between countries and systems is that they may not share the same language: a direct 
translation of terminology is not always enough to convey the specific meanings implied 
in the words. While it is helpful for the members of the academic community to be able to 
understand each other through a language such as English, the problems associated with 
meanings related to particular educational cultures cannot be minimised. As stressed by 
Kertz-Welzel (2013),  
Most of the national differences, exemplified by terminology, are erased in order 
to foster an international understanding, which is essentially not a mutual 
understanding, but rather an exchange of reduced ideas. … It is important to 
realize the problems that are connected with using English as that international 
language and the impact it has on thinking and how research is conducted. (pp. 
59-60) 






Chapter 2 explores literature in comparative music education relevant to the 
present research. Chapter 3 explains the conceptual framework and methodology, placing 
this research within the pragmatist and mixed methods paradigm, and details the 
dimensions of comparison for Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 4 analyses the music 
curriculum in the English-speaking countries and Southwestern European countries, and 
establishes convergences and divergences within and between both groups. Chapter 5 
analyses the current policies in New Zealand and Catalonia and explores their 
background through a historic perspective. Chapter 6 gives voice to music education 
practitioners in both New Zealand and Catalonia through semi-structured interviews, 
exploring their perspectives in music curriculum, and the role of music within an arts 
learning area and within the wider school curriculum. Chapter 7 distils the main findings 
in terms of policies and practices discussing in particular: the impact of political agendas 
such as the neo-liberal reforms that promote the implementation of standards and 
international assessments, as both consequence of and ground for globalisation; 
convergences and divergences across the localities analysed; the washback effect 
produced by international and standards assessments; the repercussions of implementing 
an open and generic curriculum in music and its implications on the implementation by 






CHAPTER 2 -  LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter reviews the literature within international comparative music 
education related to the countries and topics of relevance to this research. Although there 
are some reports and reviews on international music education referring to general or 
specific aspects of music education in one or more countries, there is general agreement 
amongst comparative music education researchers about the lack of thorough 
comparative music education accounts (Horsley, 2014; Kertz-Welzel, 2008; Kokkidou, 
2009; Tate, 2001). While the field of comparative music education has produced since the 
turn of the twenty-first century thoughtful methodological research, many previous 
attempts to develop it fell short, with single-system studies or by limiting themselves to a 
description-juxtaposition method.  
Researchers in comparative music education as a specific field can take advantage 
of the further developed field of general comparative education and tailor general 
frameworks to their needs. Bereday (1964) proposes four stages for the comparative 
process: description, where pedagogical data from each country are analysed separately; 
interpretation, where pedagogical data are evaluated through historical, political, 
economic, and/or social context; juxtaposition, where similarities and differences are 
established; and comparison, where simultaneous comparison is undertaken in detail.  
In the late 1980s and 1990s, in addition to the system-overview comparative 
studies, comparative researchers embraced other fields such as anthropology and 
ethnography, thus focussing on teaching and learning processes (Tate, 2001). Within the 
literature relevant for the present study, both kinds of research are present: on the one 
side, books or reports devoted to an array of countries, elaborated with different degrees 
of cross-referencing comparison, and either authored by an international team of 
researchers, each in charge of an overview of one country within their expertise, or based 





aspects of music education, and confined to a couple of countries or several states or 
provinces within the same country, usually authored by one or two researchers. 
For the book Musical development and learning (2001) editors Hargreaves and North 
host fifteen chapters, each based on one country or group of countries such as Africa, 
Post-USSR countries, North America, India, Korea, Portugal, or Australia. The authors of 
each chapter were asked to structure their work around three general issues: aims and 
objectives (with subthemes composing, performing, and listening; notation and music 
reading; specialist and general music education), contents and methods (with subthemes 
national curriculum, IT and music technology; assessment; world and popular music, 
multicultural issues), and student issues (with subthemes gender issues, gifted pupils, 
music learning outside the classroom, and careers in music). 
Within the countries and regions studied in Hargreaves and North (2001), 
Australia, North America, Italy, Portugal, and the United Kingdom are of interest for the 
present research. In the chapter devoted to Australia, McPherson and Dunbar-Hall (2001) 
acknowledge the difficulties in generalising for the whole country, due to marked 
differences between states. However, they highlight the openness of the Syllabuses, 
where creativity has played an important role since the 1980s. At the same time, 
postmodern theories have facilitated a shift to student-centred learning where “the 
student is the source of knowledge rather than the teacher” (McPherson & Dunbar-Hall, 
2001, p. 18). The implementation of IT into schools has also contributed to individual 
learning. Regarding music education outside schools, they note that it is mainly carried 
out through studio teachers and community music programmes, with more than 150,000 
students sitting Australian Music Examinations Board (AMEB) each year. 
In the chapter on Italy, Tafuri (2001) distinguishes between ‘istruzione musicale’, 
carried out in Conservatories, focussed on reading and performing skills in a ‘music-
centred’ model, and ‘educazione musicale’, carried out in general schools, focused on the 





‘producing’ are the agreed learning objectives for general music education in Italy. 
‘Knowing how to understand’ is a way to ‘interpret’ music in the sense of understanding 
its meanings, context, and styles, and is viewed in Italy as a creative process. ‘Knowing 
how to produce’ involves improvising, composing, and performing. Tafuri highlights a 
dichotomy within music education at the tertiary level between ‘knowing’, which is learnt 
in Universities, and ‘knowing how to do’, which is learnt in Conservatories. She also 
acknowledges a resistance from many music teachers to go out of their Western-Classical-
music comfort zone. 
Radocy (2001) attempts to cover the North American context. Although grouping 
several countries into a world region for a chapter purpose could be a good way of 
covering a wider range of countries, in this case, the content of this chapter does not 
reflect the diversity of the region. Radocy notes in the first paragraph that the chapter 
focuses only on the USA and Canada, leaving aside the North-American countries with 
Hispanic traditions. Furthermore, the author mainly refers to American music education, 
with few references to the Canadian context and specificities. Radocy points out that the 
focus on competition promoted by many USA schools, through bands, orchestras, and 
other small ensemble contests, may distort the implementation of comprehensive music 
education in favour of quality performances where only a few selected students take part. 
He reviews some of the theories that have influenced music education in the USA, such as 
behaviourism, Gestalt theories, Piaget stages, and outcomes-based education. Although 
there is no national curriculum for the USA or Canada, the 1994 MENC’s (Music 
Educators National Conference) provide a means to meet the questionable need for 
standards for evaluating educational outcomes. Radocy dismisses MENC as a “national 
voice for music education” as members’ interests vary from practical participation in 






Similarly to the Italian chapter, the Portuguese chapter signals a double system of 
music education: general music education and specialist music education. Mota (2001) 
highlights how these two tracks “are less co-ordinated than they might be, which could, 
unfortunately, have negative consequences for Portuguese children” (p. 154). General 
music education is carried out by generalist teachers during the first four years of 
primary education and Mota identifies in them a lack of confidence due to a limited 
training in music, that, paired with a vague curriculum, leads to variability in the success 
of music programmes in schools. For years 5 and 6 at primary school, specialist music 
teachers are provided, and music learning is based on singing and instrumental groups 
usually linked to Orff pedagogy. Music education is here usually related to notation, 
music reading, and aural training, with composing only occasionally included. On the 
other hand, teachers in music schools have a discipline-specialised training but often lack 
pedagogical training. As reported by Mota, in Portugal there is also an important stream 
of informal music learning through the ‘bandas de música’ (bands), present in most small 
towns. 
Welch’s (2001) evaluation of the UK music education scene takes into account the 
curricula for England and Wales, Northern Ireland, and Scotland, although the focus is 
mainly on England and Wales. He concludes that the National Curriculum for England 
and Wales, through the modifications from 1992, 1995, and 1999, has become 
‘increasingly minimalist’: “The apparent intention has been to provide a condensed text 
that can be utilized successfully by the musically ‘naïve’ primary school teacher, whilst 
allowing the more musically ‘expert’ teacher … a degree of freedom in the exercise of 
invention and imagination” (p. 210). 
In the last chapter of the book, Hargreaves and North (2001) offer an interesting 
summary of conclusions. For the present research purposes, a couple of points are 
specifically relevant. Firstly, they note the distinction between general and specialist 





the countries present in the book, the fact is that Italy and Portugal are amongst those 
chapters that explicitly explore this double track, whilst the USA and the UK do not 
explicitly mention this divide, and Australia refers to this dichotomy through the 
reference to the AMEB examinations. Secondly, they note the role that different countries 
give to creativity, with the UK being influenced by Painter’s creativity movement, and 
Australia giving a holistic approach to creativity and self-expression. 
Taggart, Whitby, and Sharp’s (2004) report on “Curriculum and progression in the 
arts”, conducted on behalf of UK’s NFER (National Foundation for Education Research), 
reviews 21 arts curricula including those of England, Wales, the Republic of Ireland, 
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and some states or provinces in Australia, Canada, and the USA. 
These countries were chosen because of their established links with NFER and QCA 
(England’s Qualifications and Curriculum Authority). As a general report for the arts it 
includes a few contextualizing curricular features (such as which arts are included in each 
curriculum; curriculum content and outcomes; assessment in the arts through 
professional judgement, against a common standard, or with levels independent of age or 
grade), but provides little specific information about music education. The report was 
elaborated through the analysis of responses to a questionnaire by official bodies in each 
country, not through the direct analysis of curricular documents, and since the aim of the 
report was to “identify ways in which the contribution of the arts to pupils’ education can 
be maximised” (p. iii) in the English context, it takes an English-centred perspective. This 
is the case, for example, in relation to the aims of the arts curriculum, where respondents 
were asked, from the statement of the five aims for the English arts curriculum, to what 
extent these were similar to those from their own country/state.  
A similar report on arts education was elaborated by the European agency 
Eurydice (European Commission/EACEA/Eurydice, 2009) in 35 European countries, also 





official bodies in each country. The objectives stated for arts education are similar in most 
of the countries surveyed and include ‘artistic skills, knowledge and understanding’, 
‘critical appreciation’, ‘individual expression/identity’, ‘cultural heritage’, ‘cultural 
diversity’, and ‘creativity’. Only about half of the countries include ‘arts and lifelong 
learning’. Half of the countries conceive arts subjects separately while the other half have 
an integrated arts learning area. Some artistic education is compulsory for all primary 
students, and most lower secondary ones. The majority of the countries have generalist 
teachers to deliver the arts curriculum while at the secondary level it is taught by 
specialist teachers. 
Rodríguez-Quiles and Dogani (2010) focus on music in schools in a range of 
twenty  European countries on a project for meNet (the European Network for 
Communication and Knowledge Management of Music Education). Although they 
collected information from the 20 countries on general school structure (ages for 
kindergarten, primary school, secondary compulsory, and secondary optional), in the 
analysis of primary and secondary schools the study focuses on the comparison between 
four countries (namely Germany, Greece, Slovenia, and Spain). For these countries, the 
strands within the music subject, the existence of a canon of musical works to be covered, 
and notes on current important questions are succinctly analysed. Time allocation for 
music is summarised in charts for the 20 countries.  
With The Origins and Foundations of Music Education, Cox and Stevens (2010) take a 
historical point of view over fourteen countries with national experts authoring each 
chapter. A variety of countries from Europe, North America, Latin America, Africa, and 
Asia-Pacific, are explored to unpack the origins of music education in compulsory 
schooling, including aspects such as the historical and political context, aims and content 
of music as a compulsory subject, teaching methods, training of teachers, experiences of 
pupils, all from the historical perspective, except for a last reflection on the present state 





introductory chapter that summarises some of the main features. The particularities of 
each country and author make it difficult to establish a strong comparative case, as the 
focus may vary substantially. For instance, in the case of Britain, the chapter is focussed in 
the years 1870 to 1927, considered by the author the ‘crucial years for the introduction of 
singing into the school system (Cox & Stevens, 2010, p. 15). 
A later chapter on International Perspectives by McCarthy (2012) for The Oxford 
Handbook of Music Education, is constructed upon emailed questionnaires responded to by 
scholars from twenty-one countries in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America, 
and Central and South America. McCarthy tackles some issues common across countries 
such as the status of music education, music education advocacy, curriculum 
development and reform, whose music is presented in the curriculum, the changing 
culture of pedagogy, and professional networks and research. She finds that “in cases 
where classroom teachers are charged with the responsibility to teach music, they are 
reported as lacking the expertise and the confidence to teach music or to integrate it into 
classroom life and the general curriculum” (p. 48). Moreover, in countries where music is 
taught by specialists, professional development is often not up to date. McCarthy 
identifies the tensions created by the integration of music within arts education as a 
challenge to maintain a discipline identity paired with an increasing interdisciplinarity.  
Some comparative studies focus on thematic curricular aspects with a problem-
oriented approach rather than a descriptive one, as advocated by Kertz-Welzel (2008), 
shedding light on several aspects relevant to the present research. For instance, Southcott 
and Hartwig (2005) compare curricula from the Australian states of Queensland and 
Victoria, analysing their content in terms of the degree of prescription, the language used, 
and implicit or explicit methodology. While the curricula documents used for this 
analysis (both from 2005) are not the same as the ones used in the present research 
(Queensland 2007, Victoria 2008), Southcott and Hartwig’s observations are still pertinent. 





Australia from the last years of the twentieth century (Watson & Forrest, 2005), they 
describe the sparseness in the wording of the Victoria curriculum, paired with the use of 
generic terms for teaching the arts without much reference to the specific disciplines that 
become optional. Otherwise, Queensland’s curriculum uses specific musical terms with 
some detail1. Although sparseness in the Victorian curriculum gives the responsibility to 
schools in content planning, Southcott and Hartwig advocate for a curriculum that gives 
some guidelines to teachers. 
Expanding on the ‘essential learnings’ topic, Forrest and Watson (2012) analyse in 
depth the music curricula of all the Australian states, looking at their organization and 
degree of centralization of the curriculum. The move from an outcomes-based curriculum 
towards a curriculum based on ‘essential skills’ originated in Queensland and focuses on 
key skills instead of learning areas. Focus on depth rather than breadth, and the 
development of cross-curricular skills and values promoting lifelong learning, are 
paramount. The implementation of the ‘essential learnings’ around Australia was uneven, 
with some states retaining the eight key learning areas or some features of the outcomes-
based approach, while others (New South Wales and Western Australia) have not 
introduced essential learnings, and one (Tasmania, 2006) has already abandoned this 
approach (Forrest & Watson, 2012). The authors argue that the introduction of essential 
learning and generic arts frameworks allows schools to be able to offer weak music 
programmes and the possibility of teaching other arts but not music. In retaining some 
outcomes-based approach, even with the introduction of essential learning curricula 
(such of those for Northern Territory and South Australia), the documents also retain the 
ability to help teachers on the implementation of the curriculum. Forrest and Watson also 
advocate for strengthening quality professional learning opportunities to overcome the 
lack of a specific syllabus. 
                                                      
1 Note that, as analysed in Chapter 4, 2007’s Queensland curriculum, although keeping a 





Goble (2010) examines five Canadian curricula (Alberta, British Columbia, 
Manitoba, Ontario, and Saskatchewan) through a distinct thematic focus. With the aim of 
verifying whether these curricula maintain concepts of music as a ‘fine art’ or whether 
“they address the dynamic and context-particular effects of musical practices undertaken 
by different peoples” (p. 23), Goble places the focus on the shift from aesthetic to praxial 
orientations. This shift is evaluated through a series of indicators related to the place that 
music is given in the school curriculum, the repertoire selection, and the modes of 
instruction, evidencing, with the exception of Ontario, a curriculum oriented towards 
praxial music education. 
Stowasser (1993) reports on observations in Australia, England, and the USA, at a 
time when England had just approved its National Curriculum, Australia was drafting 
its, and the USA did not yet had their standards. The author, based in and with 
knowledge of Australia’s music education, visited several places in North America and 
England, where she conducted interviews with music educators and visited schools. Both 
the England and the Australia documents stated only very general outcomes intended to 
provide a framework. At the primary school level, Stowasser highlights the insecurities 
general teachers face in Great Britain as teaching music for ages 5-11 was to be 
undertaken by them and little support was available. Music education practice in all these 
countries was found to be student-centred and not bound to one single method but rather 
eclectic. At the secondary level, a higher contrast is evidenced with an emphasis in 
composition in British secondary schools while North American schools are more focused 
on group performance (bands, orchestras, choirs, and especificaly marching bands and 
show choirs), with music teachers’ perception of “school administrators … inclined to 
regard music as a public relations enterprise” (p. 19).  
No problem-oriented comparative study related to Southwestern European 
countries has been located, except that of Kokkidou (2007, 2009) where she analyses the 





Bulgaria, Greece, Russia, and Sweden) from the perspective of the role assigned in the 
curricula to aesthetic experiences (Kokkidou, 2007), and “the evaluation of the design of 
music curricula, and their comparison in terms of their structural factors and of their 
philosophy” (Kokkidou, 2009, p. 10). The 1992 Catalan curriculum is seen here as an open 
curriculum that gives a framework upon which teachers organise their work, which 
emphasises the praxial approach to music education, and which promotes cross-
curricular intervention and traditional Catalan music. Although there are some references 
to the “enjoyment of singing, listening and dancing as activities”, aesthetic pleasure is not 
in a central place. 
The literature analysis has confirmed a lack of research in the comparative music 
education arena, and especially from a problem-oriented approach. Although an interest 
in international comparison is patent and sometimes even institutionally supported, 
many large-scale reports, while being useful as an inventory tool, often stop at the 
descriptive level. In order to tackle this study both in context and with enough 
focus/detail the research questions are set as follows: 
1. How do music curriculum policies in English-speaking countries and 
Southwestern European countries relate/converge/diverge? 
2. How do curriculum policies in New Zealand and Catalonia, as part of the 
two previous groups of countries, relate/converge/diverge? 
3. To what extent is this relation/convergence/divergence reflected in 
classroom practice in Dunedin, New Zealand, and Girona, Catalonia? 
The next chapter will define the conceptual framework, methodology, and 






CHAPTER 3 -  CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Conceptual framework and research design 
This research sits within the conceptual framework of pragmatism with a mixed 
methods research process model. Pragmatism, as a philosophical support for mixed 
methods research, provides the best approach to answering important research questions 
(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). As Morgan outlines, John Dewey’s concept of inquiry 
sheds light on pragmatism both as philosophy and as problem-solving: “pragmatism 
points to the importance of joining beliefs and actions in a process of inquiry that 
underlies any search for knowledge” (2014, p. 1051). Dewey’s model of inquiry involves a 
continuous process that links beliefs and actions, one being modified by the other: 
reflecting on beliefs to choose actions, and reflecting on actions to choose beliefs. Dewey’s 
problem-solving pragmatic approach has been understood as paradigm for both 
comparative education (Holmes, 1981) and for mixed-methods research. Comparative 
education as a field is defined not through a specific methodology, but through its 
content, and thus approaches to comparative education are manifold, allowing for a 
pragmatist paradigm to determine the particular methodologies appropriate to each 
inquiry. 
As the research questions for this research involve a broad range of settings, from 
the wider international panorama to the collective case study, a tailored research design 
has been modelled. Contingency theory recognises that no choice of qualitative or 
quantitative methods is superior but depends on the circumstances (Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The use of mixed methods is thus the best option to adapt our 
inquiry to each research problem, as “investigators who conduct mixed methods research 
are more likely to select methods and approaches with respect to their underlying 
research questions, rather than with regards to some preconceived biases about which 





Figure 1 shows the diversity of mixed-method models depending on the choice 
and combination of the kind of research objectives, data, and analysis as identified by 
Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004). Designs 1 and 8 in this diagram are qualitative and 
quantitative monomethods respectively, while numbers 2 to 7 show a mixture of the two.  
 
Figure 1. Monomethod and mixed-model designs (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004) 
 
The present research is grounded within qualitative objectives and focuses on 
collecting qualitative data. However, while most of the analysis is performed 
qualitatively, quantitative analysis is also introduced to reach a better understanding of 
the curricula of the English-speaking countries and Southwestern European countries’. 
Thus, this research is based on models 1 and 2 in figure 1. 
Adamson and Morris (2007) distinguish three general perspectives for analysing 
curricula: evaluative, interpretative, and critical. The focus of this research is 
interpretative and critical. The aim is not to evaluate the implementation or efficacy of the 
diverse curricula but to explore the educational and political approach to curriculum, 
interpreting different curriculum approaches and interrogating aspects of curriculum 





3.2 Research methodology and procedures 
To answer the research questions, a multilevel research model has been designed, to 
accommodate the different layers and steps of comparison. Bray and Thomas’ (1995) 
three-dimensional conceptual framework for education analysis has been adopted as the 
basis for the present research model. The first dimension is the geographical/locational 
levels that can range from the wider world regions to specific individuals. With this range 
Bray and Thomas highlight how comparative education can be developed not only at an 
international macro-level but also at a micro-level. The second dimension defines non-
locational demographic groups such as age, ethnic, gender, or religious groups. The third 
dimension relates to the aspects of education and society to be chosen as elements of 
comparison and includes, for example, curriculum, teaching methods, educational 
finance, or political change. 
 
Figure 2. A framework for comparative education analysis, Bray and Thomas (1995) 
 
The shaded cube in Figure 2 shows one example of single level comparison, 
framed within one layer for each dimension. However, Bray and Thomas (1995) advocate 





Analysing subjects from different angles leads to a balanced perspective. Bray and 
Thomas acknowledge the fact that multilevel research is better carried out by large 
research teams, especially when including world regions, but that most research is 
conducted by small teams or individuals. Thus, these kind of multilevel/cross-national 
studies are scarce. Nevertheless, the present research, even if conducted by one 
researcher, has been structured through multilevels to gain a contextualised 
understanding of the subject. Several units of comparison have been chosen on the three 
dimensions for each chapter, to relate better to each research question. 
In the geographical dimension, this research ranges from a world regional level to 
a state/province level. Figure 3 summarizes the interactions at locational level: between 
the two groups of countries, within each group of countries (and within each country 
when states/provinces have a different curriculum), and between New Zealand and 
Catalonia at a focus level and as case studies.  
If Bray and Thomas’ cube serves as framework for this research, Bereday’s (1964) 
process structure for comparative inquiry with its four stages has also been applied. The 
first stage is ‘description’, where data from the different settings to compare is presented. 
The second is ‘interpretation’, where local issues for each geographical unit of comparison 
are contextualized separately, through historical, political, economic, and social 
perspectives. In the third stage (‘juxtaposition’) side-by-side similarities and differences 
are established and a tertium comparationis (the criteria for comparison) can be drawn. The 
fourth stage (‘comparison’) involves the development of hypothesis and conclusions to 
explain such differences and similarities. 
 
 






3.2.1      Methodology and procedures for Chapter 4 (Curriculum policies in context) 
The dimensions of comparison for the analysis of curriculum policies in English-
speaking countries and Southwestern European countries are as follows: 
• At the geographical/locational dimension, comparison within and between 
two world regions/groups of countries: 
a) English-speaking countries: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, UK, 
and the USA;  
b) Southwestern European countries: France, Italy, Portugal, and 
Spain.  
• At the non-locational dimension, comparison within demographic groups: 
a) Primary school; 
b) Secondary school; 
c) Out-of-school music education. 
• At the aspects of education dimension: curriculum policies compared from 
seven perspectives: 
a) Naming of document as curriculum, standards, or other 
b) Relationship to other arts, integration to arts learning area 
c) Organisation of learning in years, bands, or levels 
d) Organisers/strands 
e) Degree of detail and prescription 
f) Student-centeredness 





As explained in the introductory chapter, the two groups of countries analysed 
have been defined for linguistic and cultural reasons: on the one hand the English-
speaking countries, limited here to the ‘inner circle’ as established by Kachru (1985), and 
on the other hand the Southwestern European countries, as Romance language speakers.  
For the analysis of curriculum policies from English-speaking countries and 
Southwestern European countries, most of the documents have been sourced online. In 
some cases, it has been necessary to contact the corresponding Ministry or Department of 
education or local music education researchers to clarify any disparities or gaps in the 
information available online. This contact has been made by email. 
The curriculum documents have been analysed through content and discourse 
analysis. As the selection of documents to analyse is wide, a limited range of seven 
curriculum features has been selected within the third dimension, ‘aspects of education’, 
to unify the elements observed from all of them. An ulterior quantification of these 
features has allowed for trends to be explored. 
 
3.2.2 Methodology and procedures for Chapter 5 (New Zealand and Catalonia 
curriculum policies in historical perspective) 
The dimensions of comparison for the analysis of New Zealand and Catalonia 
curriculum policies are as follows: 
• Geographical/locational dimension: 
a) New Zealand 
b) Catalonia 
• Non-locational demographic groups: 





b) Secondary school 
c) Out-of-school music education 
• Aspects of education: 
a) Curriculum policies 
• Temporal dimension: 
a) Historical approach 1989-2015 
One additional dimension of comparison suggested by Bray and Thomas (1995) is 
time, as each particular cell in the cube can be compared at different specific times, which 
leads to a historical approach. Comparativists in the educational field have argued at the 
turn of the century the need to approach comparative education from a historical 
perspective for a better contextualisation (Cowen, 2000, 2002; Kazamias, 2001; Nóvoa & 
Yariv-Mashal, 2003; Sweeting, 2007). A historical approach to comparative education can 
explain educational changes as transitional processes linked to social, political, and 
economic structures and changes (Cowen, 2000). As comparative education has been 
more concerned with the concept of space than with the concept of time and has often 
assumed an evolutionary linearity ignoring political and cultural context, Cowen (2002)  
advocates for a comparative education focussed on ‘transitologies’, where political, 
economic, and social changes redefine educational systems. Novoa and Yariv-Mashal 
propose a focus on present problems “that are anchored in the present, but that possess a 
history and anticipate different possible futures” rather than on facts (2003, p. 437). 
As case studies, the curricula of New Zealand and Catalonia are analysed in 
greater depth in chapter 5. Since curriculum policies have experienced frequent 
modifications in both New Zealand and Catalonia, a period of twenty-five years has been 






3.2.3 Methodology and procedures for Chapter 6 (New Zealand and Catalonia 
curriculum practices) 
The dimensions of comparison for the analysis of curriculum practices in New 
Zealand and Catalonia are as follows: 
• Geographical/locational levels: 
a) New Zealand 
b) Catalonia 
• Non-locational demographic groups: 
a) Primary school; 
b) Secondary school; 
c) Out-of-school music education. 
• Aspects of education: 
a) Curriculum practices. 
Interviews have been chosen as a method for gathering data from practitioners 
about their practices and their views on policies. Ten music educators from New Zealand 
and ten from Catalonia were selected for the interviews, specifically from the cities of 
Dunedin and Girona respectively. Both cities are of a similar size, and although Dunedin 
is bigger with 130,000 population, Girona with 100,000 gains an additional 43,000 from 
adjacent conurbations. The practitioners have been selected from local knowledge and in 
consultation with local music education leaders from public primary schools, high 
schools, and out-of-school settings in a proportion of 4, 3, and 3 in each case. When 
possible, the interviewees were selected from specialist music teachers, but in Dunedin 
two of the primary schools chosen use generalist teachers for music education delivery. 
Since not all primary schools in New Zealand have specialists, it has been considered 





principal have been interviewed in their role as the responsible person with a global 
knowledge about the delivery of music in their schools. All the interviewees have a 
minimum background of five years teaching experience.  
Semi-structured interviews were chosen as the means to allow interviewees to 
express their experiences freely. The outline of interviews (see Appendix D) was sent to 
interviewees together with the information letter to participants (see Appendix B) when 
inviting them to the interviews. This allowed them, if they wished, to consider the points 
they wanted to make. All the interviewees were however very spontaneous during the 
interviews.  
The topics for the interviews included their background and experiences in music 
education, their philosophy of music education (its purposes, its value, what is important 
to them in teaching and learning music), their views about the curriculum within which 
they are working (comprising its usefulness, its impact upon students, and the challenges 
it presents), their thoughts and/or practice in relation to music as a part of an integrated 
arts curriculum, music education in school and in the community, resources and support 
available, use of IT, and the inclusion of music from a range of different cultures in music 
education. 
The interviews were digitally recorded, then transcribed, and coded using NVivo 
software. The coding nodes were partially derived from the interviews’ topics and 
partially emerged inductively from the interviews: advocacy; arts learning area; teacher 
background; music education and community; cross-curricular; curriculum practice; 
generalist vs specialist music teacher; isolation; IT; key competences; methodology; 
multicultural; music schools; musicianship; open curriculum; praxial; purpose-goals-
philosophy; resources; singing; standards; strands; support; teacher training. 
The research gained approval from the University of Otago Human Ethics 





Appendix C) where anonymity was agreed. To protect his/her identity, each interviewee 
has been assigned a different name. 
3.3 Limitations 
The researcher acknowledges the limitations that an international comparative 
project involving multiple countries presents to an individual researcher. While the 
researcher has first-hand knowledge of the music education systems and curricula in both 
New Zealand and Catalonia, the same cannot be expected with all the other countries 
analysed. However, these other countries have been included to give a contextualizing 
overview. Advice from local experts has been sought when needed. 
The exploration of the practices of teachers has not included objective analysis of 
classroom content in relation to curriculum, which would have required lesson 
observations. Instead, it has focused on teachers’ perceptions of the curriculum in relation 
to their practice. In this way, the ideas underlying classroom practice can be related to the 









CHAPTER 4 -  THE MUSIC CURRICULUM: POLICIES AND CONTEXT 
This chapter will present, analyse, and compare music curricula: on the one side 
those from the English-speaking countries, on the other side those from the Southwestern 
European countries.  
Firstly, it will take into account the way the educational administration is 
organised in each country, to ascertain whether the decision-making in terms of 
curriculum policies lies with national or local administrations, and whether or not a 
national curriculum is in place. Barresi and Olson’s (1992) classification of types of 
explicit policies has been used to examine the effects of imposed, endorsed, or advocated 
policies. Imposed policies are of mandatory compliance and are implemented with the 
power of economic or professional sanctions. Endorsed policies are not mandatory, and 
their implementation is encouraged through beneficial rights and privileges. Finally, 
advocated policies are of voluntary compliance and rely on a philosophical or practical 
agreement for their acceptance. 
Secondly, since the names/titles used on the documents differ from one state to 
another, an observation of the distribution of the names used may reveal a first approach 
to the educational choices in each country. In the past, it was usual to define an 
educational guidance document as a syllabus. Through the reforms of the end of the 
twentieth century and the first decade of the twenty-first, this kind of document —
understood as a list of contents to be taught— has been progressively replaced by 
Curriculum in some countries and by Standards in others. Even if both words (Curriculum 
and Standards) may be interchangeable when used in a general sense, each has a distinct 
meaning and standards-based curriculum can be understood as a subcategory within 
curricula. ‘Curriculum’ is defined in the UNESCO International Bureau of Education 
(IBE)’s Glossary of Curriculum Terminology (2013) as a “description of what, why, how 






standards’ are generally associated with the description of a degree of achievement, in the 
fields of the content or of the performance (or both): content standards refer to what 
learners are expected to know and be able to do in various subject areas; performance 
standards2 specify what levels of learning are expected. 
The integration of music as a stand-alone subject or its integration into an arts 
learning area has also been analysed to see whether it is based on a discipline-based 
curriculum or a generic arts curriculum.  
In order to analyse how the gradation of learning is reflected in the documents, 
three different kinds of organization may be distinguished: years, bands and levels. The 
first one is the most constrained as it specifies either the outcomes or contents the student 
should learn each year. Organization into bands is more flexible, as it indicates 
outcomes/contents over two-, three- or four-years periods, usually stating what the 
student should be able to do or to know by the end of the band. Finally, the organization 
in levels allows for each student to work more at his/her own pace, progressing from one 
level to another independently of year/course. 
For this study, the curricula have also been explored from the perspective of the 
degree of detail contained in them and have been classified into three groups according to 
their degree of detail: sparse, medium, and dense. The criteria for this classification has 
taken into account several elements within the curricula. One is the prevalence of 
technical terms (i.e. steady beat; specific meters, pitch, or forms; staff; unison; ostinato; 
etc.) or vague terms (i.e., ‘range’, ‘variety of purposes’, ‘variety of ways’, ‘music elements’, 
‘practical and theoretical skills’, ‘appropriate’; etc.). Another is the inclusion or not of 
specific contents for each grade or band, higher or lower repetition across levels, the 
presence or absence of diagrams showing content per grade/band, and the extension 
                                                      
2 The term ‘performance standards’ has some ambiguity in the music education field. In 
education it refers to what is demonstrated by the student and in music it refers to the presentation 
of a musical experience. This leads to strange configurations such as ‘performance performance 






(length) of the specification per grade/band. In the continuum of the three groups, the 
sparse group includes curricula that give a general sense of what should be achieved or 
worked on but leave it to the teacher/school to tailor the programme to the specific needs 
of students, school, or community; the middle group retains some flexibility while 
introducing more guidelines; the higher group includes those curricula giving little room 
for manoeuvre and usually more content-focused. 
Analysing the language used in the curricula a point will be made regarding 
‘who’ is at the centre of the policies and what role students and teachers play within the 
curricula, and ‘what’ the focus of the document is, what should be learnt (or taught). In 
this regard, three different kinds of curricula can be distinguished: content-based, 
outcomes-based, and processes-based. The first one (content-based) prescribes specific 
contents (inputs) to be learnt. The second one (outcomes-based) is output oriented and 
stresses the importance of abilities and/or skills students should be able to demonstrate 
though it may also include mastery of content (Opertti & Amadio, 2009). The outcomes 
should be measurable since the focus is on the results more than the means. Finally, in the 
process-based curriculum the priority lies, as the name suggests, in the learning journey. 
 
4.1 English-speaking countries 
The purpose of this section is to analyse the main trends and issues present in 
English-speaking countries’ school music curricula and to explore whether and how they 
illustrate current curriculum development directions. Thirty-eight documents from 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States of 
America (USA) were analysed using content and comparative analysis to uncover 
tensions and similarities that have more to do with geographical distribution than 






the 1994 and 2013 national documents), 11 for Canada (10 provinces plus the CMEC3-
CMEA4 document), 1 for New Zealand, 5 for the UK (4 countries plus previous 1999 
England curriculum), and 11 for the US (9 states plus MENC5’s 1994 and NCCAS6’s 2014 
standards). In the case of the Australia national document, the England curriculum, and 
the USA standards, the documents from 1994, 1999, and 1994 respectively were primarily 
analysed. Since all of them were renewed between 2013 and 2014, when this research was 
well underway, the new documents have been incorporated while keeping the previous 
ones due to their significance: the Australian and the USA documents as 
guideline/framework for the respective states’ curricula, and the English one because it 
was the first curriculum to implement assessment by flexible levels. 
The next section will examine significant features in the curriculum of each 
country, followed by a comparison across the English-speaking world. 
4.1.1 Australia 
In Australia, although in 1994 National Curriculum documents were issued (A 
Statement on the Arts for Australian Schools and The Arts: A Curriculum Profile for Australian 
Schools), the decision-making in educational policies rests with the States and Territories. 
These national documents were intended as guidance and did not have a unifying effect 
on the curricula written by the different States. Consequently, Australia initially 
approved a new National Curriculum in 2013 which was finally endorsed in September 
2015 by the Education Council with modifications that did not specifically affect the Arts 
Learning Area. This curriculum is intended to unify the local policies. Both documents 
(Curriculum 1994 and Draft 2013) have been taken into account for this study together 
                                                      
3 Coalition for Music Education in Canada. 
4 Canadian Music Educators’ Association. 
5 USA’s Music Educators National Conference, has recently changed its denomination to 
NAfNE, National Assotiacion for Music Education. 






with the curriculum documents for the six States (New South Wales, Queensland, South 
Australia, Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia) and two mainland Territories 
(Australian Capital Territory and Northern Territory). A brief summary highlighting the 
main features of each document follows. 
The 1994 documents A Statement on the Arts for Australian Schools and The Arts – A 
Curriculum Profile for Australian Schools both include five arts strands, namely dance, 
drama, media, music, and visual arts. Three organisers of content, processes, and/or   
conceptual understanding are common to the five arts strands: ‘Creating, making and 
presenting’, ‘Arts criticism and aesthetics’, and ‘Past and present contexts’. Likewise, the 
first organiser is amplified into three parts: ‘Exploring and developing ideas’ (creating), 
‘Using skills, techniques and processes’ (making), and ‘Presenting’. Although the 
structure is organised in bands (Band A: Lower Primary – Years 1-4; Band B: Upper 
Primary – Years 5-7; Band C: Lower Secondary – Years 8-10; Band D: Upper Secondary – 
Years 11-12)7, the progression of learning is shaped into eight levels that cover the 
compulsory years of schooling (1-10). Generalist teachers should be in charge of the arts 
education in Band A, generalists or specialists in band B, and specialists in bands C and 
D. This one is, of all the curricula analysed for this research, the chronologically earliest to 
introduce flexible levels to assess the students’ progress. Specific outcomes for each art 
form (strand) and level are defined. With the second and third strand organizers, a 
willingness to reconcile aesthetic and sociocultural views can be noted, with ‘arts criticism 
and aesthetics’ linked to a modernist approach and ‘past and present contexts’ linked to a 
postmodernist approach.  
As the 1994 National Curriculum is an endorsed and not an imposed policy, each 
Australian state has implemented a different curriculum, with varying levels of 
agreement with the national document. 
                                                      







Western Australia published its The Arts Learning Area Statement in 1998. The same 
five arts forms are included in this document while recognising that each discipline has a 
different language even if it is possible to work on several arts together. The focus has 
deliberately shifted from educational inputs and time allocation toward a focus on 
outcomes. Instead of the 1994 documents’ three strands (organisers), four strands are 
defined here as outcomes: ‘Arts ideas’ (Creating), ‘Arts skills and processes’, ‘Arts 
responses’ and ‘Arts in society’. As a generic curriculum for the same five art forms, as in 
the 1994 Statement, these outcomes are defined with little detail and without a discipline-
specific curriculum for years 1 to 10. The progression of learning is organised for the four 
outcomes as a spiral curriculum in bands, named here ‘phases of development’: early 
childhood (K-Year 3, ages 5-8), middle childhood (Years 3-7, ages 8-12), early adolescence 
(Years 7-10, ages 12-15) and late adolescence/young adulthood (Years 10-12, ages 15-17). 
South Australia’s 2001 Learning Areas – Arts curriculum follows the pattern 
initiated by Western Australia in developing a generic curriculum with a very low level 
of prescription. The progression of learning is also organised in bands, as a standard 
(level) is expected to be achieved at the end of every two years, getting to standard five by 
the end of year 10 and with specific standards for year 12. Learning is, as in the National 
Statement, organised in three strands: ‘Arts practice’, ‘Arts analysis and response’, and 
‘Arts in context’. 
The Northern Territory published its current curriculum document in 2002. It 
concerns the same five arts, organised in three strands: ‘Creating arts ideas’, ‘Arts skills 
and processes’, and ‘Arts responses and analysis’. In bands 4 and 5, a fourth strand is 
included: Arts in context. The progression of learning is organised in flexible levels, 
named as Key Growth Point 1, 2 and 3, followed by Band 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and beyond 5. The 
outcomes are generic for all the arts up to band 3 and discipline-based for bands 4 and 5. 
New South Wales’ syllabus Creative Arts K-6 (2006) differs from all the others in 






schools, thus limiting itself to dance, drama, music and visual arts. A discipline-based 
syllabus for years 7-10 was already in place (Music Years 7-10, 2003). Learning is 
organised through three strands (‘Performing’, ‘Organising sound’, and ‘Listening’) with 
outcomes defined for each discipline in five stages (bands of two years each, from year 1 
to year 10). It is intended to be delivered, at least at the primary level, by generalist 
classroom teachers. 
The Queensland Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Framework was published in 
2007. It includes the five art forms in an arts learning area. This discipline-based 
curriculum is developed at a low level of detail and is organised in bands describing what 
the students should be able to do by the end of years 3, 5, 7 and 9. 
The Tasmanian Arts Curriculum for K-10 was also published in 2007. It includes the 
five arts and at primary level recommends that the students learn at least one art form 
intensively and have some experience of all of them during the year. To achieve this goal 
each school should have a teacher specialist in at least one art form. For years 11 and 12, 
students should choose one art form. The learning is organised in flexible levels with five 
standards (levels) and 15 stages (three for each standard). The strands (key components) 
are: ‘Imagining and creating new works’; ‘Using skills, techniques and processes’; ‘Using 
codes and conventions’; ‘Interpreting and appraising the work of others’; ‘Making 
aesthetic choices’; ‘Reflecting cultural, social and historic contexts’; ‘Presenting with 
purpose’; ‘Expressing personal choice’. 
The Curriculum Framework ‘Every Chance to Learn’ for Australia Capital Territory 
Schools (Preschool to Year 10), published in 2008, presents a series of 25 essential learning 
achievements, with one of them embracing the whole arts learning area: ‘The student 
creates, presents and appreciates artistic works.’ The essential content of this learning 
achievement describes the content students will learn about and the skills they will 
acquire. The content is developed and sequenced in four bands of development: early 






(Years 6 to 8), and later adolescence (Years 9 to 10). Interestingly, early and later 
childhood’s essential content specifically refers to music (and the other art forms), while 
early and later adolescence’s essential content refers generically to ‘artistic works’, thus 
allowing for students to work in only one or some of the art forms at these stages. 
The Victorian Essential Learning Standards (reviewed in 2008) cover Prep 
(Preparatory) to Year 10. The Arts domain includes music and comprises two dimensions 
(‘Creating and making’ and ‘Exploring and responding’) common to all five art forms. 
Learning is organised in six levels. However, even if the curriculum document uses the 
word ‘levels’, these are conceived as bands covering specified school Years: Level 1 – Prep 
Year; Level 2 – Years 1 and 2; Level 3 – Years 3 and 4; Level 4 – Years 5 and 6; Level 5 – 
Years 7 and 8; Level 6 – Years 9 and 10. Each level specifies a learning focus statement and 
a set of standards generic for all five art forms. Standards define ‘what students should 
know and be able to do at different levels’. Levels 1 and 2 have standards only for 
‘Creating and making’, with ‘Exploring and responding’ being introduced from Level 3. 
The new Australian Curriculum - The Arts was initially endorsed in 2013, shortly 
before a change in the government, and sets content and achievement standards common 
to Australian schools across all the states. The new government modified the 2013 
curriculum and it was finally endorsed, without changes for the Arts Learning Area, in 
2015. It is organised into five bands: Foundation to Year 2; Years 3 and 4; Years 5 and 6; 
Years 7 and 8; Years 9 and 10. Content is framed within two strands, ‘Making’ and 
‘Responding’, with content descriptions and achievement standards for each band 
specific for each art form. Students work on the five art forms until the end of primary 
school (Year 6 or 7 depending on the state) and can experience in depth one or more arts 
subjects at the secondary level. Concise content descriptions include the development of 
aural skills, singing, playing, improvising, composing, and responding to music. The 
descriptions are accompanied with content elaborations, provided as samples to show 






and skills in music’ for each band. In these examples, the elements of music (including 
rhythm, pitch, dynamics and expression, form, timbre, and texture) and skills (including 
aural) to be learned at each band are listed. Broad achievement standards are also 
defined.  
Most of these Australian documents are shaped as curricula, except for New 
South Wales, where it is named Syllabus, and Victoria, named as Standards. Tasmania 
may be considered as Curriculum, although it uses a double nomenclature, with “Arts 
Curriculum Area” as title and “K-10 syllabus” as a subtitle.  
In all the Australian documents music is integrated within an Arts Learning Area, 
together with dance, drama, media arts, and visual arts, except for New South Wales 
where media arts are not included. It is worth pointing out that five of the eight 
states/territories (Australia Capital Territory, Northern Territory, South Australia, 
Victoria, and Western Australia) opt for a generic arts curriculum even though the two 
national documents (Curriculum 1994 and 2013) opt for a discipline-based curriculum 
within the integrated Arts Learning Area. Since the 2013 Australian Curriculum: The Arts 
opts for a discipline-based curriculum it will be interesting, although unfortunately out of 
the scope of this research, to see how the states develop their own curricula and to verify 
whether the steps taken in recent years are retraced or not. 
When looking at how these curricula are developed regarding their level of detail 
and how the progression of learning is organised, an absence of organisation in years and 
of a high degree of detail is noticeable. Most curricula are organised by bands, with none 
by years and only two by levels. Also, most of the curricula have a sparse degree of detail 
with a few in the medium and none in the high (dense) degree of detail. The top 







Figure 4. Australian curricula degree of detail. 
4.1.2 Canada 
In Canada, there is no Ministry or Department of Education at the federal level. 
The ten provinces and three territories that constitute Canada have complete 
responsibility for their own education systems and curricula. Whilst therefore there is no 
national curriculum for Canada, the Coalition for Music Education in Canada (CMEC) 
and Canadian Music Educators’ Association (CMEA), produced the frameworks 
Achieving Musical Understanding: Concepts & Skills for Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 8 (2000, 
revised 2008) and Achieving Musical Understanding: Concepts & Skills for Grades 9 through 12 
(2002, revised 2008). Additionally, in 2001 the Atlantic Provinces (New Brunswick, 
Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island) formulated a 
common curriculum framework to be implemented in these provinces. Both frameworks 
have been examined here together with the documents for the ten Provinces (Alberta, 
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Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan and Quebec). The three Territories 
(Northwest Territories, Nunavut, and Yukon) have not been taken into account since they 
do not currently have their own curriculum but apply those established in nearby 
provinces (Saskatchewan’s curriculum is implemented in Northwest Territories and 
Nunavut, and British Columbia’s curriculum in Yukon). Nunavut was in 2013 in the 
process of creating its own curriculum for all areas of learning and all years of schooling, 
based on a combination of the Inuit worldview, perspective, principles of learning and 
values, and Euro-Canadian content. 
Alberta’s curriculum at the time of this research dates from 1989, being the most 
long-lived within the analysed countries. It was under revision in 2008, and a draft for a 
new arts curriculum was published in 2009, but it was never approved and plans were 
made to consider a new curriculum in 2014. In the 1989 curriculum, Music was included 
within the Fine Arts Programs together with [Visual] Art and Drama. The discipline-
specific curriculum is oriented to develop performers, listeners, and composers, 
sequencing specific contents and skills for each year, and pointing out the attitudes to 
develop. Concepts are divided into five elements (rhythm, melody, harmony, form, and 
expression) and are taught through the practice of six skill areas (singing, playing 
instruments, listening, moving, reading and writing, and creating). A chart in the 
document provides the development of the five concepts and six skills through the 
schooling years. The attitudes are not sequenced, and the prevailing attitude promoted is 
the enjoyment of music. 
In 2001, the Atlantic Provinces of New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island published their Foundation for the Atlantic Canada 
Arts Education Curriculum for a common approach to dance, drama, music, and visual 
arts. It describes general outcomes common to the four disciplines, and key-stage 
curriculum outcomes for grades 3, 6, 9, and 12, specific for each discipline. The eight 






‘Understanding and connecting contexts of time, place and community’, and ‘Perceiving, 
reflecting, and responding’. 
The Music Primary-6 Curriculum (2002) of Nova Scotia takes as a starting point the 
strands, the eight general outcomes and the key-stage outcomes provided by the Atlantic 
Provinces framework, to then develop specific curriculum outcomes for each general 
outcome and grade. These specific outcomes are accompanied by suggestions for learning 
and teaching, suggestions for assessment, and notes and resources. 
New Brunswick’s Music Education Curriculum K-8 (2004) follows the same pattern 
as Nova Scotia’s document, incorporating the strands, general outcomes and key stage 
curriculum outcomes from the Atlantic Provinces framework, and developing the specific 
curriculum outcomes for each grade and general outcome with suggestions for learning 
and teaching, suggestions for assessment, and notes and resources. This curriculum 
refers, for some of the specific outcomes, to an approach based on Kodály’s methodology. 
Additionally, standards of achievement for each grade are developed to determine 
whether the student ‘experiences difficulty’, has an ‘appropriate development’ (needing 
occasional teacher support), or has a ‘strong performance’ (working independently). 
Although Prince Edward Island Department of Education participated in the 
making of the 2001’s Atlantic Provinces Arts framework, in 2002 it published its own 
Music Curriculum that only tangentially matches with the framework. The music 
curriculum was prepared between 1995 and 1997 but was only published in 2002 after a 
revision in 2001-2002 that introduced some elements in keeping with the framework’s 
‘essential graduation learnings’, common to all the curricular subjects. However, the 
development of the music curriculum was kept in its original form, organised through 
four strands: ‘Musical participation’, ‘Musical awareness and appreciation’, ‘Musical 
understanding’, and ‘Musical technology’. Through these strands, key-stage outcomes 
and related instructional strategies are developed for grades 3, 6, 9, and 12, as well as 






The music curriculum of Newfoundland and Labrador (primary in 2005 and 
intermediate in 2009) follows a path in between the options of Nova Scotia/New 
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island: on the one hand, it adopts the strands, general 
outcomes, and key stages curriculum outcomes from the Atlantic Provinces framework; 
on the other hand, the development of specific curriculum outcomes for each grade 
follows a different structure, with six organizers (rhythm and metre, melody/pitch, 
harmony, form, expression, and contexts).  
In 2008, CMEC and CMEA reviewed their frameworks to promote the 
development and implementation of music curricula across Canada. Both frameworks 
(one for K to grade 8 and the other grade 9 to grade 12) follow the same structure giving 
continuity to music education all through the school years. With a structure similar to 
Alberta’s curriculum, the frameworks include (under the umbrella of ‘General 
achievements’ set up as broad goals for each grade) ‘Experiential achievements’, which 
define in more detail the practical skills that students will gain (singing, playing, moving, 
improvising/composing, listening/responding, reading/writing music), and ‘Conceptual 
achievements’, defining the concepts that students will gain through practice 
(beat/tempo, rhythm, pitch/melody, dynamics, timbre, form, texture/harmony). 
Experiential and conceptual achievements are described in detail for each grade.  
Quebec renewed its music curriculum in 2009, developing a discipline-based 
music curriculum within an Arts Learning Area (‘Domain des Arts’) that includes drama, 
dance, music, and visual arts. With an organisation similar to the Alberta and CMEC-
CMEA frameworks, it is structured in two sections, one for ‘knowledge’ 
(‘Connaissances’), and the other for ‘the use of knowledge’ (‘Utilisation des 
connaissances’). Both sections are organised in two-year bands. Content knowledge 
includes musical language (with elements of rhythm, pitch, timbre, dynamics/expression, 
and sound quality), graphic representation, sound resources (voice, body, instruments, 






of the knowledge’ is organised through three competencies, ‘Creating vocal or 
instrumental pieces’, ‘Performing musical pieces’, and ‘Appreciating musical works, own 
compositions, and those of peers’. The outcomes for each competence are organised in 
two-year bands, where new learning is introduced during the first year of the band, and 
students are able to work independently on the new learning by the end of the second 
year. 
The Ontario Curriculum – The Arts, was revised in 2009 for Grades 1-8 and 2010 for 
Grades 9-12. Three overall expectations common to all four art forms structure the 
knowledge and skills for each grade: ‘Creating and presenting/performing’, ‘Reflecting, 
responding and analysing’, and ‘Exploring forms and cultural contexts’. For each overall 
generic expectation, several specific expectations are detailed in the curriculum stating 
what students will do by the end of each grade, using the ‘fundamental concepts’ 
(elements of music) also specified for each grade. Students are assessed within four 
categories of knowledge and skills (‘Knowledge and understanding’, ‘Thinking’, 
Communication’, and ‘Application’) and four levels of achievement (limited for level 1, 
some for level 2, considerable for level 3, and high degree for level 4). 
British Columbia updated its music curriculum K to 7 in 2010 whereas the 
curriculum 8-10 dates from 1995, and the 11-12 from 1997. The curriculum organizers for 
the K-7 are ‘Exploring and creating’, ‘Elements and skills’, ‘Context’, and ‘Presenting and 
performing’. Prescribed learning outcomes detail for each organizer and grade what 
students are expected to do. Suggested (not prescribed) achievement indicators are also 
presented as examples for each learning outcome. For grades 8-12 the organizers are 
‘Structure’ (including elements of rhythm, melody, expression, and form), ‘Thoughts, 
images, and feelings’, and ‘Context’. 
The Manitoba Curriculum – Framework of Outcomes for music, published in 2011, 
centres the curriculum focus on ‘Making Music’, with four essential learning areas 






music in context’, and ‘Valuing musical experience’) working together towards this goal. 
This is visualised in the curriculum through a butterfly image (Figure 5) where the four 
wings (‘essential areas’) work towards flying the main body (making music). Several 
general learning outcomes, common to all grades, are developed into specific learning 
outcomes, adapted to each grade. Appendices to the curriculum provide the grade 
progression of contents for rhythm, melody and harmony, expression, timbre, and form. 
 
Figure 5. Manitoba curriculum: four essential learning areas work towards the main focus 
('making music'). 
 
Saskatchewan renewed its Arts Education Curriculum in 2011, including dance, 
drama, music, and visual arts. The three generic strands for the arts curriculum expressed 
as goals are ‘Creative/Productive’, ‘Critical/Responsive’ and ‘Cultural/Historical’. For 
the ‘Creative/Productive’ goal generically students ‘will enquire, create and 
communicate through dance, drama, music, and visual art’, with specific outcomes for 
each art form and grade, and specific indicators detailing the breadth and depth of each 
specific outcome. For the ‘Critical/Responsive’ goal, students will ‘respond to artistic 
expressions of Saskatchewan, Canadian, and International artists using critical thinking, 
creativity, research, and collaborative inquiry’, with outcomes and indicators for each 






content and aesthetics of the arts within cultural, historical, and contemporary contexts 
and understand the connection between the arts and human experience’, also with 
generic outcomes and indicators specific for each grade but generic for the four arts. 
In most Canadian documents music is integrated into an Arts Learning Area 
although under different names (Arts Education, Domaine des Arts, Fine Arts, The Arts). 
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland and Labrador are the exceptions with 
music as a separate subject. However, all of them, including those curricula under an Arts 
Learning Area, are discipline-based. 
All but one of the Canadian curricula have the learning organised in years, with 
Quebec as the exception using two-year bands. The level of specification in the curricula 
is in the range of medium-dense. 
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It is worth noting that several of the Canadian curricula, such as Alberta, 
Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, and Nova Scotia, apply, to 
differing extents, sequencing of content inspired by Kodály’s methodology. This feature is 
not clearly found in other countries. 
4.1.3 New Zealand 
Although the New Zealand curriculum will be analysed in depth in the next 
chapter, some of its main features are pointed out here. 
As an exception within this group of countries, in New Zealand (probably because 
of its relatively small population of 4.5 million) there are no regional educational 
administrations. Educational policies are decided at national level, and a National 
Curriculum is in place (Ministry of Education, 2007). This curriculum is unified for the 
whole schooling period from year 1 to year 13 (primary, lower and upper secondary), 
with the progression of learning distributed in eight flexible levels through which 
students progress at their own pace. Music is included in an arts learning area together 
with visual arts, dance, and drama with four strands that give a common structure to the 
four arts: ‘Understanding in context’, ‘Developing practical knowledge’, ‘Developing 
ideas’, and ‘Communicating and interpreting’.  
Under these strands, the achievement objectives are specific to each art form. 
However, these achievement objectives are, in the case of music and the other arts, 
expressed in terms of processes rather than goals or standards to achieve: “Students will 
explore …, develop…, share…, prepare…, rehearse…, reflect…”, with no indicators or 
proficiency descriptors (otherwise present in other subjects) to clarify to what degree 







Figure 7. New Zealand curriculum degree of detail. 
 
4.1.4 United Kingdom 
In the UK, each of its four countries/regions (England, Wales, Northern Ireland, 
and Scotland) has its own educational policies, and consequently its own curriculum 
document, without any common framework.  
The National Curriculum for England (1999) established music as a subject on its 
own. The learning requirements were structured around key stages and eight flexible 
levels (plus one available for students who demonstrate exceptional performance). By the 
end of key stage 1 which starts at age 5 and ends at age 7 the majority of students were 
expected to work at level two; key stage 2 ends at age 11, and the majority of students 
were expected to work at level four by the end of that key stage; key stage 3 ends at age 
14, and the majority of students were expected to work at level five/six by the end. 



























stage was organised through four strands within ‘Knowledge, skills and understandings’: 
‘Controlling sounds through singing and playing – performing skills’, ‘Creating and 
developing musical ideas – composing skills’, ‘Responding and reviewing – appraising 
skills’, and ‘Listening, and applying knowledge and understanding’. Specific details on 
what pupils should be taught at each key stage within the four strands were given in the 
curriculum. Each key stage also included a ‘Breadth of study’, defining contexts, 
activities, areas of study, and range of experiences. However, the same breadth of study 
applied for key stages 1, 2, and 3 (the last one only adding what styles of music and 
cultures should be included).  
Music in the National Curriculum of Wales (2000) follows the same structure as the 
1999 English curriculum, changing some of the content. The programme of study is also 
organised within the same key stages, but with only three simplified strands: 
‘Performing’, ‘Composing’, and ‘Appraising’. ‘Breadth of study’ is also included under 
these strands. Students can work at eight plus one flexible levels although the definition 
and distribution of levels by key stages is slightly different: a wider range is given, with 
students working at levels 1-3 by the end of key stage 1, levels 2-5 at the end of key stage 
2, and levels 3-7 by the end of key stage 3 (same age-groups as England). 
The Education (Curriculum Minimum Content) Order (2007) for Northern Ireland 
integrates Music within the Arts Learning Area together with art and design, and drama. 
For foundation stage and key stages 1 and 2 the minimum content is set up very 
succinctly around Working creatively, Singing and performing, and Listening and 
responding. At key stage 3 the minimum content for each subject is itemized under four 
strands common to all areas of learning: ‘Developing pupils’ knowledge, understanding 
and skills’, ‘Developing pupils as individuals’, ‘Developing pupils as contributors to 
society’, and ‘Developing pupils as contributors to the economy and the environment’. 
The 2004 Curriculum for Excellence: Expressive Arts from Scotland includes four art 






(including Pre-school and Primary 1), First (P2 to P4), Second (P5 to P7), Third (Secondary 
1 to S3), and Fourth (S4 to S6). Experiences and outcomes for music are succinctly 
described for these five stages with the students’ voice (e.g. ‘I enjoy singing and 
playing…’). This first person is used in the classroom in Scottish schools to ensure 
students are aware of the daily learning intentions and success criteria8. Although the 
outcomes and experiences are not organised in strands in this document, a later paper on 
assessment (Education Scotland, n.d.) in the expressive arts organises what learners do 
into ‘creating’, ‘presenting’, and ‘evaluating and appreciating’. 
A new National Curriculum for England released in 2013 keeps, in terms of 
content, similar characteristics to the 1999 one. As in the previous curriculum, ‘Music’ is a 
separate subject. Although the 2013 content would fit into the same strands, no strands 
are present here. Otherwise, the assessment through flexible levels has been abandoned in 
the new curriculum in favour of key stages as bands. The English curriculum from 1999 
was the first of all the analysed documents to use flexible levels, although they (the levels) 
were first introduced in England in 1988 (Brill & Twist, 2013). It implied a shift from 
norm-referenced assessment (maintaining the proportion of students awarded each grade 
each year) to criterion-referenced assessment (measuring students in relation to specific 
educational attainment levels). According to the report Assessing without levels9 from the 
English Department for Education, the rationale behind the later 2013 move was that 
“this [levels] system is complicated and difficult to understand, especially for parents. It 
                                                      
8 For example, in a music lesson recorded in Scotland for the Symposium “International 
Comparison of Music Lessons on Video” (September 2014, Hochschule für Musik und Theater, 
Leipzig), the lesson starts with the three learning intentions intended for the day written on the 
smartboard (e.g. “Perform Braveheart confidently”), students read them outloud, then read the 
success criteria (e.g. “I can perform in a whole class performance of Braveheart”). While the 
teacher takes the register, students are asked to think how they can contribute to that. Next, they 
recapitulate the first learning intention before starting with the first activity, going through the 
same process when they change activity and learning intention. At the end of the lesson, they 
reflect whether they were successful with the day’s learning intentions going back to the success 
criteria, checking if anything could be improved, and writing the conclusions on the board. 
Students are throughout this process fully aware of the curriculum terminology.  






also encourages teachers to focus on a pupil’s current level, rather than consider more 
broadly what the pupil can actually do” (as quoted in Brill & Twist, 2013, p. 3). 
 
Figure 8. The United Kingdom curricula degree of detail. 
 
The five UK curricula analysed present a common sparse degree of detail, leaving 
to teachers and schools ample decision-making capabilities. While the documents for 
England (1999) and Wales are organised through flexible levels, North Ireland, Scotland, 
and England (2013) are organised by bands. 
 
4.1.5 The United States of America 
In the United States, education is mainly a state and local responsibility. However, 
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policies usually linked to this funding, such as ‘No Child Left Behind’ (2001) or ‘Race to 
the Top’ (2009). Although curriculum policies are the responsibility of the states, the USA 
has a National document (standards in this case) written in 1994 by the MENC (Music 
Educators National Conference, now NAfME –National Association for Music 
Education). This document was renewed in 2014 with a new set of standards prepared by 
the NCCAS –National Coalition for Core Standards in the Arts. However, as is the case in 
Australia and Canada, this National document acts as guidance and is not mandatory. 
Each of the fifty States has its own standards document. In order to keep the data 
manageable and within the boundaries of this research nine State documents have been 
selected according to geographical and population criteria: California, Florida, Illinois, 
Indiana, Nebraska, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas and Washington. These states 
account for just over 40% of the USA’s population. 
The 1994 MENC standards were organized into four bands: PK (Pre-
Kindergarten), K (Kindergarten) to 4, 5 to 8, and 9 to 12. There were four content 
standards for the PK (two, three and four year-old) range: ‘Singing and playing 
instruments’, ‘Creating music’, ‘Responding to music’, and ‘Understanding music’. 
Several achievement standards were detailed for each content standard. The three bands 
K-4, 5-8, and 9-12 each had the same set of nine content standards: ‘Singing, alone and 
with others, a varied repertoire of music’, ‘Performing on instruments, alone and with 
others, a varied repertoire of music’, ‘Improvising melodies, variations, and 
accompaniments’, ‘Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines’, 
‘Reading and notating music’, ‘Listening to, analyzing, and describing music’, ‘Evaluating 
music and music performances’, ‘Understanding relationships between music, the other 
arts, and disciplines outside the arts’, and ‘Understanding music in relation to history and 
culture’. However the achievement standards were different for each band, and for 
grades 9-12 two levels of achievement were set: proficient, for students who completed 
one or two years within this band, and advanced, for those who completed three or four 






The Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Fine Arts curriculum (1998) covers K-12 
for music, theatre, and visual arts, and dance for 9-12. The four art forms are structured 
with the same strands (‘Perception’, ‘Creative expression/performance’, ‘Historical and 
cultural heritage’, and ‘Critical evaluation’) all the way from K to 12, with differentiated 
expectations for each art form and grade. 
The Nebraska 1999 framework for the four art forms invites teachers to take five 
different approaches (technical, creative, cultural/historical, critical, and aesthetic) to 
work on four different processes (perceiving, interpreting, evaluating, and connecting). 
The interactions between these two dimensions in each art form will define the 
curriculum followed by the teachers. In addition, eight essential learnings generic to the 
four arts are listed, including references to value and the role of arts and artists, creativity 
skills, evaluation criteria, links to other fields and their lives. Although bands are 
acknowledged in the document (K-1, 2-4, 5-8, 9-12), the gradation of learning is left in the 
teachers’ hands. 
The 2001 Visual and Performing Arts Content Standards for California Public Schools 
and the 2004 Visual and Performing Arts Framework for California Public Schools both include 
kindergarten through Grade 12. These documents develop five common strands for the 
four arts: ‘Artistic perception – Processing, analyzing, and responding to sensory 
information through the language and skills unique to music’ (or dance, theatre, visual 
arts), ‘Creative expression – Creating, performing, and participating in music’ (or the 
other art forms), ‘Historical and cultural context – Understanding the historical 
contributions and cultural dimensions of music’ (or the other art forms), ‘Aesthetic 
valuing: Responding to, analyzing, and making judgements about works of music’ (or the 
other art forms), ‘Connections, relations and applications: Connecting and applying what 
is learned in music (or the other art forms) to learning in other art forms and subject areas 
and to careers’. Each strand is expanded with several content standards detailing what 






levels from 9 to 12. A few content standards on each level from K to 8 are selected as ‘key 
content standards’ considered fundamental for students to move to the next level. 
Pennsylvania’s Academic Standards for the Arts and Humanities from 2002 cover the 
four arts and their link with the humanities, through the inclusion of history, criticism, 
and aesthetics. The standards include what students should be able to do by the end of 
grades 3, 5, 8, and 12 within four categories: ‘Production, performance and exhibition of 
dance, music, theatre and visual arts’, ‘Historical and cultural contexts’, ‘Critical 
response’, and ‘Aesthetic response’. Both the categories and the academic standards 
within them are generic for the four art forms. 
Within the Illinois Learning Standards (2002) three goals (numbers 25, 26, and 27) 
are related to Fine Arts: ‘Know the language of the arts’, ‘Through creating and 
performing, understand how works of art are produced’, and ‘Understand the role of the 
arts in civilizations, past and present’. These goals are generic for the four arts, and each 
of them is expanded with a series of specific benchmarks that define the stage attained by 
the student. Ten stages A to J are flexibly distributed from grade 1 to 12. Grade 1 students 
work at stages A-B, grade 2 at stages A-B-C, grade 3 at stages B-C-D, grade 4 at stages C-
D-E, grade 5 at stages D-E-F, grade 6 at stages E-F-G, grade 7 at stages F-G-H, grade 8 at 
stages G-H-I, grade 9-10 at stages H-I-J, grades 11-12 at stages I-J. 
The Visual and Performing Arts K-12 from New Mexico revised in 2009 includes 
eight generic content standards for the four arts, with benchmarks and performance 
standards specific for each art form. While benchmarks specify several working pathways 
within a content standard, performance standards define the work for different grade-
bands: K-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, and 9-12. Content standards include skills and techniques, 
performing, understanding across arts and other content areas, creative process, ability to 






Indiana Academic Standards for Music (2010) include literacy standards and 
academic standards. Literacy standards are established across all the subjects, making 
reading and writing a shared responsibility. Academic standards refer specifically to the 
subject, music in this case. Music is within the Fine Arts area together with dance, theatre, 
and visual arts, and is organised through nine standards: two for ‘Performing music’ 
(singing and playing), two for ‘Creating music’ (improvising, and composing and 
arranging), and five for ’Responding to music’ (reading, notating and interpreting music; 
listening to, analysing, and describing music; evaluating music; understanding 
relationships with other disciplines; understanding music in relation to history and 
culture). Each standard is deployed with several specifications for each grade from K to 8, 
and one grade-level band for high school (9-12) with proficient and advanced levels. 
The Washington State K-12 Arts Learning Standards (2011) contain four ‘Essential 
Academic Learning Requirements’ (EARL) acting as strands common to the four art 
forms and through K-12: ‘The student understands and applies arts knowledge and skills 
in dance, music theatre, and visual arts’, ‘The student uses the artistic processes of 
creating, performing/presenting, and responding to demonstrate thinking skills in dance, 
music, theatre, and visual arts’, ‘The student communicates through the arts’, and ‘The 
student makes connections within and across the arts to other disciplines, life, cultures, 
and work’. Each EARL is expanded with components generic to the four art forms and 
with expectations, also generic, related to each education stage (elementary school, 
middle/junior high school, and high school). The guidance document Options for 
implementing the Arts Standards through Music by grade Level includes further details and 
suggests Grade Level Expectations (GLE) that can be applied to each grade level within 
music, and Evidence of Learning to show how students can demonstrate their learning. 
While this document details GLE specific to each grade from K to 6, there is one common 
set of GLE for Grades 7 and 8, one for High School Proficiency level, and one for High 






Florida’s Sunshine State Standards (2014) are grouped under The Arts and include 
dance, music, theatre, and visual arts. Each of the arts is organised through six strands 
(named here ‘big ideas’) generic for the four art forms,: ‘Critical thinking and reflection’, 
‘Skills, techniques and processes’, ‘Organizational structure’, ‘Historical and global 
connections’, and ‘Innovation, technology and the future’. In addition, each ‘Big idea’ 
contains three ‘Enduring understandings’, also generic. A specific document for each art 
form details one or several specific benchmarks for each enduring understanding and 
grade or band: for K to 5 benchmarks are for each grade, and for 6-8 and 9-12 are in 
bands.  
In 2014, a new National Standards document was issued by NCCAS, including 
standards for dance, media arts, music, theatre, and visual arts. Each of the arts are 
organised through four organisers/artistic processes (‘Creating’, ‘Performing’, 
‘Responding’, and ‘Connecting’) which in turn have 2-3 common anchor standards that 
are then developed specifically for each art form. While the 1994 standards were set up 
for bands, in this case from prekindergarten to grade 8 they are defined year by year. In 
high school, instead of general music, there are four different strands to choose from: 
traditional and emerging ensembles, harmonizing instruments (guitar/keyboard), 
theory/composition, and music technology. The standards set up three levels of 
achievement (proficiency, accomplished, and advanced) for each of these strands, with 
two previous levels for lower secondary (novice and intermediate). 
All the documents analysed for the USA are shaped as standards, probably 
following the lead of the MENC 1994 standards, except for Nebraska’s conceived as a 
framework. As music is not considered a core subject, the music curricula in the USA are 
mostly endorsed but not enforced, even if presented under the name of standards. The 
use of standards in music is a reflection of the (enforced) standards in the core subjects, 






In all the states analysed music is integrated into an Arts Learning Area under 
different names (Arts Education, Fine Arts, The Arts, Visual and Performing Arts), 
always together with dance, theatre and visual arts. In the case of Pennsylvania, 
Humanities are also interwoven with the Arts and Humanities area. Except for this last 
document that is generic for the four arts, the rest are discipline-based standards. It is 
worth mentioning that performance programmes are promoted in high schools especially 
through bands, often involving interschools’ competitions. 
As seen in Figure 5, these curricula are nearly evenly distributed between 
organisation by bands and years, and only one with flexible levels (Illinois). This comes 
together with a majority of medium level of detail. 
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Although the administration of educational policies differs from country to 
country, in each of the English-speaking countries analysed in this section except New 
Zealand the decision-making in terms of curriculum policies is handed over to regions, 
such as States or Provinces. This is the case for Australia, Canada, UK, and the USA. Even 
though none of them has a compulsory national curriculum, they diverge in having or not 
a guiding framework document. Only New Zealand, with a smaller population in 
comparison to the other four countries, has a unified curriculum for the whole country. 
 
Figure 10. Curriculum vs standards. Prevalence of curriculum except in the USA. 
 
Nearly all the documents in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the UK use the 
term Curriculum although they have a different focus on content, outcomes, or processes. 
In the USA however, probably as a result of the endorsement in 1994 of The K-12 National 
Standards in Music, most of the examined current documents are written as Standards, in 
accord with the assessment standards implemented in other academic areas to meet the 
AUSTRALI
A	 CANADA	 NZ	 UK	 USA	 TOTAL	
OTHER	 0	 1	 0	 0	 1	 2	
STANDARDS	 1	 0	 0	 0	 9	 10	
SYLLABUS	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	
























requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act (2001). Figure 10 shows the prevalence of the 
use of curricula in all the countries examined except in the USA. 
Regarding the topic of the integrated arts, although there is not a complete 
consensus within all the examined countries, there is a clear trend towards integration: 31 
out of the 36 documents examined place music in an Arts Learning Area (sometimes 
named Fine Arts or Visual and Performing Arts). This Area usually includes Dance, 
Drama (or Theatre), Music and Visual Arts, and in Australia it also contains Media. Only 
three provinces in Canada (New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, and Prince 
Edward Island) and two UK countries (England and Wales) have kept Music as a 
separate subject within the curriculum. In a bid to empower the art disciplines and to 
warrant a place for music education in the core curriculum, the other curricula policies 
have embraced the idea of integrated arts as a framework. 
Nevertheless, this integration in an Arts Learning Area is not translated, in most 
cases, into a generic arts curriculum: 30 out of the 36 documents analysed opt for a 
discipline-based curriculum and just 6 (5 from Australia and 1 from the USA) for a 
generic arts curriculum.
 
Figure 11. Prevalence of music within an arts learning area and with discipline-based curriculum. 
In summary (as seen in Figure 11) 6 documents are integrated into an Arts 
Learning Area with a generic curriculum, 25 are integrated into an Arts Learning Area 
but with a discipline-based curriculum, and 5 have kept music as an independent subject 






CORRELATION YEAR MAKING WITH STRUCTURE IN LEVELS, BANDS, OR YEARS 
 AUSTRALIA CANADA NZ UK US TOTAL 
1989   1       1 
1990             
1991             
1992             
1993             
1994 1       1 2 
1995             
1996           
1997             
1998 1       1 2 
1999       1 1 2 
2000       1   1 
2001 1 
 
      1 
2002 1 2     1 1 5 
2003             
2004   1    1 1 2 
2005    1         
2006 1       2 
2007 1 1   1  1   3 
2008 2 1       4 
2009   1 1   
 
1 5 
2010   1     1 3 
2011 
 
 2     1 2 
2012       
2013 1   1  2 
2014     1  
TOTAL 10 11 1 5 10 37 
Figure 12. Structure in levels, bands or years linked to the country. 







The trend towards opting for levels, bands, or years is more linked to the country 
of origin than to the date it was made (see Figure 12). Although the English curriculum in 
1999 introduced assessment through flexible levels, only a few curricula scattered around 
the different countries followed this model. In the UK, only Wales followed this lead, 
with Northern Ireland and Scotland using bands. Overseas, Illinois and the Australian 
Northern Territory in 2002, and Tasmania and New Zealand in 2007 organized their 
curricula in levels. Geographically, in Canada, the inclination is to organize the curricula 
in years and only one out of eleven (Quebec) is organized in bands. By contrast, in the 
samples analysed from the USA the choice is nearly evenly divided between years and 
bands, with a small presence of levels. On the other side of the balance, Australia opts 
mainly for the bands (eight curricula) and, to a lesser extent, for the levels (two curricula). 
The National Curriculum for Australia and Standards written for the USA (both in 1994) 
advocated for the bands option. This may be why some prevalence has been given to that 
option in Australia, but the recommendation has not been followed by all the States, with 
the Northern Territory and Tasmania opting for levels. In the USA, although the 1994 
MENC’s Standards opt for bands, only four of the USA states analysed use bands, another 
four use years, and one (Illinois) opts for flexible levels.  
The degree of detail and prescription of outcomes and contents is wide-ranging 
within the curricula analysed. There is less a chronological sense in the distribution of 
these groups than a geographical sense: the UK and NZ are in the low detail group 
(sparse); the USA and Australian curricula are divided into the low and middle group, 
evenly in the USA and with more weight on the lower group for Australia; Canada’s 
curricula are nearly evenly distributed within the middle and higher groups. However, as 
seen in the Figure 13 summary, there is a link between the degree of detail and the 
organisation in years, bands, or levels. All the curricula in flexible levels fall within the 






between the sparse and medium degree of detail with only one on the dense range. The 
curricula organised in years fall within the medium and dense. Manitoba’s curriculum is 
the single one organised in years and included in the sparse degree of detail group, as, 
although being formally in years, it keeps many of the specific learning outcomes and 
contents common to several or even all grades. 
 
 
Figure 13. The summary of all English-speaking countries shows that level-based curriculum leads to least 
detail, and years-based curriculum leads to most detail. 
 
Observing the language utilized in the examined curricula, it is evident that the 
shift from a content-centred curriculum to a student-centred curriculum has been broadly 
put into practice in all these countries. For instance, a student-centred approach is utilized 
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skills, understandings, or processes students are expected to achieve or to work on, for 
example, “Students explore/experiment/improvise/make/create…” (Victoria), 
“Students have opportunities … to understand and learn about…/ to learn to…” 
(Australia Capital Territory), “Students will explore/develop/share/prepare/rehearse/ 
reflect…” (New Zealand). Most Australian states have similar formulations, with a 
processes-based approach placing the accent on what students do during their learning 
process rather than what students should achieve by the end of the band or level. 
Both in Canada and the USA, the approach is also student-centred, although in 
most cases takes a standards-based approach with content standards (what learners are 
expected to know and be able to do), and performance standards (what level of learning 
is expected): “The student will understand…”, “The student will be able to…” (Alberta), 
“It is expected that student will…” (British Columbia), “By the end of grade … students 
will…” (Ontario), “Students will be expected to…” (Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova 
Scotia, Prince Edward Island), “The student is expected to…” (Texas). Although the USA 
curricula differ in the organisers used, they have in common the use of benchmarks or 
achievement standards, probably in connection with the 1994 MENC standards and also 
in line with other subjects in the curriculum.  
In some Australian states, this student-centred approach is balanced with the 
addition of the teacher’s role in the learning process: “Teachers provide opportunities for 
students to…” (New South Wales and Tasmania), “Teachers could develop learning 
activities that allow students to….” (Victoria). Other curricula from Australia and the UK 
seem to purposely avoid defining the teacher role by using the passive voice: “Students 
are provided with the opportunity to…” (Western Australia), “Students have 
opportunities to…” (Australia Capital Territory), “Pupils should be taught (to or how 







Pennsylvania’s curriculum can be considered as an exception placing the 
responsibility of the learning process not on the student or the teacher but on the schools: 
“Pennsylvania public schools shall teach, challenge and support every student to realize 
his or her maximum potential and to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to … 
(know, recognize, identify…)”. 
At the other end, Scotland gives the leading role to the students using the first 
person to express the outcomes through their voice: “I enjoy singing and playing…”, “I 
have the freedom to use my voice…”, “I can express and communicate…”. The question 
may arise whether putting words in the student’s mouth actually empowers him/her 
with his/her own learning while the enjoyment of making music is not just promoted but 
prescribed by the curriculum.  
 
4.2 Southwestern European countries 
This section is devoted to the analysis of the curricula of four Southwestern 
European countries, namely France, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. The choice of the countries 
has been made on geographical, linguistic, and historical grounds. They are related by the 
use of romance languages and, in the musical arena, by a shared history and tradition in 
music education, from the spread of conservatories to the use of Guido d’Arezzo’s note 
names (with the later substitution of ut for do) for all music purposes. 
For the last decade, the Bologna Declaration has prompted moves in all European 
countries towards convergence and a common understanding in higher education 
impacting music education at this level. However, this initiative has not been reflected in 
pre-tertiary levels. Even if the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council 
on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning (2006) advocates for and outlines common key 
competences, at a political and administrative level each country has a different political 






The curricula that will be analysed here emanate from government policies, all 
them at a central administration level. In France, Italy, and Portugal, only the central 
government determines education policies and only one central document is in place in 
each. In Spain, though the 17 autonomies have decision-making power in education 
partially devolved, the central government dictates the minimum teaching requirements 
that have to be included in the autonomic curricula. Because of that, although each of 
these autonomic curricula has its own features, they all share a common structure with 
goals, content, and assessment criteria.  
One feature of music education in these countries is the presence of a specialised 
music education system much stronger and institutionalised than in the English-speaking 
countries. Rooted in the early Italian conservatory model, they traditionally have an 
official music curriculum outside and beside general music education, although in the last 
few decades most countries have made the model more flexible, which has led to the 
community music school model. Different models with different levels of flexibility, in 
fact, coexist nowadays in most of these countries10. 
4.2.1 France 
The French 2008 primary curriculum highlights seven competences to be acquired 
by the students at the end of two bands, the first band lasting two years, and the second 
one, three. Music skills are included within the competence of ‘Humanistic culture’11 
together with other humanistic subjects. At primary level music teaching can be carried 
out either by generalist teachers or ‘intervening musicians’ who have a specific tertiary 
                                                      
10 In Catalonia, for instance, at primary level conservatories were abolished in 1994, and 
replaced by music schools while transferring the responsibility from the autonomic government to 
municipalities. This move meant an increase in the number of music centres available to young 
children all over the territory. At the secondary level, conservatories have been maintained with an 
official curriculum and official qualification, while some music schools are regulated and partially 
abide by the official curriculum without offering a qualification. Students at both conservatories 
and regulated music schools can get their music studies recognized towards some high school 
credits, in a similar way as ‘articulated’ attendance in Portugal.  






training. As a subject, music is framed within the area ‘Artistic practice and arts history’12, 
requiring 81 hours for the whole area for each of the first two years, and 78 for each of the 
last three years. Practice is devoted to visual arts and music, while history includes a wide 
range of arts: architecture, literature, applied arts, music, theatre, dance, circus, visual 
arts, cinema, photography, design, and media arts. Arts history has a significant role in 
the French music curriculum at both primary and secondary levels. Although there are no 
explicit organisers in artistic practice at the primary level, the main cornerstones for music 
are voice and listening.  
Lower high school consists of four years of ‘collège’ organised in three bands of 
one, two, and one year respectively. At this level, two strands are noted for music within 
‘Knowledge, skills and attitudes’13: ‘Perceiving music, constructing a culture’14 and 
‘Making music: performing and creating’15. Orchestral programmes are also promoted in 
high schools. 
While the Ministry of Education is in charge of the music curriculum in regular 
schools, the Ministry of Culture is in charge of the regulations for music schools and 
conservatories, which set a frame from early-learning (‘éveil’) for five year-olds, up to 
tertiary level. It starts with the ‘éveil’ based on sensorial, corporal, and vocal activities, 
continues with ‘initiation’ for seven year-olds where instrumental or vocal practice is 
started and is followed by two cycles lasting 3 to 5 years each. After that, students can 
choose between a third cycle, lasting 2 to 4 years, with a personalised curriculum 
developing an individual artistic project lead on to a diploma, or an initial professional 
learning cycle with the goal of deepening their motivation and skills towards a 
professional orientation and to confirm their ability to follow tertiary education in music.  
                                                      
12 ‘Pratiques artistiques et histoire des arts’. 
13 ‘Connaissances, capacities et attitudes’. 
14 ‘Percevoire la musique, construire une culture’ 







In Italy, where primary school also lasts for five years, the 2004-2007 curriculum 
establishes bands with learning goals that are set for the end of years three and five. 
Music is regarded as a subject in itself and is based on ‘producing’ and ‘listening’ for 
primary levels. Generalist teachers deliver it. 
Regarding secondary school, objectives are set for the second and third year of the 
first three-year cycle. The curriculum is organised through four strands: instrumental 
practice, vocal practice, music production, and listening, interpreting, and analysing. 
Music is here a compulsory subject with two hours per week, with additional optional 
one-hour ensemble and orchestra practices. 
In 2010 the ‘Liceo Musicale’ scheme was introduced, to promote high schools with 
a focus on music. Secondary students who want a specialisation in music can also study 
in conservatories and ‘istituti musicali pareggiati’, the latter with more flexible curricula 
and regulations.  
4.2.3 Portugal 
In Portugal basic schooling is split into three cycles: the first one lasts for four 
years, the second one for two, and the third (which corresponds to the lower secondary 
school) for three years. Notwithstanding this, while the curriculum learning goals are 
organised in bands, a detailed programme of content describes activities to develop 
musical skills and knowledge year by year. Until recently music has been one amongst 
four ‘Expression and Education’ areas, the other three being physical-motor, drama and 
visual arts. In the 2012 new education law, there are two ‘Expression’ areas for the first 
cycle of primary schooling (six to ten years old): artistic, and physical-motor. For the 
second cycle (ten to twelve years old), music is still compulsory within an area of ‘Arts 
and Technology Education’ comprising visual, technological, and musical education. In 






Similarly to France and Italy, there is a specialised music education system in 
Portugal that covers not only tertiary education but also primary and secondary years. 
Even though this system was historically rooted in the Italian “Conservatories”, a reform 
in 1983 intended to change it to an American model integrating professional music-
performance training at tertiary level in Universities. At primary and secondary levels, 
this reform diversified the options with three different attendance regimes: ‘integrated’, 
(with schools that offer both general education and specific music education), ‘articulated’ 
(the student attends selected general courses in a general school and music in a music 
school), and ‘cumulative’ (the student attends both music school and general school 
without any reduction of subjects). However, according to Vargas16 (as cited in Ribeiro & 
Vieira, 2015) this reform was not fully implemented and the roles of general and 
specialised music education are still confused. Although music schools are intended for 
‘specialised’ music education, since the general system lacks a strong music education 
programme, specialised institutions welcome many students who resent this inadequacy 
(Ribeiro & Vieira, 2015).  
4.2.4 Spain 
In contrast with France, Italy, and Portugal, which all have only one national 
curriculum, Spain has a greater diversification. The Ministry of Education regulates the 
minimum national curriculum (between 55 and 65% of the content), and the 17 regional 
autonomic Departments of Education create their own local curricula with the national 
one as a starting point. As a result, all the regional curricula share the same structure and 
strands, with partial changes in content and focus. In the next chapter, the relationship 
between the Spanish and the Catalan curricula (as one of the 17 autonomic curricula) will 
be analysed.  
                                                      






The LOE 2006-2007 curriculum was the first in Spain to introduce the eight key 
competences adapted from the Recommendation of the European Parliament and the Council 
on key competencies for lifelong learning (2006). The Spanish curriculum was published only 
days before the publication of the European Recommendation, and although being 
closely related, presents a few differences, either because the European draft changed 
from the original to the final version, or because Spanish policy–makers reinterpreted it 
(see Table 1). 
 




















The content is similar although with some organisational differences, the Spanish 
curriculum merging communication in the mother tongue and in foreign languages in 
one generic linguistic communication competence, and separating mathematical 
competence from science and technology competence (the physical world). The references 
to ‘entrepreneurship’ in the European Recommendation are softened as ‘autonomy and 
personal initiative’ in the Spanish curriculum. 
Primary school lasts for six years, and the curriculum is organised in three two-
year cycles or bands. At this level, the national curriculum (2006) includes ‘Education in 
the arts’17 as the umbrella for visual arts and music, with ‘Listening’18 and ‘Music 
performance and creation’19 as organisers for music. In the lower secondary level, the 
music curriculum is shared for the first three years when it is an independent and 
compulsory subject, and differentiated for the fourth one when it is an optional subject. 
The specialised music education system that includes music schools and 
conservatoires is integrated within the same educational law as general education but the 
curriculum for each sector (early childhood, primary, lower secondary, upper secondary, 
vocational training, tertiary education, and specialised education such as languages, 
music, dance, and drama,) is developed separately. A specific music curriculum is in 
place for specialised music education at secondary and tertiary level. 
 
4.2.5 Overview 
All these four countries have music as a compulsory subject at primary level, and 
the majority of them have it also in lower secondary education while it is an optional 
subject for the upper secondary years.  
                                                      
17 ‘Educación artística’ 
18 ‘Escucha’ 







Figure 14. Prevalence of music within an arts learning area and with discipline-based curriculum. 
 
France, Portugal, and Spain opt for the integration of music in an Arts Learning 
Area, and only Italy keeps music as an independent subject in general school, while the 
concept of a generic curriculum for the arts is not implemented in any of them and all of 
the curricula are discipline-based. 
 
Figure 15. Summary Southwestern European countries, curricula organised in bands with a 
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All four countries organise their curricula in bands, although the duration of these 
bands is diverse and the degree of detail varies from sparse in Italy, through medium in 
Spain, and to dense in France and Portugal (see Figure 15).  
The Italian curriculum is based on performing and listening with little focus on 
creativity, and it is school-centred, as the objectives are not directed to the student or the 
teacher but to the school: “By the end of first year, the school has organised educational 
and didactic activities for the student with the aim to help him to transform the following 
knowledge and skills into personal competences.”  
In the case of Spain, the music curriculum includes the contribution of the subject 
to the key competences within the whole curriculum, and general goals, contents, and 
assessment criteria for the specific area. Both general goals and assessment criteria are in 
fact student-centred, although the subject is elliptic and the infinitive form is used: “To 
recognise…”, “To represent…”. 
Both Portugal and France specifically set the student at the centre of the learning 
goals: “The student sings alone and in group expressively, songs in different styles, 
forms, and genres, in double or triple meter, using his memory” (Portugal); “Skills 
attained by the end of grade x: The student is able to perform…, identify …, know…, 
read…” (France).  
To date, only Spain within the four European countries analysed has explicitly 
incorporated the European Parliament recommendation on key competences within the 
curriculum. Although the implementation of key competences has been evaluated 
through the Eurydice report Developing Key Competences at School in Europe (2012), there is 
no information available on whether and if so how this recommendation has influenced 
arts and music education, as the report “does not cover the key competences of learning 






why these competences are not covered, it can be inferred that the prioritisation of some 
competences over others has occurred.   
 
4.3 Comparison between English-speaking countries and Southwestern European 
countries 
 This comparison is a preliminary exploration of issues to be taken up again later 
in the light of more detailed analysis of New Zealand and Catalonia curricula policies and 
practices.   
Although each group of countries is not homogeneous, there are common features 
within each of them that highlight some differences between the two groups. For 
instance, the policy documents in the Southwestern European countries have a higher 
level of structure and regulation, as they are usually passed as laws. The curricula take in 
these cases of compulsory compliance the shape of law. They fall into the Barresi and 
Olson’s (1992) imposed policies category and, as such, the need for consensus is 
diminished. In the English-speaking countries analysed, especially with the national 
documents, the curricula are more often a guide and take the shape of a pedagogical 
document. It is also worthy of note that the national frameworks for both Canada and the 
USA were prepared by professional bodies (MENC in the USA, and CMEC-CMEA in 
Canada). The processes of consultation have in many cases been much wider and 
transparent in the English-speaking countries, and the documents informing these 
consultation processes are more openly available. When policies are endorsed or advocated 
“… constituents must be in philosophical and/or practical agreement with the policy in 
order to actively support its tenets” (Barresi & Olson, 1992, p. 156). 
Another point to take into account is the low level of exchange of pedagogical 
ideas between the Southwestern European countries, compared to the English-speaking 






English that not only facilitates sharing documents but has also encouraged mobility 
between these countries for many years. While conducting the present research, policy-
makers from several English-speaking countries informed this researcher that they 
checked some other English-speaking countries’ curricula when preparing their policies 
(personal communications, July 5, 2011, and July 17, 2012). There are also direct or 
indirect interactions within the two groups, noting for instance the similarity between 
organisers from Victoria (Australia) and Catalonia (Spain): ‘Creating and making’ and 
‘Exploring and responding’ (Victoria), ‘Performing and creating’ and ‘Exploring and 
perceiving’ (Catalonia). The two sets of organisers, although with different nuances, are 
apparently influenced either one by the other or both influenced by the same original 
source. This researcher has been unable to verify any hypothesis in this regard, but is 
inclined to believe (for linguistic and cultural reasons) that, if one has influenced the 
other, the Catalan policy makers (who adapted the Spanish organiser ‘Listening’ to 
‘Exploring and perceiving’, as explained in chapter 5) are more likely to have known the 
Victorian curriculum or its previous drafts than the other way round. They may also both 
have received some influence from the 1993’s England curricum (not analysed in this 
chapter) where organizers were ‘Creating and performing’ and ‘Perceiving and 
analizing’.  
From a formal point of view it is relevant to highlight how the Southwestern 
European curricula analysed are fragmented into the different schooling stages (primary, 
lower secondary, upper secondary), whereas in most English-speaking countries (with 
the exception of Canada) the curricular documents are unified for the compulsory 
schooling period or even for the whole primary and secondary periods (New Zealand 
and the USA). 
Features and issues common to the two groups can also be identified. While most 
of the analysed curricula cannot be classified purely as content-based, outcomes-based, or 






curricula are mainly outcome-based, though the outcomes are not allways specified in 
detail or, measurable. In many cases, especially in some Australian and Canadian 
curricula, there is at the same time a particular interest in the process and the experiences 
the students get from their learning, sometimes avoiding objective assessment criteria and 
thus transferring curriculum responsibility onto the teachers.  
There is also a common trend in both groups of countries towards a student-
centred curriculum, focussed on skills rather than on inputs, and another trend towards 
the integration of music as a subject within an arts learning area. This integration has 
however only occasionally been paired with the blending of music into a generic 
curriculum for the different arts, and music has most of the time kept its own space (in 
terms of curriculum) within the arts learning area. 
Most of the countries analysed in this chapter have not only shifted their approach 
to the curriculum from contents and inputs to processes and outcomes, and from a focus 
on the subject to a focus on the student but also have, in many cases, led this international 
trend. Nevertheless, conflicting directions are present. The next chapters will explore in 
depth two countries (one of each group), New Zealand and Catalonia. Taking the above 
analysis of the wider context as a starting point, the specific policies and practices of these 






CHAPTER 5 -  NEW ZEALAND AND CATALONIA AS CASE STUDIES (I):  
CURRENT CURRICULUM POLICIES IN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE 
In this and the next chapter music education curricula policies and practices in 
New Zealand and Catalonia will be analysed as case studies. The present chapter will be 
devoted to an analysis of current curriculum policies in both countries from an historic 
perspective. To attain a good understanding of these policies, the background and 
trajectory of curriculum changes for the last 25 years is taken into account. Coincidentally 
or not both countries have had a similar rhythm in renovating curricular policies in the 
period analysed: in New Zealand a new Syllabus for Schools was approved in 1989, then 
changed for a Curriculum in 2000 and renewed in 2007; in Catalonia a new curriculum 
was approved in 1992, with a change intended in 2002 that failed due to a change of 
government, and definitely changed in 2007.  
It is essential to take into consideration here how educational decision–making is 
carried out in both countries. In New Zealand educational policies are decided at national 
level and a National Curriculum is put in place. There are no regional educational 
administrations and the curriculum is published and endorsed by the Ministry of 
Education but is not given the status of law. In Catalonia, as an autonomous region 
within Spain, the regional autonomous government has the power to develop education 
policies within the framework of Spanish national regulations. In the area of education 
the Spanish government retains its prerogative to set the basic minimum curriculum 
upon which all the regional autonomy curricula (enshrined by law) must be based. The 
main features of the Spanish document are maintained in the Catalan curriculum, but 
particular characteristics are introduced in the small print. Additionally, some European 
Union (EU) recommendations (The European Parliament, 2006), although not being 





5.1 New Zealand  
5.1.1 Introduction 
The aim of this section is to analyse the current New Zealand music curriculum, 
not only from the actual document but also in the light of the documents and policies that 
have been in force for the last 25 years. During this period the educational field has 
experienced many changes. Therefore the purpose is not just to make a chronological 
description of the different changes, from a historical perspective, but, focusing on 
developing policies, to show how and why these changes were made. 
Searching for the roots of the current policy, the analysis will start with the 1989 
Syllabus for schools, Music education (hereafter Music Syllabus 1989), will go through The 
Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum (2000) (hereafter The Arts 2000 or Curriculum 2000), to 
finish with the present New Zealand Music Curriculum (hereafter Curriculum 2007). The 
most relevant complementary documents and reviews published during the intervening 
period will also be explored.  
The examination of the aforementioned documents shows the impact of changes 
in New Zealand educational policies during the eighteen-year period, as well as the 
adjustments made to the curriculum as a result of changing ideas about music education 
itself. 
5.1.2 Music Syllabus 1989 
Education is an open process, and no curriculum can be a closed and definitive 
document if it is intended to be useful for the society to which it is addressed. This is true 
in the history of New Zealand music education over the last 25 years, since as soon as a 
new curriculum or syllabus has been approved and then implemented, reviews and 





The Music Syllabus (1989) was still discussed and prepared in an old modus 
operandi, which involved the then Department of Education of the New Zealand 
government, led by an experienced music educator, gathering inputs from professionals 
involved in education: “Teachers consultation processes used teachers’ talents to win 
acceptance and ownership of curriculum reform” (Mansfield, 2000, p. 109). As we will see 
later, processes were completely changed shortly after that, initiating a new approach in 
the making of the next curriculum. 
The Syllabus 1989 covers many aspects of music teaching and learning processes: 
from a rationale supporting the inclusion of music in general education, to a proposed 
progression, through aims and objectives, a methodology, assessment, timing, 
relationship with principles, attitudes, skills and values in the National Curriculum, and 
the role of music in the school.  
First of all the Syllabus 1989 provides a context about the situation of music in New 
Zealand, highlighting the strong level of involvement of people from different cultures in 
vocal and instrumental music making. Since before this Syllabus there was an increased 
interest in the performance area in school programmes, it claims to be a tool for 
developing at the same time listeners, and professional and amateur performers. It 
recommends increasing aural training and starting a performance orientation programme 
in early childhood. It intends “to make music accessible to the greatest possible number of 
students.” (Department of Education, 1989, p. 4) 
 The 1989 Music Syllabus includes a comprehensive list of the “most significant 
reasons for including music in the education of all students” (p. 5). It is worth including 
here the whole list since it will provide substantial information, useful for comparison 
with the next curricula (2000 and 2007). The Syllabus suggests it will enable students to: 
• grow aesthetically through musical experiences; 





• develop important cognitive processes, such as imagining and lateral 
thinking; 
• consider the music industry as a viable profession; 
• gain pleasure and, in many cases, develop a lifelong interest; 
• become aware of the distinctive functions of music in our society; 
• affirm and expand knowledge of their own musical and artistic heritage; 
• gain a greater understanding of cultural similarities and differences 
through music; 
• improve personal identity and positive relationships with others through 
individual and group participation in music; 
• develop sensitivity to the quality of sound in the environment. (p. 5) 
Following this, the Aim and Objectives are established.  The Aim should be 
foregrounded as it clearly states in a few words the underlying ideas for the whole 
Syllabus: “The aim of music education is to involve people in the active, creative processes of 
making and listening to music, in ways that promote individual aesthetic growth and 
fulfilment” (p. 6, my emphasis).  
The Objectives are listed as ‘create, re-create and appreciate’. John Rimmer20 
explains in a personal communication to Mansfield that the adoption of these three words 
was discussed in the Syllabus Committee: 
And so Guy Jansen21 came up with the euphonious words ‘Create’, ‘Recreate’ and 
‘Appreciate’.  We had all wanted ‘Compose’, ‘Listen’ and ‘Perform’. But Guy 
[Jansen] said, “No, it’s got to have a ring about it that people will listen to and 
remember”… We didn’t want the word ‘appreciate’ because of the bad 
                                                      
20 Member of the Music Syllabus Committee, representing all universities. 






connotations of ‘musical appreciation’ in schools … a mass ‘listening’ session with 
the whole assembly, which I had been asked to do in a secondary school (as cited 
in Mansfield, 2000, p. 136).  
Probably it was a far-sighted idea, that took deep roots among music teachers and 
schools, since in 2010 at least one school22 still presented ‘Appreciate, Play and Create’ as 
one of the Music Curriculum goals (although neither the Music Curriculum 2000 nor the 
2007 one uses this formulation).  
In the chapter dedicated to teaching methodology (How is Music Best Learned?) we 
can identify several principles. Some influence of constructivist learning theory can be 
recognised in the Music Syllabus: “New skills and concepts are learned best when they 
build on existing abilities and knowledge” (p. 7). This idea is also reinforced saying that 
“learning will be more effective if school … ensures continuity of musical education from 
year to year in a sequential programme which builds on previous learning” (p. 8, my 
emphasis) and also when it is named as a ‘spiral curriculum’ so skills, abilities, attitudes 
and values are increased by revisiting known areas (p. 16). Sequential learning is 
explicitly recommended: “There is a recognised, effective order of learning in music. 
Listening… and moving in response to music precede the activities of singing, playing, 
and directing…. These activities precede reading and recording of music…” (p. 7).  
At the same time the Syllabus invites teachers and schools to recognise the “varied 
cultural backgrounds and musical experiences of students” and to ensure that the “music 
programme develops from, and contributes to, vital musical activity in the community” (p. 8, 
my emphasis).  
Regarding the chart ‘Progression in Music Education’ which is developed at the end 
of the Music Syllabus, it is noticeable that, unlike later curricula, this one starts from early 
childhood. Four aspects are specified. The first section is dedicated to an explained 
                                                      





progression of different stages of musical development in children. In Early Childhood 
children will sing, move to music, integrate music in daily life, imitate, explore and 
improvise. In Junior One to Three (now Years 1 to 3, ages 5-7) beat feeling and singing in 
tune are developed, and hand signs and solfa are introduced. At the Standard Two to 
Four stage (now Years 4 to 6) aural concepts may be associated with symbols while 
singing and playing in groups. In Forms One to Three (now Years 7 to 9) the range of 
instruments to play is increased and creative projects can be heightened. Finally, from 
Forms Four to Seven (now Years 10 to 13) students will extend and refine their music 
learning in the areas related to their preferences, improvising, composing and 
performing. 
 It is also worth mentioning the attention paid in this progression to students’ 
diverse backgrounds and previous musical experiences, integrating in an enriching 
diversity Māori, European, Pacific Island and other cultures, as well as students with 
special needs. It was the first New Zealand music curriculum to open its focus to music 
from different cultures, not privileging Western Classical music, but looking at music 
more widely. At the same time it stressed music-making and musical creativity. The 
pictures on the Syllabus’ cover are chosen as a declaration of principles: Pacific and Māori 
culture and music are represented as well as creative/improvised music and 
Scottish/Western music heritages.  
The second section refers to the attitudes and values to be developed which 
include the exploration and enjoyment of the plural cultural traditions in New Zealand, 
music of the contemporary world, and the experience of a ‘wide range of musical styles’ 
in order for students to form their own tastes and values. 
The third one explains the progression of activities and skills best suited at every 
stage in the different areas (melody, rhythm, dynamics and timbre, harmony and texture, 





rhythmic notation, singing and playing using solfa and note names, chordal harmony, 
music forms, exploring different scales and modes, and simple and compound time). 
The last section shows the understandings that should be developed from these 
activities. 
The Music Syllabus (1989) includes two forms of assessment: monitoring students’ 
progress, and reviewing programmes. On the one hand the students’ assessment should 
reflect their achievement, progress, attitudes and interest related to the particular school 
programmes (as interpretations of the Music Syllabus). On the other hand the review of a 
programme should assess what is being successful and what needs to be improved over a 
broad period of time. 
Since this is a detailed curriculum, we can find some specific organisational 
directions, asking for “the availability of vocal and instrumental tuition for students 
within the timetabled curriculum” (p. 8), and also several recommendations regarding the 
time needed to develop the music programme. Indeed, it is a strong programme, 
recommending for example from Standard Two (age 8) onwards “small-group tuition; a 
cumulative, relevant classroom programme; and in-school time for performing groups to 
rehearse” (p. 13). 
The Music Syllabus (1989) also states a connection and compliance with the 
principles of the National Curriculum which was then in force including accessibility to 
all students, promotion of all cultures, equity, and interaction with the community. The 
Music Syllabus is intended to develop several aspects of learning, including students’ 
understanding of their own culture and those of New Zealand Aotearoa23. It also aims to 
“heighten aesthetic perception and develop both imaginative and disciplined thinking”, 
as students learn how groups work together, and increase self-esteem through 
performances.  
                                                      






Overall it is a quite ambitious syllabus, but, according to Mansfield (2000, pp. 137-
138), it was never supported by professional development to assist its implementation. 
Innovative aspects of the curriculum, such as the inclusion of musics other than Western 
Classical, challenged many music teachers, but also motivated others.  
5.1.3 Between 1989 and 2000 
In the years that led from the publication of the Syllabus 1989 to the publication of 
the Curriculum 2000 several documents relevant to education in general and to music 
education in particular were issued. The ones most relevant in giving shape to the Arts in 
the New Zealand Curriculum (2000), including acts, legal regulations and official reports, 
are examined here. 
In 1989, the same year that the new Music Syllabus was published, a new 
Education Act was enacted, bringing radical changes to schools’ management and to the 
curriculum revision processes. While the 1989 Music Syllabus was not developed under 
the new Education Act guidelines, its implementation was. However, a 1995 ERO 
(Education Review Office) arts report found that only a third of the primary schools 
reviewed offered music programmes according to the national curriculum and that in 
some schools music and arts learned to a high standard of competence in the community 
disguised the lack of a consistent music and arts education programme.  
The influences and reports that led to the 1989 Education Act and the role played 
by it in the changes carried out in the 90s are extensively analysed by Thwaites (1998) and 
Mansfield (2000). Indeed, some of the main influences on the new legislation were 
Treasury reports, mainly Government Management: Vol. II Education Issues (1987). Here 
education is envisaged as an economic product and, therefore, according to New Right 
principles, families and individuals should be given “freedom of choice” by being 
empowered: community-based Boards of Trustees, with “wide powers, including 





implementation” were set up to manage schools (Thwaites, 1998, pp. 103-104). 
Unexpectedly, the Treasury gained in this case an ascendant position over the 
Department of Education and its ideas prevailed. 
These changes included the restructuring of the Department of Education. It used 
to be a large Department and since few administrative functions were now to be left in its 
hands, it was reduced to a smaller Ministry of Education and was from then onwards 
mainly limited to policy functions as implementation was assigned to School-based 
Boards of Trustees (Thwaites, 1998, pp. 105-106). Experts in music education employed in 
the old Department were not given positions in the new Ministry. 
In addition, the processes used to review the curriculum were changed henceforth 
and the participation of education professionals was modified: “Teachers were being 
structurally moved from autonomous ‘professionals’ with an input in curriculum 
development influencing the scope of education to ‘technicians’, the skilled deliverer of a 
required curriulum” (Jesson, 1995, p. 246). Thwaites points in a similar direction when 
saying: “The changes of the late 1980’s were driven by the assumption that educators had 
‘captured’ education”, and notes that when the former Curriculum Development Unit 
was dismantled in 1989 the curriculum was from then on developed by designated 
contractors (1998, pp. 106-107). In the curriculum development process these contractors 
obtained feedback from different focus groups, all them involved in music education, but 
direct professional dialogue with the Ministry was difficult if not impossible. The 
Ministry was concerned with overall educational policy, not with the peculiarities of 
individual subject areas. 
In 1993 a new Curriculum Framework was written, setting up the basis for the next 
curricula (2000 and 2007). Underpinning this document there is an assumption that 
education should serve market needs, so the relevance of education is placed on training 
and skills acquisition. Education is to improve the economy and to shape the workforce. 





instruction in how to develop particular kind of skills, usually vocational, an education 
involves encouraging students in the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake.” (Mansfield, 
2000, pp. 145-146).   
This Curriculum Framework introduced an important change for the music 
curriculum: its integration into the Arts as an Essential Learning Area. The decision to 
bring together four disciplines (music, dance, drama and visual arts) in one Learning 
Area was not free of polemic and resulted in some contradictions. As highlighted by 
Drummond (1997), while on the one hand the Curriculum Framework removed “the 
autonomy of music as a distinct curriculum subject” making it possible to approach the 
new curriculum from a generic perspective (focussing “on what the arts have in common 
rather than on what distinguishes one from another”), on the other hand the 1995 draft 
“stressed the autonomy of constituent arts” (p. 27). 
5.1.4 The Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum (2000) 
A new Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum was finally published in 2000. It was 
based on a 1999 Draft that according to Wood’s (1999) report was underpinned by a 
strong eclecticism: while the New Zealand Curriculum Framework was mainly built on 
liberal-humanitarian and progressive philosophies, it was also influenced and shaped by 
economic rationalism, placing emphasis on efficiency and effectiveness, modern 
technology and economically competitive skills. He also highlights progressivism (which 
gives an active role to the learner in arts education with the creation of art works as 
means for learning) and constructivism (focusing on building new knowledge and skills 
from the familiar) as the two main educational philosophies present in the Arts 
Curriculum Draft. 
In accordance with the Ministry of Education’s new policies, a team of 
professional experts in their arts education areas from the Auckland College of Education 





the Ministry of Education, The Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum: a Background Paper 
(Foley, Hong & Thwaites, 1999) where they identified the theoretical and practical bases 
that underpinned the draft. They had professional input and consulted widely with 
colleagues across the country, but had to conform to the New Right policies of 
government. 
 Both modern and postmodern theories are acknowledged as contributing to The 
Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum. As a more recent concept, postmodernism is 
extensively explained in the background paper as moving towards giving popular culture 
the same status as ‘high culture’, blurring the boundaries between popular and ‘serious’ 
art, contravening the modernist principles of elite art and opening minds to ‘otherness’ 
(including gender, race, culture and socio-economic position). Through the postmodern 
lens art works are seen as social and cultural texts.  
The Curriculum 2000 embodies various pedagogies: critical pedagogy (promoting 
inquiry, responsiveness and participation), constructivist pedagogy (learning is not a 
knowledge reception process but a knowledge construction process), the encouragement 
of technology within education, and the encouragement of life-long learning. 
Another essential concept in The Arts 2000 document is literacy. It was felt 
politically important to find a place for the word ‘literacy’ in music education since it was 
a buzzword in the wider policy pronouncements about education. The authors assert that 
“arts are languages from which literacies may be developed” (Foley, Hong, & Thwaites, 
1999 The Arts: Conceptual Framework section, para.1). They suggest that the word 
‘literacy’ needs to be redefined, since, in the postmodern society, reference can be made to 
scientific literacy, cultural literacy, critical literacy, political literacy, media literacy and 
technological literacy. In that sense it is interesting to consider the term ‘multiliteracies’, 
created by The New London Group (Cazden, Cope, Fairclough, Gee, Kalantzis, Kress, 





understand the increasing cultural and linguistic diversity that we encounter nowadays 
through a multiplicity of communication channels (Cazden et al., 1996). 
Focussing on New Zealand students, in order to develop adequate literacies, the 
draft writers, in an ambitious programme, state that many different art traditions should 
be included: Māori, Pākehā, European, Pacific Island, and international global arts forms, 
including those from North America and Asia. However, the reference made in the draft 
to the broad range of art forms that should be included in schools disappears in the final 
document, which only references New Zealand musical heritages in general and Māori 
music in particular: “Music in the New Zealand Curriculum promotes the musical 
heritages of New Zealand’s many diverse cultures. In particular, students should have 
opportunities to learn about the genres and styles of traditional and contemporary Māori 
music” (p. 53).  
One of the main changes from the Draft 1999 to the Arts Curriculum 2000 is in 
relation to the stated aims: while in the draft there was one single and global aim (“…to 
enable students to develop literacies in dance, drama, music and the visual arts as they 
learn the languages of the arts, develop ideas in the arts, communicate and interpret 
meaning in the arts and understand the arts in context.” Ministry of Education, 1999, p. 
10), in the final document it has been extended to three aims:  
• To enable students to develop literacies in dance, drama, music, and the 
visual arts. 
• To assist students to participate in and develop a lifelong interest in the 
arts. 
• To broaden understanding of and involvement in the arts in New Zealand. 
(p. 12) 






The curriculum content is organised through four strands:  
• Developing practical knowledge in music 
• Developing ideas in music 
• Communicating and interpreting meaning in music 
• Understanding music in context. 
In the strand ‘developing practical knowledge in music’ students learn about 
signs, symbols and systems for representing music, investigate ways of making sound, 
experiment with the elements of music, recall and transcribe patterns in rhythm, melody 
and harmony, and explore techniques for creating sounds with instruments and voices. 
In ‘developing ideas in music’ students compose, arrange and improvise within 
several styles, genres and conventions. 
‘Communicating and interpreting meaning in music’ leads the students to 
prepare, rehearse, refine, present and direct musical works through individual and group 
performances, playing and singing while developing fluency, musicianship and technical 
control. 
The strand ‘understanding music in context’ develops knowledge and 
understanding of musical works as social texts, comparing and contrasting styles and 
genres of music in past and present contexts. 
Each strand contains its own achievement objectives, which, in compliance with 
the Curriculum Framework (1993), are graded from level one to eight and apply for 
students from Year 1 to Year 13 (ages 5-17). The progression goes smoothly from the most 
elementary beginnings to more elaborated contents. Each level is illustrated through a list 
of learning examples (in the draft named as ‘indicators’) to help teachers interpret the 
achievement’s objectives. Most of the learning examples are related to more than one 





Although the Curriculum Framework dictated the merger of the four disciplines 
in the arts learning area and it meant a substantial change in the conception of the 
curriculum, it is evident from the background paper that the writers of The Arts draft 
tried to avoid any rupture with the Syllabus 1989, maintaining its basic principles and 
reading them in the light of the by then recently developed theory of postmodernism.  
Table 2 to Table 5 present the progression for each strand. Changes and 










Strand: Developing Practical Knowledge in Music  Students will:                                                                                              Curriculum 2000 
Level One Level Two Level Three Level Four  Level Five Level Six Level Seven Level Eight  
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Table 3. Achievement objectives. Strand Developing Ideas (Curriculum 2000) 




Strand: Developing Ideas in Music    Students will:                                                                                                                       Curriculum 2000 
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Table 4. Achievement objectives. Strand Communicating and Interpreting (Curriculum 2000)  
 
 
Strand: Communicating and Interpreting    Students will:                                                                                                           Curriculum 2000 
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Strand: Understanding music in context   Students will:                                                                                                             Curriculum 2000 
Level One Level Two Level Three Level Four  Level Five Level Six Level Seven Level Eight  
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5.1.5 Between 2000 and 2007 
During the years between the publication of the Arts Curriculum (2000) and of the current 
New Zealand Curriculum (2007) the Ministry of Education commissioned several reports in relation 
to arts education that gathered valuable information for the curriculum review. The subjects of 
these research reports are mainly related to professional development for arts teachers, how 
students learn in the Arts and how key competencies are related to the Arts Learning Area. 
At the beginning of the implementation phase of the Arts Curriculum in 2001-2002 the 
Ministry provided professional development through providers from six Colleges of Education 
across New Zealand which raised high interest amongst concerned professionals (Dunmill, 
2004). According to Beals, Hipkins, Cameron and Watson (2003), who conducted the research 
An evaluation of professional development to support the arts in the New Zealand curriculum, around 
40% of the New Zealand primary schools took part in this professional development, either 
with the whole school model or with the curriculum leadership model. 
The whole school model involved all teachers within the participant schools, as it was 
aimed to support all the staff in the implementation of the Arts Curriculum. Beals et al. (2003) 
value the fact that this model “provided opportunities to model teaching approaches, generate 
excitement among the staff, and share ideas with colleagues”, albeit sometimes, when not all 
staff were involved, the success of the model was compromised (p. 134). On the other hand, the 
leadership model was aimed at teachers more experienced in the arts, and curriculum leaders 
working more in depth on the understanding of the curriculum. 
Beals et al. (2003) assert that the benefits of increasing professional development were 
reflected in the quality of the students’ learning. Most common changes recognised by teachers 
as a direct result of the professional development were positive changes in the 
delivery/planning and more focus on the literacy of dance and drama. Amongst the changes 
that teachers observed in the students were increased enthusiasm/confidence, positive changes 





Student learning in the Arts is more systematically dealt in by Holland and O’Connor 
(2004) in their research report Like writing off the paper: Report on student learning in the arts. 
The main questions of this research are how students learn in the Arts, what elements 
influence effective teaching in the Arts, and how learning in the Arts has an effect on other 
curriculum areas. Holland and O’Connor (2004) affirm that learning in the Arts is a process 
not always sequential or linear, but a process of “structured chaos”, as different learning 
phases are not necessarily starting one after the other, but one phase interacts with another 
one. Students were entering, leaving and returning to the different dimensions or phases of 
learning used for this research (generating, applying, reflecting, connecting and 
transforming). 
This report also observed and described how the usually hierarchical student-teacher 
relationship was replaced by a more negotiated and human interaction that benefits Arts 
learning. Teachers and students envisage this learning area as qualitatively different from 
other learning areas, requiring a more flexible and informal approach, allowing student 
interaction and peer co-operation. Holland and O’Connor  (2004) point out that, although 
more research in this subject is needed, other areas could benefit from this shift of 
relationships. According to this research, it seems that avoiding “right/wrong” judgments 
enhances students’ learning, especially when a positive critical dialogue about the work 
enables students to reflect and progress.  
One year later, in the report “Key competences and the arts in the New Zealand 
Curriculum”, commissioned by the Ministry of Education, O’Connor and Dunmill (2005) 
explore the relationship between key competencies and the Arts Curriculum. Since The 
Curriculum Stocktake Report (Ministry of Education, 2002) recommended a review of 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values, and their integration as key competencies, in March 
2005 the Ministry proposed five key competencies and asked schools for feedback. In the 






The first key competence is “thinking”, defined by the Ministry as “all types of 
thinking needed in all contexts. … Thinking encompasses the ability to use cognitive and 
meta-cognitive strategies, including for example: critical thinking, logical thinking, learning 
to learn and adapt leraning to new context, reflection, and judgement” (Ministry of 
Education, 2005). O’Connor and Dunmill (2005) argue that the arts synthesise different ways 
of thinking: cognitive, emotive and sensory. In addition they review several authors (Deasey, 
Cutietta, Blom, Minton) that link arts learning with the development of several abilities 
including spatial reasoning, maths, reading, verbal and creative thinking, linguistic skills and 
problem solving skills. 
In relation to the key competence “making meaning” O’Connor and Dunmill remark 
that this is an inherent feature in the arts processes. The arts provide a sense of personal and 
national identity, and help us find meaning in our lives. 
The third key competence is “relating to others”. Since arts all over the world are 
means of communication and expression, O’Connor and Dunmill (2005) affirm that “arts 
education enables students to communicate their ideas and feelings often in non-verbal 
ways” (p. 6). Group music-making (singing or playing) is as well a significant opportunity to 
interrelate at different levels. 
“Managing self” is a key competence also integrated in the arts education, as, for 
instance, learning in the arts, and especially in music, demands a high level of self-
management.  
Finally, for the key competence “participating and contributing” music stands as a 
privileged way to experience “cooperation, leadership, discipline and artistic endeavour” 
(O'Connor & Dunmill, 2005, p. 7). Holland and O’Connor (2004) note that the participatory 
environment in arts classrooms allows sharing ideas and talking about work, which points to 





As, according to this report, arts education is intrinsically related to the development 
of the five key competencies the authors claim that the arts should no more be undervalued 
in general education, but should be better recognized.    
These five competencies were introduced in the Curriculum 2007. The only change 
was that “making meaning”, was replaced by “using language, symbols, and texts”. In tune 
with the concept of “multiple literacies”, this key competence is related in the curriculum to 
languages and symbols of different kinds: written, oral/aural, visual, informative and 
imaginative, informal and formal, mathematical, scientific, and technological. Even though 
artistic language is not specifically named, it could be included in the aural, visual and 
imaginative languages. 
5.1.6 Music in ‘The New Zealand curriculum’ - 2007 revision 
In 2007, the Ministry of Education issued a revision of the New Zealand Curriculum, 
which was the result of a review of the previous curriculum carried out in the years 2000-02 
(Karen Sewell, Secretary for Education in Ministry of Education, 2007, p. 4 Foreword). 
Although the previous document (The Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum, 2000) was just 
starting to be implemented in the year 2001, social changes and new demands indicated it 
should be reviewed in the light of the challenges of the new century: ‘Faster economic 
change’, ‘globalisation’, ‘cultural diversity’, ‘rapidly changing technologies’, ‘increased 
specialisation and flexibility in the workplace’, ‘new social roles’, ‘new forms of self-
expression’ were some of the issues invoked by the then Minister of Education, Hon. Steven 
Maharey, that led at the same time to ‘new opportunities’  (Maharey, S. in a letter presenting 
the 2007 New Zealand Curriculum).  
In the Curriculum 2000, each of seven Learning Areas had its own curriculum; in 2007 
they were brought together and revised into a single document that included an eighth 





Figure 16, p. 99). Whereas in the Syllabus 1989 music was a subject on its own24, now it had 
become ¼ of ⅛ of the Curriculum25. At the same time there was a decline in teacher training 
in music because of an increasingly crowded curriculum, and further challenges resulted 
from the Ministry’s decision to require teacher training to be completed in three years 
instead of the previous four. The 2007 curriculum highlighted five key competencies 
common to all Learning Areas: 
• Thinking 
• Using language, symbols, and texts 
• Managing self 
• Relating to others 
• Participating and contributing 
These key competencies were significantly subtitled ‘capabilities for living and 
lifelong learning’, being at the same time goals and the means to achieve them (p. 12). 
In the following sections I will analyse the controversy that this integration caused in 
the years 1993-2000, with the implementation of the Curriculum Framework (1993) and the 
discussion of The Arts in the New Zealand Curriculum: draft (1999). The present section will 
focus on what is stated in the 2007 revision, and how it relates to the key competencies. 
In the 2007 New Zealand curriculum revision, still framed within the 1993 
Curriculum Framework, music is integrated in The Arts Learning Area together with dance, 
drama and visual arts as in the 2000 document. Arts in general and music in particular are 
defined in the Curriculum 2007 as forms of expression and communication.  This idea is fully 
reinforced and supported giving to the students the chance to experience their 
communicative potential from the beginning of their music and art learning (Ministry of 
Education, 2007, pp. 20-21).  
                                                      
24 The subjects taught at that time where seven: English, Health, Mathematics, Music, Science, 
Social Sciences, and Visual arts. 






These communicative and expressive outputs are envisaged in two ways: 
individually and collaboratively. The dichotomy between the individual and the collective is 
constantly present in this Arts Learning Area, and the learning is intended to include both 
processes: “Arts education explores … expressions of self, community and culture”, “… 
students learn to work both independently and collaboratively …”, “… students work 
individually and collaboratively …”, “Music is a fundamental form of expression, both 
personal and cultural” (Ministry of Education, 2007, pp. 20-21). 
Which culture is the Curriculum 2007 referring to? What is the cultural framework in 
which music education should be placed? The “unique bicultural and multicultural character 
of Aotearoa New Zealand” is proudly assumed. The term bicultural, which emerges from 
the 1980’s renewal of the spirit of the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi between Māori  and the British 
crown, refers to Māori and Pākehā, Pākehā meaning everyone who is not Māori . The term 
multicultural in Aotearoa - New Zealand allows for a more pluralistic perspective, 
recognizing the many different cultures within Pākehā. Māori musical arts are especially 
mentioned, drawing attention to the necessity of including them. In stressing the significance 
of Toi Māori (Māori traditional arts) the music curriculum gives a special place to Māori 
while acknowledging cultural diversity.  
Since one of the key competences is ‘participating and contributing’ there is an 
important double flow that it is implied should be embodied in the learning process: on the 
one hand the community nourishes the students’ learning process through diverse musical 
heritages, and on the other hand “students contribute to the cultural life of their schools, 
whānau26, peer groups, and communities” (Ministry of Education, 2007, p. 21). But this is not 
an easy goal. Students contribute to the community’s cultural life by making (creating or 
improvising their own music), sharing (interpreting others’ music, singing or playing) and 
responding (listening actively). 
                                                      
26 Māori term, often translated as ‘family’, with a meaning of strongly connected extended 
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Learning is considered a spiral process where more complex inputs and outputs are 
progressively built. The curriculum assigns to the students an active role that will lead them 
to develop new skills (aural, theoretical and practical) and expressive qualities. The four 
strands in the Curriculum 2000 (see p. 87) are maintained here for all the four disciplines, as 
key areas of learning. 
Although the desire to keep the same strands for the four disciplines may have led to 
some practical difficulties, it gives to the Arts a powerful consistency in their position in the 
general curriculum. In Bennett Reimer’s (1989) words: 
Among all the lessons we have learned about the arts in the schools over the past 
couple of decades, surely the most important is that our efforts to establish a secure 
place for arts education are likely to be fruitless unless an arts curriculum exists that 
is worthy of such a place. (p. 2) 
All the four disciplines are compulsory from Year 1 to Year 8 (ages 5-12), while in 
Years 9-10 (ages 13-14) students learn at least two. In Years 11-13 (ages 15-17) students 
specialise in one or more, or learn multimedia and new technologies. In spite of this 
compulsory character, and since there is no indication of the time that should be devoted to 
each subject or area, many schools interpret the requirement to mean that students have to 
spend some time on music, but not necessarily more than a quarter of the year. This is an 
unforeseen consequence of the four-element Arts curriculum and ignores the complexity of 
the language and culture of music. Because the music curriculum is ambitious, but the time 
allotted to it is reduced, the chances of achieving effective music education are reduced. As 
will be brought to the fore in the next section with the teachers’ interviews, everything 
depends on the teachers and whether they are properly trained or not.  
The purpose outlined for music education in this curriculum is to develop an 
“enjoyment of and participation in music” for life, while at the same time starting to prepare 
the students for some music-related employment opportunities (Ministry of Education, 2007, 





5.1.6.1 Strands and Achievement Objectives 
For each strand, the achievement objectives are graded in eight levels that provide the 
progression from Year 1 to Year 13. Figure 17 shows the correspondence between schooling 
years and curriculum levels for the majority of students. These levels are flexible and 
students in the same classroom may work at different levels, and specific children may work 
under or above this frame.  
 
Figure 17. Correspondence between schooling years and curriculum levels. (Ministry of Education, 2007). 
 
At each level students work in all the four strands so that most of the objectives are 
reviewed and amplified over the years. The progression embodied in the Achievement 
Objectives for music can be found in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 (pp. 103-106). Changes and 
innovations from one level to the next are shown in bold.  
The aim for the first strand (Table 6: Understanding music in context) is for the students 
to understand a wide range of music related to its historical, social and cultural context, its 
purpose and its influence on their own music practices.  
This diagram shows how curriculum levels typically relate 
to years at school.  Many students do not, however, fi t this 
pattern.  They include those with special learning needs, 
those who are gifted, and those who come from non-
English-speaking backgrounds.  Students learning an 
additional language are also unlikely to follow the 
suggested progression: level 1 is the entry level for those 
with no prior knowledge of the language being learned, 
regardless of their school year.
Achievement Objectives by Level
The fold-out charts that follow group achievement 
objectives by level.  This format facilitates cross-curricular 
collaborative planning and assessment.  The achievement 
objectives are also available in a format that sets them out 
by levels within learning areas.  In some cases, this 
second set of charts provides a ditional information.
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With the second strand (Table 7: Developing practical knowledge) the key area to 
develop is the one corresponding to practical and theoretical skills and aural perception 
applied to expressive, stylistic and technological features of music. Through the different 
levels, this strand takes the students from the basic elements of music (beat, rhythm, pitch, 
tempo, dynamics, and tone colour) to more complex music elements. 
The third strand (Table 8: Developing Ideas) leads the students to explore and develop 
their potential in expressing themselves through musical creation and improvisation. At the 
same time, this strand points to representing sound and musical ideas. 
Finally the fourth strand (Table 9: Communicating and Interpreting) focuses on the 
performance facet of music, considering the student as both performer and listener. 
Some achievement objectives are kept without any variation or with only small 
variation between levels. Although sometimes it is hardly recognizable whether or not a 
variation in the achievement objectives creates a progression from one level to another or just 
introduces a nuance on the meaning, if we pay attention to the actions required by the 
students we could see that there is a progression in what is demanded of them. On the first 
levels they mainly ‘explore’, ‘share’ and ‘identify’, then they gain experience by ‘applying’, 
‘developing’, ‘reflecting’, ‘analysing’ and ‘investigating’, and at the higher levels they 
‘research’, ‘create’, ‘refine’ and ‘evaluate’. 
 
Table 6. Achievement objectives. Strand Understanding Music in Context (Curriculum 2007) 
 
 
Strand: Understanding Music – Sound Arts in Context   Students will:                                                                                    Curriculum 2007 
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Strand: Developing Practical Knowledge   Students will:                                                                                                             Curriculum 2007 
Level One Level Two Level Three Level Four  Level Five Level Six Level Seven Level Eight  
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Table 8. Achievement objectives. Strand Developing Ideas (Curriculum 2007) 
   
 
 
Strand: Developing Ideas    Students will:                                                                                                                                                                                          Curriculum 2007 
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Strand: Communicating and Interpreting    Students will:                                                                                                           Curriculum 2007 
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Table 10 shows the actions promoted in each strand. While each strand has its 
own identity, some of the actions are included in more than one: ‘evaluate’ is highlighted 
being present in all them, reflecting that critical thinking is continually promoted to the 
students; ‘explore’ is present in three strands; and ‘analyse’, ‘apply’, ‘describe’, ‘identify’, 
‘refine’, ‘reflect’ and ‘share’ are present at least in two of them.  
 




























































A progression is also evidenced through the different levels regarding the material 
the students are working with: from a ‘range of sound environments’, to ‘styles and 
genres’; from ‘elements of music’ (beat, rhythm, pitch, tempo, dynamics, tone colour) to 
‘structural devices’, ‘technologies’, ‘aural, practical and theoretical skills’, ‘stylistic 
conventions’ and ‘expressive features’; from ‘sounds and musical ideas’ to ‘structured 
compositions and improvisations’ and ‘musical arrangements’; from ‘music making’ to 
‘performance skills’ and ‘interpretative understandings’.  
The Achievements Objectives are generic, leaving a broad scope for schools and 
teachers to decide precisely how they will be carried out27. Taking account of the 
Achievements Objectives as they are developed in the 2007 Curriculum we can conclude 
that they all are well related to the key competencies, as they offer many opportunities to 
develop them all through the music learning process. 
However, while this research has not focused on the senior secondary school 
qualification exams (NCEA, National Certificate of Educational Achievement28), we have 
to note that this open curriculum approach comes into contradiction at secondary school 
level, where the standards for the NCEA exams overcome curriculum regulations with a 
much more prescriptive approach. This contradiction leads in some cases to a situation 
where music education is in high schools assessment driven, not only at senior level but 
also from junior level with the aim of getting students well prepared from an early stage.  
5.1.7 1989 – 2007 Overview 
Having examined the three music curricula (Music Syllabus 1989, The Arts 
Curriculum 2000 and Curriculum 2007) and the main documents that accompany and 
                                                      
27 However, guideline documents were published, much more technical and detailed than 
the curriculum, suggesting classroom activities that interpret and exemplify the curriculum goals 
and outcomes. While the compulsory curriculum is broad and flexible, the guidelines, randomly 
used, are much more technical and detailed. 
28 NCEA is run by NZQA (New Zealand Qualifications Authority), an independent body 





justify them, an analysis of the common elements and differences between them will be 
useful in order to understand the processes of change. 
The three curricula share the concept of ‘spiral process’, derived from 
constructivist theories, which enables meaningful learning through revisiting previous 
levels, but a difference in the level of concretion is evident: while the Syllabus 1989 (as an 
independent document) was very explicit and contained abundant and useful 
information for the teachers, this was reduced in The Arts 2000, and only summarised in 
the Curriculum 2007. This was probably due to the integration of the Arts Learning Area 
Curriculum into a single curriculum together with the other seven learning areas. Details 
were left to the implementation process in private providers’ hands. 
This has proved to be very controversial. The expectation was that teachers would 
find their own ways to implement the curriculum, although this would require an 
increase in the quantity and quality of pre-service and in-service training. Unfortunately, 
both were being reduced at this time. It was also supposed that good teachers would 
share study modules and programmes with others, perhaps through TKI (Te Kete 
Ipurangi)29. While this happened, there was no quality control. The Ministry did pay for 
implementation workshops for the new curriculum, which were briefly successful, but 
with no follow-up they could only have limited impact. 
Other common concepts among the three curricula are the view of the relationship 
between the school and the community as a double flow from and to the school and the 
community, and the conviction that music education opens opportunities for 
employment. The musical activity in the community and the diverse musical heritages of 
New Zealand are the raw material from which students develop their learning, and 
through that learning they also contribute to the cultural life of the communities. In 
relation to the reference of employment, it has been a recurrent subject from the Syllabus 
                                                      
29 Te Kete Ipurangi is a Ministry of Education initiative portal, providing information, 





1989 to Curriculum 2007, through the Curriculum Framework (1993), the Smith (1998) 
report, and The Arts 2000.  
Regarding the aims, while in the Syllabus 1989 and The Arts 2000 these are clearly 
stated (see above, pp. 78 and 86), in the Curriculum 2007 it is possible to deduce from the 
text which might be the aims, but these are not openly declared. On the other hand, as 
shown in Table 11 there is a partial continuity in the development of the objectives and 
the strands between the different curricula. 
 
Table 11. ‘Create, Re-create, Appreciate’ development 
 
In the Syllabus 1989 Create, Re-create and Appreciate were presented as objectives, 
and the Syllabus itself was the means to this end, aiming to help children in the process of 
creating, re-creating and appreciating. The three elements listed in 1989 continue with 
different names through to 2007, with the addition of one more strand. From the Draft 
1999 onwards, these three elements were considered not objectives by themselves but 
activities to achieve wider goals for children, as the means to the end of learning.  
The choice of the different words in each document usually reflects different 
approaches to a similar question. This is the case, for instance, of the third element, 
‘appreciate’, which in the Syllabus 1989 is envisaged in a modernist way, according to the 
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from the text which might be the aims, but these are not openly declared. On the 
other hand, as shown in Table 10 there is a partial continuity in the development of 
the objectives and the strands between the different curricula. 
Syllabus 
1989 
Draft 1999 Curriculum 2000 Curriculum 
2007 
Strands (1999, 2000, 2007) 





Re-create Presenting Performing Sharing Communicating and 
interpreting 
Appreciate Responding Critically evaluating Responding Understanding the 
arts in context 
Table 10. “Create, Re-create, Appreciate” development 
 
In the Syllabus 1989 Create, Re-create and Appreciate were presented as objectives, 
and the Syllabus itself was the means to this end, aiming to help children in the 
process of creating, re-creating and appreciating. The three elements listed in 1989 
continue with different names through to 2007, with the addition of one more strand. 
From the Draft 1999 onwards, these three elements were considered not objectives 
by themselves but activities to achieve wider goals for children, as means to the end 
learning. The fourth strand added from the Draft 1999 (“Learning the Languages of 
the Arts”, then “Developing practical knowledge”) operates at a different level, lying 
behind the other three as it is inherent in the development of them.  
The choice of the different words i  each document usually responds to different 
approaches to a similar question. This is the case, for instance, of the third element, 
“appreciate”, which in the Syllabus 1989 is envisaged in a modernist way, according 





principles of Music Education as Aesthetic Education, while in the formulation of the 
Strands from 1999 it is named as ‘Understanding the arts in context’, which leads to a 
postmodernist point of view. 
The Syllabus 1989 supported music education for both performers and listeners at 
a quite demanding level, one that could only be successfully implemented by either 
music specialist teachers or through improved pre-service and in-service training. 
However, New Zealand had at that time set its face against specialist teachers in primary 
schools and music education training was about to be downgraded. If that model of 
music education had been fully applied, the results (albeit through a different 
methodology) could have been similar to those in Hungary at the time, where all the 
children had the opportunity to get a strong music education in general schools.  
From the perspective of the dichotomy highlighted by Smith (1998) between ‘arts 
education’ and the ‘education of the artist’, the Syllabus seems to opt for arts education 
without renouncing the education of the artist. Following Smith’s thesis, which states that 
general education has only room for arts education, the Curricula 2000 and 2007 
advanced progressively in this sense. 
Although both Curricula 2000 and 2007 have similar structures, as both come from 
the Curriculum Framework (1993), their contents have some significant differences. Table 
12 compares the actions required of the students in both curricula through the 
achievement objectives. Some of the actions that disappear in the Curriculum 2007 have a 
noticeable technical nature (in bold in the table): arrange, compose, direct, edit, notate, 
manipulate, transcribe, transpose. Removing them from the Curriculum 2007 is somehow 
a way to smooth the path for the curriculum to be implemented by (poorly trained) 
generalist teachers. Giving to the curriculum a more generic character facilitates the 


































































































Regarding the kind of music to be taught in the schools, the approach changed 
from 1989 to 2000, but remained unaltered from 2000 to 2007. The introduction of 
different kinds of music in the Syllabus 1989, broadening its focus to musics other than 
Western Classical music, was innovative at the time, albeit the methodology derived from 
the Syllabus was mainly related to Western music.  In the Curricula 2000 and 2007 focus is 
placed on the diverse musical heritages of New Zealand, with only special mention of 







5.2 Catalonia  
5.2.1 Introduction  
In this section the current music curriculum from Catalonia will be analysed, 
together with the curricular documents that have been in force during the past 25 years. 
This perspective will bring to light the contradictions and underpinnings that have forged 
the curricular pathway. 
In the last few decades, education in general and music education in particular has 
experienced a big shift in both Catalonia and Spain. Historically, during the first seventy-
five years of the twentieth century, music education in Spain as a whole was not 
influenced by European music pedagogies such as Dalcroze or Kodaly. As remarked by 
Lorenzo Quiles (2003) and Oriol de Alarcón (2005; 2014) the only exception was Catalonia 
where Llongueras introduced Dalcroze’s pedagogy through the creation in 1913 of the 
Institut Català de Rítmica i Plàstica, and where from the 1960s Segarra introduced and 
adapted Kodaly’s pedagogy, always outside the official curriculum. 
In 1975, Spain started a process of transition from dictatorship to democracy that 
led in the following years to the establishment of the autonomies (geographical/cultural 
regions and nationalities that have a level of self-government). These autonomies 
(regional governments) are obliged to carry out national policy in education, as in other 
areas, but have a degree of flexibility in the way they do so. The central government and 
parliament develop and pass the law that contains the general structure and 
requirements, following which a minimum curriculum common to all of the autonomous 
communities is also published by the central government. This document is the basis for 
the autonomies to build their own curricula and forms between 55% and 65% of the final 
autonomous curriculum.  
Another characteristic to take into account in the Spanish and consequently the 





each educational stage: pre-school education (ages 3-6), primary education (ages 6-12), 
lower secondary (ages 12-16), and upper secondary (ages 16-18). In addition there is also 
a curriculum for specialised music studies in local conservatories and music schools. 
This analysis will take into account Catalan curricula and policies emerging from 
the Spanish 1990 Ley Orgánica de Ordenación General del Sistema Educativo (LOGSE), the 
2002 Ley Orgánica de la Calidad de la Educación (LOCE), and the 2006 Ley Orgánica de 
Educación (LOE). As a result of the policy construction process through central and 
autonomous authorities, the time-lapse between the approval of the Spanish law and the 
emergence of the final Catalan curriculum takes usually several years. 
5.2.2 LOGSE (Ley Organica de Ordenación General del Sistema Educativo) 1990 
The 1990 LOGSE (Ley Orgánica de Ordenación General del Sistema Educativo) 
implemented a profound curricular change as well as changes to the wider way in which 
education was organized in Spain. It was the first educational law passed under a 
democratic system government. Promoted by a leftist administration led by the PSOE 
(Spanish Socialist Labour Party) it implied a change towards a more open paradigm. 
Based on constructivist theories, this law represented a shift from previous prescriptive 
curricula. Grounded on the work of Piaget and Vygotsky, constructivism places the 
learner at the centre of the educational process. According to Coll30 and Martín (2013), 
two main pedagogical motives drove this change: the willingness to prescribe no more 
than the minimum essential learning and the aim to involve teachers in the decision-
making process. This curricular innovation was framed in the case of Spain within the 
transition from an authoritarian political system to a democratic system, and from a 
centralised to a decentralised system.  
Music education was fully incorporated with this law into all stages of schooling. 
Although the previous law from 1970 (Ley General de Educación), still under Franco’s 
                                                      





dictatorship and surprisingly democratic and participatory in its context, included the 
mention of music education at both primary and secondary levels, there was no provision 
for music teacher training (Lorenzo Quiles, 2003; Oriol de Alarcón, 2005). Music 
education at the primary level was randomly put into practice depending on teachers’ 
musical background and on external resources. In Catalonia for instance, in the 1980s 
many parents’ associations paid for specialist music teachers to be brought into primary 
public schools. While at primary level music was within what was termed the Dynamic 
Expression Area (which comprised Music and Physical Education) and focused on ‘active 
and sensorial expression and responsiveness’, at the secondary level music was based on 
Western Classical music history. 
In terms of music education, the LOGSE in 1990 put into practice what was 
already in an embryonic stage in the 1970 law (Lorenzo Quiles, 2003). Music was with the 
LOGSE fully incorporated into the school curriculum, with specialist music teachers at 
both primary and secondary levels (Rusinek, 2007). One of the main features of this law 
was to embrace education from early childhood to tertiary education, and was thus able 
to correlate the different levels. It now became possible to provide teacher pre-service 
training to cater for music specialist teachers. 
The overall curriculum for primary level developed in Catalonia from the LOGSE 
highlights fifteen skills for the students to achieve. Although music education contributes 
to several of these skills to a larger or lesser extent (use of IT, own knowledge, personal 
initiative and autonomy, participation, languages, motor development, creativity, etc.), it 
is more concerned with the skill ‘communicating through oral, corporal, visual, plastic 
and musical expression, while developing aesthetic sensibility, creativity, and the ability 
to enjoy artistic manifestations.’  
The Catalan primary curriculum is organized into eight Knowledge Areas:  





• Foreign languages 
• Knowledge of social and cultural environment 
• Knowledge of natural environment 
• Artistic education: music 
• Artistic education: visual and plastic 
• Physical education 
• Maths 
Although the Spanish law grouped music and visual arts under the Artistic 
Education Area, the Catalan curriculum kept them in two separate areas and gave a 
specific timing for each (one hour and a half weekly for the first two years, and one hour 
weekly for years three to six). All the goals and contents were unified for the whole 
primary level, and the specification by bands and years rested in the hands of schools and 
teachers. 
Regarding the music curriculum, it secured a privileged role for practical music, 
especially through song and singing since, as stated in its introduction, “the song should 
become for the child its main means of musical expression”. Music group practice 
through singing, movement and dance, listening to others and to oneself, leads to the 
knowledge of music language and music graphic representation. The student will become 
independent being able to decode some musical pieces and to communicate. Working on 
aural skills, rhythm, body movement and dance students integrate new learning, first 
through experience and later more consciously. 
It includes the following general goals, to be achieved by the students by the end 
of primary school: ‘Demonstrate artistic feeling, understanding and creativity, with 
good31 aesthetic and artistic taste in the musical practice’, ‘Perform individually and 
collectively traditional songs from Catalonia and all around the world, with unison, 
                                                      





round or several parts, placing singing at the centre of musical activity’, ‘Achieve a good 
voice production, both singing and speaking, showing knowledge of health and 
functioning of the vocal system’, ‘Show aural development allowing for recognition and 
differentiation of the basic elements in the musical discourse’, ‘Achieve rhythmic 
accuracy through body movement, practice of games and rhythmic exercises, dances and 
songs’, ‘Become aware of the essential elements of the music language: rhythm, melody, 
metric and expression’, ‘Achieve listening habits and attitudes, as well as a basic 
knowledge of instruments, instrumental ensembles, pieces, musical forms and 
composers, that facilitates enjoyment from listening to music’, ‘Participate in the school 
and community’s musical life’, ‘Know and use, where appropriate, IT resources for music 
notation, creation and performance’32. 
In addition to these general goals, a series of contents are listed and grouped 
under the categories of processes (what the students will ‘do’), concepts (what the 
students will ‘know’), and attitudes and values (‘how’ the students do and know). The 
final goals, upon which students are assessed, are also listed with a detailed approach 
(e.g. ‘Singing songs with unison, two parts, and rounds with two parts’, ‘Recognise 
within the songs the elements of music language learnt’ – elements not specified –, 
‘Memorise and improvise rhythms and melodies’, etc.).   
As asserted by Domingo (2003) the shift towards a constructivist curriculum in 
music entails a shift towards an approach based on the practice of music, stressing the 
                                                      
32 ‘Demostrar sensibilitat, comprensió i creativitat, amb un bon gust estètic i artístic en la 
pràctica musical’, ‘Interpretar individualment i col·lectiva cançons tradicionals catalanes i d'arreu 
del món, a l'uníson, a cànon o a veus, fent del cant el centre de l'activitat musical’, ‘Assolir una 
emissió de veu correcta, tant parlant com cantant, i tot mostrant coneixements de la higiene i el 
funcionament de l'aparell fonador’, ‘Demostrar un desenvolupament de l'oïda que permeti la 
distinció i el reconeixement dels elements bàsics que constitueixen el discurs musical’, ‘Assolir 
justesa i precisió rítmica a partir del moviment del propi cos, de la pràctica de jocs i exercicis 
rítmics, danses i cançons’, ‘Adonar-se dels elements fonamentals del llenguatge musical: ritme, 
melodia, mètrica i expressió’, ‘Assolir l'hàbit i l'actitud d'escolta, com també els coneixements 
bàsics d'instruments, conjunts instrumentals, obres, formes i autors, que permetin gaudir de 
l'audició musical’, ‘Participar en la vida musical de l'escola i de l'entorn’, ‘Conèixer i utilitzar, si 






procedural component. However, to fully implement this praxial curriculum a substantial 
investment in both human and material resources was essential, and, according to several 
authors (Domingo, 2003; Vílchez Fernández, 2011) the budget accompanying the national 
LOGSE was inadequate. Although in-service training increased substantially it has not 
always been enough, and neither were the classroom resources, especially at secondary 
level where a larger investment in instruments was required. 
The fact that the curricula for all levels of general schooling and for conservatories 
and music schools were sheltered under the same umbrella with the LOGSE (albeit as 
separate documents) meant that the same psycho-pedagogic principles applied in both 
generalist and specialised music environments (Girbau Vila, 2001), providing the 
specialised field, at the time still anchored in nineteenth-century pedagogies, with 
renewed ideas. For the first time, the curriculum for music schools and conservatories 
moved from the ‘syllabus’ format (understood as a list of pieces that set by itself the 
learning outcomes for each level) to the curriculum concept with goals, contents, and 
assessment criteria (Vilar, 2000). Nevertheless, analysing the verbs used for the final goals 
in the conservatories’ curriculum in Catalonia, Vilar (1996) regrets that an opportunity to 
better interweave both education systems (general schools and music schools) was lost, as 
most of the goals refer to procedural content, a few to conceptual content, and attitudes 
and values are by large forgotten.  
Having all the curricula under the same umbrella also allowed for the 
implementation of a few integrated schools in Catalonia, where primary and secondary 
students take both general schooling and special music education. In addition, students 
undertaking specialised music studies in conservatories or authorised music schools 
could have an exemption from the music subject in the general school and also validate 





5.2.3 LOCE (Ley Orgánica de la Calidad de la Educación) 2002 
The LOGSE was one of the flagships of the centre-left Spanish socialist party 
government, hence when in the year 2000 the PP (Popular Party, right wing) won an 
absolute majority and formed a new government, the education law was soon changed. 
In the same year 2000, and before a new law was approved in 2002, a curricular reform of 
the humanities field was undertaken. This “Reform of Humanities” acted as a preview for 
the new LOCE (Ley Orgánica de la Calidad de la Educación) (Jurado, 2003).  
In terms of music education this reformed curriculum was, specially in secondary 
education, much more oriented towards listening, theory, and music history with a 
corresponding reduction in music expression and music practice (del Álamo Caballero, 
2013; Pérez Prieto, 2005; Pliego de Andres, 2001).    
The LOCE is viewed by many as a counter-reform (Jurado, 2003; Prats, 2005), as a 
nostalgic law attempting to go back to education programs pertaining to thirty years 
earlier, when only half of the population pursued secondary studies (Prats, 2005). 
Compared to the LOGSE, the focus was much more on conceptual contents and less on 
music practice. As Coll (2013) notes, this conceptual focus is paired with no distinction 
between different kind of contents (conceptual, procedural, attitudinal), making it easier 
for it to be unbalanced. This curriculum was much more prescriptive, and was organized 
year by year. At the same time, music’s presence in school was reduced, in favour of 
numeracy, literacy and English as second language (Giráldez, 2004). 
Coll (2004) places the LOCE in a wider ‘conservative revolution’ in education, as a 
local manifestation of a global movement. Citing Apple’s analysis of ‘conservative 
modernisation’,  Coll highlights some of the main common traits: emphasis on evaluation 
and external final exams; placement of schools in a competitive market where freedom of 
choice is paramount; prominence of private enterprise, allocating public funding to 





conceptual knowledge, neglecting skills, attitudes and values; inclusion of religious 
education within the schools; reinforcement of central control through highly detailed 
curricula; incorporation of managerial techniques that highlight efficacy and productivity, 
diminishing pedagogical and psycho-pedagogical values and knowledge.    
However, the LOCE was never implemented, and its Catalan deployment 
regulation was never realised, as in early 2004 another change of government meant its 
implementation was stopped and two years later a new education law was passed. 
5.2.4 LOE (Ley Orgánica de Educación) 2006 
2006’s Ley Orgánica de Educación (LOE) drew on pedagogical concepts introduced 
in the 1990’s LOGSE and reinforced its constructivist underpinnings. Nevertheless the 
LOE added some new perspectives, one of the main ones being the introduction into the 
Spanish curriculum of key competencies. This introduction was motivated by the OECD’s 
DeSeCo (Definition and Selection of Competencies) project (Rychen & Salganik, 2003, 
2005) and the subsequent Recommendation of the European Parliament and the Council on key 
competencies for lifelong learning (2006). While the Spanish law falls short in this 
implementation as key competencies were introduced into the general school curriculum 
but not into the one aimed at conservatories and music schools, the Catalan law also 
introduced competences (although more specific ones) into the specialised music 
curriculum.  
The eight key competencies for the Catalan primary and lower secondary school 
curriculum are only slightly modified from the Spanish law to add audiovisual 
competence to linguistic communication competence, and to give more emphasis to 
artistic competence (see Table 13). Further, the eight Spanish key competencies take into 
account the 2006 European Parliament recommendation on key competencies for lifelong 





after the Spanish national education document, the drafts were available and have 
influenced it. 
 





















































































While all music education is included in the same law, each stage has its own 
curriculum, and there are differences. For instance, music is integrated within the Arts 
Learning Area at the primary level, but is a separate subject at secondary. Also the key 
competencies are the same for primary and lower secondary, but different for upper 
secondary. 
The contents for primary school music introduce some nuances in relation to the 
Spanish document. While the two strands for the Spanish one are ‘Musical Performance 
and Creation’, and ‘Listening’, in Catalonia they are ‘Exploring and Perceiving’, and 
‘Performing and Creating’. Also dance is only tangentially mentioned within the Spanish 
music curriculum but goes side by side with music within the Catalan. Continuing the 
path initiated with the LOGSE and LOCE, music is compulsory in all primary schools and 
taught by specialist music teachers. 
The music curriculum for lower secondary (ESO in the Catalan acronym) is seen 
as an extension of primary, although it is structured as an independent subject. Key 
competences are identical in both stages, and music contributes mainly to communicative 
competencies and specifically to the artistic and cultural competence. 
As a compulsory subject in ESO’s first and third years, and an elective in the 
second and fourth, music is conceived as both a practice and an object of knowledge. At 
this lower secondary stage music strives to develop students intellectually, affectively and 
socially through three main fields: meaningful listening, vocal and instrumental 
performance, and music creation. However, the first two years are mainly focused on the 
organisers ‘Listening and Understanding’, and ‘Performing and Creating’, and the third 
organiser (‘Social and Cultural Dimension’) becomes the centre of music learning in the 
third year. 
Music is understood in the curriculum as a means for shaping personal and 





from different cultures, periods and styles is promoted. Catalan and Western Classical 
music are acknowledged as starting points to understand the diversity of today’s music 
and musical cultures and traditions around the world. Involvement in concerts and other 
musical functions in the classroom, the school and the community is also promoted. 
In the upper secondary curriculum music becomes an elective subject, and one of 
the several itineraries students can choose is ‘Performing Arts, Music and Dance’. The 
main subjects offered within this itinerary are music analysis, music language and 
practice, and music and dance history. 
5.2.5 1990 – 2015 Overview 
In 2013, following the right wing’s PP (Partido Popular) victory at the 2011 
elections, a new Spanish education law (LOMCE, Ley Orgánica para la Mejora de la 
Calidad Educativa) was approved. However, it has been a highly controversial law that 
has sparked protest amid the educational community, especially in some autonomies 
including Catalonia. This law was never negotiated with the autonomies’ education 
departments, and the Catalan government has manifestly positioned itself against the re-
centralisation of educational policy-making that led to the LOMCE. The Catalan 
government has delayed the implementation of this policy in Catalonia, and at the time of 
writing has not yet developed the corresponding autonomous curriculum, so it has not 
been taken into account for the present research. Notwithstanding, it is worth pointing 
out some of the LOMCE’s most controversial features: 
• Introduction of centrally-managed external final exams at Grades 3 and 6 
(final) in primary school (ages 8 and 11), fourth (final) year in lower 
secondary (age 15), and second (final) year in upper secondary (age 17). 
Even if the autonomous governments and schools have a percentage of 





ultimately determine what is taught at schools with a profound effect on 
existing curricula. 
• Prioritizing of knowledge over competences.  
•  Dismantling of the Catalan school system of linguistic immersion.33 
• Changing artistic education (including music) from a compulsory to an 
elective subject.  
The Catalan government has recently announced that the new curriculum to be 
published sometime during 2015 will promote the development of competences and 
provide for compulsory artistic education.  
The account of changes in legislation affecting education policies for the last 25 
years in Spain, and subsequently in Catalonia, shows an overreliance on political changes. 
Because of the lack of an education pact between the two main parties, each of them has 
strived, once in power, to impose its own ideology on the education system. As remarked 
by Kertz-Welzel (2009),  
the history of music education in a specific country is not just the story of 
continuous success, according to old evolutionary models. There are many turns, 
detours and even mistakes that make the history of music education in any given 
country interesting and worth investigating from a historical and comparative 
point of view. (p. 69) 
In the case of Spain, as highlighted by several researchers (del Álamo Caballero, 2013; 
Jurado, 2003; Pérez Prieto, 2005), detours are exacerbated by political interests. To shield 
the Catalan educational systems from these lurches, the Catalan parliament passed the 
                                                      
33 Inspired by Quebec’s linguistic immersion program, and initiated in Catalonia in 1980’s 
and consolidated and extended to all schools in 1990’s, this school system takes as a starting point 
the Catalan language as the vehicular school language to promote social cohesion and to avoid 





LEC (Llei d’Educació de Catalunya) in 2009 with a broad consensus, supported by the 
three main Catalan parties. This law is still in place but under appeal in the Spanish 
Constitutional Tribunal. 
As maintained by Coll and Martín (2013), the LOGSE implied a shift towards an 
open curriculum motivated by both political and pedagogical reasons. In the political 
arena, the transition to democracy introduced a new organizational structure with ruling 
power shared between the central and the autonomic governments. Pedagogically, the 
LOGSE with its openness advocated for teachers being active contributors and not mere 
executors. Teamwork within schools’ faculty was promoted through leaving numerous 
decisions in teachers’ hands.  
5.3 Summary: New Zealand and Catalonia policies compared 
The New Zealand Curriculum (2007) gives guidance for all levels from Year 1 to 
Year 13 (from beginning primary to the end of higher secondary, ages 5 to 17) in a unified 
document, with a strong sense of continuity stressed by the fact that the curriculum is 
conceived as a spiral process and most concepts are revisited. Catalonia on the other hand 
organizes education in general and music education in particular into several separate 
curricula: primary school (with a duration of six years), lower secondary (four years) and 
higher secondary (two years). In addition, Catalonia has also a curriculum for pre-college 
specialized studies in music that is implemented in conservatories.  
Both curricula were published in 2007 and while both are centred on key 
competences and the idea behind this concept is common to both, the skills included 
differ. New Zealand defines the key competences as ‘capabilities for living and lifelong 
learning’, and Catalonia states that a curriculum based in competences means ‘to teach to 
learn and carry on learning lifelong’: both are focused on long-term skills. However, 
looking at the specific key competencies for each country (see Table 14), there is a bigger 





skills and capacities than to content, whereas in the Catalan curriculum some of the 
competences are related to contents. The authors of the Catalan Curriculum have had to 
abide by the eight key competences stated in the Spanish minimum learning decree 
(which in turn owes its inspiration to the 2006 EU recommendation on Key Competences 
for Lifelong Learning). One may guess they have not felt very comfortable with this 
obligation as they group these competences into four categories (´Communication´, 
´Methodological´, ´Personal´, and ´Living Together and Inhabiting the World´) and also 
add four points on how the competences are gained. These points are more correlated to 
the New Zealand key competencies than to the competences themselves. 
Music education is in both countries integrated in an Arts Learning Area but with 
a discipline specific curriculum. In New Zealand the Arts Learning Area includes Dance, 
Drama, Music-Sound Arts, and Visual Arts. In Catalonia Music and Dance go together, 
and Drama is not present on its own (although some drama elements are incorporated in 
Music, Physical Education, and specially in Language and Literature).  
Regarding the musical contents, in New Zealand the achievement objectives have 
been organized into four strands (see Figure 16, p. 99) and eight flexible levels, with the 
student progressing individually from one level to the next at his/her own pace. Even if 
the content is organized into ‘achievement objectives’ for each level, the focus is more into 
processes than into outcomes. A vast majority of the verbs used (explore, share, 
improvise, prepare, reflect, compare, investigate, analyse, etc.) denote the processes 
undertaken during the lessons, without imposing a specific level up to where these 
processes have to be developed. As previously seen in the analysis of the New Zealand 
curriculum, the way it is developed with the elaboration and widening of most of the 
achievement objectives through several levels, fits precisely with the concept of spiral 
curriculum as defined in the UNESCO’s Glossary of Curriculum Terminology, with “key 
concepts and topics (…) repeatedly presented over time in the context of new, broader 






Table 14. Summary of New Zealand and Catalonia curricula 
It is worth noting that most of the discipline-related words that were present in 
the previous New Zealand Curriculum (2000) (e.g., notate, transcribe, transpose, arrange, 



















































some schools employ specialist music teachers, this curriculum is intended to be carried 
out by generalist teachers at the primary level. Even if this option may be in part justified 
by some of the factors of the social-conflict perspective pointed out by Nyce (2012), 
regarding how national costs for education, health-care and transportation in New 
Zealand are impacted by the low density of population, the main problem resides on how 
generalist teachers are trained (or not) to deliver the music curriculum.  
The Catalan curriculum on the other hand has a set of goals/aims for the whole of 
primary school, and contents and assessment criteria are organized in two-year bands. It 
aims for an active role in the perception of music while changing the strand ‘Listening’ (as 
stated in the Spanish minimum learning decree) to ‘Exploring and perceiving’. Also 
Dance is only tangentially mentioned within the Spanish music curriculum but goes side 
by side with music in the Catalan document. Under the ‘contents’ heading a mix of 
processes (e.g. exploration, appreciation, creation, performance, improvisation, 
composition, etc.) and contents in the conventional sense (e.g., songs in one or two parts, 
learning of terminology, recognition of musical instruments, sound qualities, etc.) have 
been included. Discipline-related terms are used here since the curriculum is intended to 
be implemented by specialist music teachers. The level of prescription is higher in the 
Catalan curriculum than in the New Zealand one, even though neither of them includes a 
detailed progression of learning or specific standards. 
Both documents (New Zealand and Catalonia) stress praxial music education. 
Nevertheless, and probably in coherence with the greater degree of detail, the Catalan 
document is more specific in relation to how this ‘interpreting’ and ‘creating’ has to be 
carried out, and stresses the importance of singing in music lessons. In contrast, in the 
New Zealand curriculum the words play, sing, song or voice are not used anywhere in 
the achievement objectives; ‘share music’, ‘present performance of music’ are used 
instead. A similar treatment is given to the specific kind of music to be learnt. The New 





and the value of the traditional and contemporary Māori musical arts in the statement for 
music, and it does not privilege any culture or style within the achievement objectives, 
leaving the choice to the school. The Catalan curriculum also acknowledges the idea of 
plurality of the environment but the contents repeatedly refer to traditional Catalan songs 
and dances and also to the songs and dances from other cultures, especially the ones 
represented in the classroom and in the local social environment. 
The situation of music education within general schooling differs within the two 
countries in terms of how the music programmes are implemented in primary and 
secondary schools. In New Zealand music education in primary schools is carried out 
(except when the Board of Trustees responsible for the school and/or the school principal 
have an especial interest in music) by the generalist teacher. In many cases, due to an 
inadequate pre-service teacher training in music and an almost total lack of in-service 
training, lack of confidence translates into the lack of a strong music programme (Wiggins 
& Wiggins, 2008). Along the same lines Drummond (1997) points out the issues around 
the training of school music teachers, underlining that the introduction of new areas and 
subjects meant that pre-service training in music was reduced. Since Teacher Training 
Institutions did not include musical skills in their entry requirements, it was not feasible 
to balance the reduction of teacher training in the music area. He signals as a possible 
solution the implementation of the music specialist in the primary school in the same way 
it was applied in the secondary school.  
The situation changes in secondary schools, where specialist music teachers are 
provided, in the sense that the music teachers are likely to have a degree in music plus a 
teaching diploma, though not necessarily in music education. The music programme in 
high schools is also reinforced by the presence of Itinerant Teachers of Music (funded by 
the Ministry of Education) who offer instrument tuition to those who wish to learn. This 
makes possible for most intermediate and high schools to set up an orchestra, band, and 





In contrast, in Catalonia music is the responsibility of specialist music teachers 
from the beginning of primary education to the end of secondary school. In addition, 
public and private music schools imparting extra-curricular after-school music education 
are widely implemented all around the Catalan territory, giving to those who want to 
learn an instrument the chance to do so in a specialized environment. At secondary level, 
the students who attend a Conservatory or some authorized music schools are exempt 
from the music subject in the school, therefore the music program at high school misses 
the more musical students. It brings many opportunities to the students in terms of 







CHAPTER 6 -  NEW ZEALAND AND CATALONIA AS CASE STUDIES (II): 
CURRICULUM PRACTICES THROUGH THE PRACTITIONER’S LENS 
This chapter delves on music education practices in both New Zealand and 
Catalonia through semi-structured interviews with practitioners. To better contextualise 
the interviews, a brief clarification about music education in and outside school in both 
countries is needed. 
In New Zealand, each primary school decides how the music programme is 
implemented, and there is no specific teacher training for specialist music teachers. Most 
primary generalist teachers are responsible for music with their students and the school 
sometimes has a teacher with a special interest in music who can lead the area. In some 
cases, schools hire a specialist music teacher who has the generalist training plus an extra 
knowledge in music to run music for the whole school. Through the Ministry of 
Education’s Out-of-Hours programme, primary school children can access specialised 
practical music-learning outside school hours. This programme is usually run at a school 
on Saturdays or after school during weekdays by a local committee that involves several 
schools. It is open to children from all local schools, and offers tuition in a wide range of 
instruments (mainly orchestral) and orchestra. While the government subsidises this 
programme some fees are also charged to parents or caregivers. 
Secondary schools, in addition to a classroom specialist music teacher, have access 
to Itinerant Teachers of Music (ITMs) who (through a Ministry of Education funded 
programme) teach orchestral and popular music instruments. These specialists in 
particular instruments visit schools to teach small groups in school time, and may also be 
involved in leading orchestra or multi-instrument groups. In the senior high school (three 
last years), students can gain NCEA credits towards their secondary accreditation and 
university entrance through practical and theoretical music standards, such as solo 





Community-based private music teachers also offer instrument and theory tuition. 
Many of them use the international gradus at parnassum systems, e.g. Trinity College, 
ABRSM, or the New Zealand Modern School of Music. 
In Catalonia all primary schools have a specialist music teacher, although 
specialist pre-service training has recently been shortened. They provide general music 
education including music practice with classroom instruments such as recorders, 
percussion, or ‘Orff instruments’, and singing. Teachers in public primary and secondary 
schools are not hired by each school (as is the case in New Zealand) but they gain access 
to positions in public schools through public exams, after which they are assigned to a 
school vacancy depending on their exam results and preferences.  
Public (locally funded) and private music schools provide a more specific after-
school music education with deeper musicianship skills, instrument tuition, orchestras 
and ensembles. Community-based private music teachers also exist but, although 
possible, it is not usual for them to use international exam systems. 
Catalan secondary schools also provide general music education, but similarly to 
what happens at the primary level, those who want a more specific music education 
attend music schools or conservatories. In this case, conservatories are public institutions 
at secondary level with an official curriculum.  
The interviews were conducted with semi-structured guidelines that allowed 
ample scope for teachers to verbalize their ideas, feelings, and challenges in regard to 
their practice and its relationship with education policies. To place the interviews in 
context teachers were asked to explain their background and experience in music 
education and also their philosophy of music education, including what they perceived as 
its purposes and values. Their views about the curriculum were another fundamental 
topic, exploring its usefulness, its impact upon students, and the challenge it presents to 





education in school and in the community, resources and support available to them, the 
use of IT, and the role of music from a range of different cultures in music education were 
also investigated (see interview topics guide in Appendix D).  
6.1 New Zealand  
6.1.1 Interviewees and their background 
6.1.1.1 Anne (primary school and outside-school music education) 
She is employed as a specialised music teacher working part time in two public 
primary schools. She learned to play several instruments (cello, piano, harpsichord) as a 
child and teenager and performed in several groups embracing different styles from 
Classical orchestras to dance bands. Even though she started learning Classical style, 
when she joined the dance band as a teenager she needed to learn new skills: 
I came from a very traditional Classical piano background to having to play chords with a 
dance band. And it was so hard! And I learnt very, very quickly that I needed to sort out 
this. … And I remember it being very difficult, but I also remember being determined. 
Because if I didn’t nail it, I couldn’t be in that band. And so I did. And it’s given me the 
ability now to play any melody with my right hand and stick the chords in without even 
thinking. And to jump forward a bit, that ability works so well in the classroom, so that’s 
been my biggest bonus. 
She went to teacher-training college and chose music as a major, which was 
possible at the time. After graduating she worked as a new entrant teacher and later on, 
following a few years gap, she was re-engaged as a specialist music teacher.  
In addition to her present part-time specialist music teacher jobs, she also 
conducts two community choirs and teaches several instruments and theory outside 
school in an Out-of-Hours music programme and privately. The interview was mainly 





She values music for its distinctive role within the primary setting, its ability to 
cross borders and for the enjoyment it provides to children: 
I firmly, very strongly believe that music is an incredibly important part of a child’s 
journey in their learning. I think that music is a language that can go across the entire 
world. ... I also think that there are many children who go through primary school where 
learning is hard, and music for them is an outlet, it’s a place of less pressure, of a little bit 
of freedom; I can see it on the children’s faces, they’ll see me at school and they go, ‘oh it’s 
Tuesday, we’ve got you today!’ you know, and so there’s a sharing of their enjoyment of 
that particular topic.  
She also considers very significant the role that teachers play in regard to the 
learning journey: 
I had opportunities that I wouldn’t have had if I didn’t have her [one of her instrument 
teachers], so I firmly believe that it’s the people you meet on that journey that make the 
difference. Which is what I try to do, you know, with these children.  
6.1.1.2 Brian (primary school) 
Brian is the principal at a public primary school that has no specialist music 
teacher. He has no or little formal music training. Nevertheless, he plays the guitar a little  
and reckons he has always enjoyed music.  
I’m in an awful position, I know the realities of being someone who isn’t particularly 
musical but knowing how important it is, I know when I’ve been involved in something 
fantastic and it’s always involved music and singing and learning. 
He has led four different schools since 2000, and in each of them a different music 
solution was adopted. He is a strong advocate for the power of music and children 





The power of music and the ability for it to address all parts of the curriculum, it just goes 
without saying. I see that so clearly and distinctly, it beggars belief that other people don’t 
see it like that. … My approach as a generalist primary school teacher is that anything’s 
better than nothing. And by doing a wee bit of anything all the time, you build a bit of 
expertise. That’s what I believe.  
6.1.1.3 Janet (primary school and outside-school music education) 
Janet is a generalist teacher at a public primary school. She is also a woodwind 
player and teaches her instrument in an Out-of-Hours music programme. 
During her day at school, she spends most of the time with her own senior 
classroom, teaching the whole curriculum. There is no specialist music teacher at her 
school and, due to her musical knowledge, she has taken within the school, on top of her 
usual tasks, a voluntary role of music leadership: she prepares music resources for all the 
teachers, promotes music activities within the school, conducts an orchestra, choir, 
marimba group, and ukulele group. Janet used to give up most of her lunchtimes to run 
these activities but recently the school has organised to run these music group activities in 
30-minute slots on Friday afternoons, where students can choose any of them from a 
range of other activities. 
I organise the music, organise what sort of music we’re doing, liaise if any teachers are 
doing anything special, or at the moment we’re having class assemblies. So I have to liaise 
with them and see if they need any extra music, and see what music they need and find the 
words, and just find suitable music sometimes. 
She values music within the school as a means to provide all the children with 
musical opportunities and environment: 
I think everyone can be successful, and I don’t think you’re born with natural talent. ... I 





whether you get opportunities, whether you listen, whether there’s a lot of music just 
around you in your environment when you grow up. So I think every child can succeed ... 
If they’ve got the right environment, they’ll flourish. ... And every kid needs music and 
every kid enjoys music, so it’s just giving them the right opportunities so that they can all 
have broader choices in life.  
6.1.1.4 Linda (primary school) 
Linda is the deputy principal in a public primary school without a specialist music 
teacher. She learnt piano and flute, and took an elective in music at teacher-training 
college that allowed her to continue to develop her piano skills. Although in her previous 
job she had responsibilities for the school’s music programme, her role in her current 
school is as generalist teacher:  
When I came to this school I was very glad to know that I didn’t have to take responsibility 
for music because it was such a huge aspect to the responsibility I had down there [at her 
previous job]! 
Generalist teachers are in charge of the music curriculum in her current school, 
and the school runs a variety of extracurricular music activities such as several choirs, 
band, kapa haka34, brass, drum, keyboard and guitar. 
Linda, like Janet, believes that children must be given musical opportunities. She 
also thinks that children must be able to explore different learning styles through music: 
It’s all to do with opportunity I think, first and foremost. We want to expose children at 
this primary level to what music’s all about and give them a real appreciation. Also, this 
school has a strong emphasis on strengths. And we know that children learn in different 
ways, and some children have that bent towards learning through a ... you know, learning 
in a music way or just get their passion and their strength through doing music. And so 
                                                      





that’s another reason why we promote music in our school. Yeah, so it’s just exposing 
them really, knowing what it means, and of course adhering to the New Zealand 
curriculum!   
6.1.1.5 Karen (secondary school) 
Karen is a music teacher at a public secondary school. She learnt to play piano as a 
child and after school she went to university where she did a music degree and a one-
year postgraduate course at the teacher-training college. Her first teaching job lasted for 
three years after which she went on several small jobs involving teaching skills but not 
directly involving music teaching.  About fifteen years ago she volunteered at her 
daughter’s high school to run an orchestra. The year after that, she obtained a music 
teacher-relieving job in the same school, and she is still working there.   
She values music education as a mean to musically open the students’ minds 
while valuing and respecting diversity: 
One of them [of the purposes of music] is that their experience of music is this big 
(signaling a short distance with her hands) and my idea is to expand them to realize 
that music is much bigger. …  and there’s another thing that undergirds my teaching and 
that is that of respect, respecting other people’s opinions. … We build on … the school 
value of diversity, appreciating diversity, so to me, that’s part of that, that you like the 
bagpipes and I don’t, … You like opera singing and I don’t – is another part of respecting 
other people’s values and opinions about music.  
6.1.1.6 Rachel (secondary school) 
Rachel started learning music at age four with the violin and after a few years she 
switched to French horn. During all her school time, from primary to secondary 





So X [her music teacher] was very influential in that. So often for me I think if I was to 
look back I think it would be the support, the people that I was engaged with at the time. 
She took a performance music degree and also a post-graduate degree, in a course 
that included all performing arts: music, dance and drama. She is now a music teacher at 
a public secondary school.  
Like others, Rachel highlights the purpose of music education of giving music 
opportunities to all people, and focuses its value into the practice of music and in 
involvement in a range of music ensembles: 
So personally I think everybody should be exposed to music in some way. My thing is that 
if you’re going to also learn music you’ve got to put it into practice. I think if you’re going 
to spend [time] learning an instrument then you need to have time to work in those areas, 
that’s why orchestras, choirs, bands, concerts, all those things are really important. 
They’re teaching you a whole range of skills not just the musical skills, but obviously the 
transferring skills, like confidence and self-management. 
6.1.1.7 Carol (secondary school) 
Carol had played music by ear from a young age and started sitting music exams 
during her secondary school years. Her degree at University was based on geography 
and music, but she did a postgraduate degree in geography. After one year of teacher’s 
college, her first job was a music job and since then she has never gone back to 
geography. 
To my mind there were two types of music teachers, there were those who loved 
performing, but ended up teaching because they couldn’t go somewhere performing, and 
there’s those that loved teaching and that was me. And it wasn’t, I didn’t need to be on the 





raising them to when they’re on the stage, that gives me more pleasure than me [being on 
the stage]. 
Her school has two music teachers and she is the head of department. She aims to 
develop music skills for all students looking for their strengths and setting their success 
as a stepping-stone for learning in other subjects: 
I personally think that every child has musical talent, and that we need to encourage music 
in all our students, not just the elite few who get lessons so my philosophy has always been 
to encourage, to promote, to see where the strengths are and not create barriers. … Because 
they’re succeeding here [in music], the other teachers can build on what we do there for 
them in other subjects, so that’s my philosophy. … Any skills I can give any of these 
students, I feel I’ve been successful. You know, if in 20 years they go, ‘hey, I remember her, 
you know she was pretty cool, I was crap at singing but she never told me I was, she 
always said you know, we can do this, we can do that’, if that’s how they view me then I 
feel it’s been a success. If they don’t feel they were ever put down, but they were given an 
opportunity. So yeah, so that’s where I’m at.  
6.1.1.8 Michael (Itinerant Teacher of Music) 
Michael is an itinerant music teacher who specializes in woodwind teaching 
across several high schools. He grew up in the UK and started learning guitar and piano 
while at primary school.  Later on at the high school he learnt oboe, bassoon and 
saxophone. He also took advantage of his younger brother playing the flute to pick it up 
at home. Before starting his music degree in London, he went to Paris for six months to 
improve his oboe playing with a professional performer. Once at the London college he 
did a performer’s course and a teacher’s course that included a course based in Dalcroze’s 
pedagogy and which he found extremely enlightening. This course later on led him into 
teaching a group of 4 to 6-year-olds. He also taught woodwind instruments in several 





settled in the countryside for family reasons and got a job in the local high school: “I’d had 
no classroom teaching at all! So suddenly I was in the classroom with 25 eleven-year-olds, twelve-
year-olds. And that was very, very challenging indeed! And I trained on the go.” For a few years, 
he worked with both classroom and itinerant music teaching but eventually he kept only 
the itinerant job. 
While he regrets that the resources to implement early music education are not in 
place, he places the value on music education in the development of the student as a 
whole. 
The benefits are, can be enormous. It’s not just in music education, these benefits, I 
actually mean developing people as whole people, and so I think that that’s just in the ‘too 
hard basket’. Obviously other subject areas can help develop a person massively but I think 
particularly music has been proven, time and time again, in research, that music education 
starting early on can be hugely beneficial to the development, the emotional development of 
a person, physical, co-ordinational in all the different ways, but I think literally we just 
don’t have the resources to do that. 
6.1.1.9 Andrew (outside-school music education) 
Although Andrew has worked in secondary schools for many years, his 
involvement in music programs outside the school was the main focus of his interview.  
He started learning a cello at the age of 11 and continued with it all through his secondary 
school. He studied music at University and then started teaching music at a secondary 
school where he was the head of department most of the time. At the same time, he was 
involved in creating a local Out-of-Hours music programme and played a leadership role 
in it, encouraging the participation in ensembles at all ages. 
Well, my philosophy always was that everybody should have a go at it. … And so as much 
as possible after the first year we try and develop ensemble groups like the training 





playing music in groups as well as having the group lessons. ... And I think that’s an 
important part of the philosophy, my background, it’s participation is what I’ve been 
involved in mainly.  
6.1.1.10 Deborah (outside-school music education) 
Deborah started playing by ear when she was five, “then I was sent off at the age of 
10 to learn the ‘proper’ music, and I’m still trying to find the ‘proper’ music.” She had learnt in 
the Classical style for a long time until she encountered a contemporary training system 
in music, to which she applied as a teacher. This led to her learning guitar, piano, 
accordion and a different style and technique. She is now the manager of the regional 
branch of this system, with about 30 teachers to whom she provides training. She sets the 
value of music education as an asset that the teacher facilitates and children develop: 
But we really, you’ve gotta sow that seed; because it’ll develop, if the child’s interested 
enough, and also it also depends on what’s going on at home, that’s a big factor.  
6.1.2 Music curriculum perspectives 
Teachers reflected upon the curriculum from a number of angles and this section 
focuses on the themes that emerged recurrently: how the curriculum fits their needs and 
those of their students; how the curriculum is interpreted in each context; how the 
presence or absence of specialist music teachers affects the implementation of the 
curriculum; how pre- and in-service teacher training impacts on implementation; how 
assessment and National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA) exams affects 
curriculum implementation at secondary level; how music is carried out in schools in its 
practical facet; what music styles and cultures are represented in school music; how 
information technologies are used in the music classroom. 
As teachers reflect on the New Zealand music curriculum there is a general 





It is an open curriculum, which is good in some respects because we can interpret it in the 
way we want.  However in other respects, because it’s not so prescribed, children can get 
through the system perhaps without having an in-depth look at notation, or whatever it is, 
for example, because, you know, you could skip that if you wanted to. (Linda) 
Like Linda, most primary teachers appreciate the ability to focus music in the way 
best suited for the school and the students, but some also recognize the challenge. 
It works fine for me, and I think that the curriculum, the way it’s written is incredibly 
broad. And it’s not at all specific. So there are documents that are sort of guidelines35 of 
what you can do. I think that … in the majority of schools if you don’t have someone that 
can teach that curriculum, that will not be taught. Because it is quite hard to understand if 
you haven’t got that background. So I think that if you went into schools in New Zealand, 
anywhere in New Zealand, that didn’t have someone that understood music, that 
curriculum [as articulated in the guideline documents] is too difficult. (Anne) 
In primary schools without a specialist music teacher, the music programme in the 
classroom is sometimes more blurred.  
Some teachers who feel strong in it will do it more so, other teachers won’t. Some teachers 
start every day with a song and do a wee bit of music, you know, other teachers it’ll be a 
real… just a focus block for two or three weeks looking at a particular aspect of music. 
(Linda) 
Linda expands her account of all the extra-curricular music activities that children 
can take advantage of in her school, but when asked about the classroom music 
programme she does not give much detail: “We very much stick to the New Zealand music 
curriculum. … Probably most teachers make sure that they have a sort of music focus each term”. 
                                                      





These schools with generalist teachers encourage them to do at least some singing, 
but there are no clear common expectations within the school. According to Janet the 
classroom music programme “sort of depends a wee bit on the classroom teachers, but at the 
very least they are singing. … And singing in assembly, so. But it really does depend a bit on the 
teacher!”   
Brian explains that his school has developed its own resource, although it is not 
fully implemented: 
The school has a kind of a big fat folder that talks about all the different aspects of the arts 
curriculum. It breaks down what’s expected in the music area. But I think there’s a gap 
between what the folder says and what is the reality in the classroom. And because I’m 
frying some fish that are a bit bigger, I haven’t really looked at that particularly well. I 
guess when I go into classrooms I know that kids do some musical stuff, a lot of it can be 
based using computer-based stuff, like Garageband, and stuff like that. Particularly with 
the senior kids. And the younger kids it tends to be more around singing and music 
appreciation, and… rather than actual instrumental playing. Having said that, we’ve got a 
ukulele group. But that’s a focus group in a lunchtime. We’ve got a choir, that’s another 
lunchtime thing – can you see that it’s kind of extra to the programme rather than ‘the 
programme’? Because yeah, the timetable is always competing against different things. 
(Brian) 
He manifestly highlights the distinction between extra-curricular activities and the 
classroom programme. Like Brian, other teachers interviewed from schools without a 
specialist music teacher verbalize how extra-curricular music activities are welcomed and 
promoted in the school. Janet remarks, “anyone that wants to be involved is involved”. Linda 
adds “and the principal leads those [guitar groups], so as I say it’s coming from the top, from 
him, right from the new entrants just learning how to pick up a guitar, through to children in the 





If one option is to make music more extra-curricular, another is to use it to serve 
other school goals. 
Here it’s very much the resources don’t dictate us, we find the resources to fit our 
programme. And we certainly don’t follow unit plans, music unit plans, but if you find a 
music unit plan36 which fits that theme we could use it, it’s kind of the other way round. 
… For us, we base it around what we’re doing. So because we’re doing our School values, 
the first one was kindness, so all our songs were on kindness. … I don’t know the 
curriculum because we work around, we fit everything around our theme. The curriculum 
in a way doesn’t matter, we know the kids have got to be actively participating, we know 
they’ve got to be listening and enjoying music, we know they’ve got to get all these 
opportunities, and so we just do it. And we just make sure it’s integrated. (Janet) 
The teachers’ views reflect the pros and cons debate about the role of specialist 
and generalist in music teaching. Brian highlights the lack of adequate training of some 
generalist teachers and also their struggle covering eight essential learning areas:   
I can see why schools end up having a music specialist because they can just do so much 
more, and they can achieve so much more. That’s not saying that primary teachers can’t, 
but as generalist schoolteachers you’re responsible for 8 different essential learning areas. 
… Some teachers don’t get it [how powerful music is in children], or they do get it, but 
they feel they’re inadequate. We did an arts survey- we did a review of our arts curriculum 
last term, and there was one teacher who kept responding to every single question as if ‘I’m 
not good at this’. … you wouldn’t accept it if they said that about maths! The teachers who 
come to you and say well I’m no good at maths, you’d say ‘well I’m not going to employ 
you’. The arts seem to be more dispensable, and that’s a shame. (Brian) 
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Anne, as a specialist music teacher, agrees on the generalist teachers’ lack of 
musical expertise: 
And I’m valued for what I do, you know, there’s no one else in this school or at School X 
that could do the job that I’m doing. They don’t have the skills. They haven’t had the 
experience and so I’m incredibly lucky that those two principals see it as being important 
for their students. (Anne) 
However, Janet cautions against the confinement of music into specialists’ slots: 
Once you’ve got a specialist, then a classroom teacher who loves music may still do a bit of 
music, but it lets everyone opt completely out. So the only music they get that week is the 
specialist teacher for a lot of those classes. (Janet) 
Anne also describes one of the conflicts that her role as specialist may carry – the 
isolation not only of music as a subject but of her as a professional within the school:  
It used to really bug me and I’ve got thicker skin now, I often feel that the classroom 
teacher is not interested in what I do with their children, they just want them gone out of 
their class for an hour. … it’s not that I’m not valued, and it’s not that they don’t care, I 
think they just get so busy with everything that’s going on, and they don’t mean to put 
down or not be interested in what I’m doing, they just want that space without those kids. 
(Anne) 
Nevertheless, there is a general agreement on the inadequacy of the current pre-
service training in New Zealand to prepare teachers for music education in the classroom:  
I think for a person going into college who isn’t musical, it’s hard [to get the skills in 
three years]. … basically teachers shop around looking for ways in which they can do it, 
and do it in a smart way. (Brian) 
The way that they teach at college is being squeezed as well, so… less and less we’re going 





because of what college has offered, it’s going to be more because they’ve got a personal 
passion in it, which is really sad. (Linda) 
Now we’ve got people arriving at college with no music skills and coming out of college 
with no music skills; … the new lot are good at pop songs, singing pop songs, and that’s 
sort of where the music education falls, really. (Janet) 
Linda looks not only at pre-service music training but also at in-service music 
training. When asked whether there are frequent opportunities for professional 
development in music she replies: 
No, very, very rarely. Especially over the last 2 to 3 years where the government’s put a 
real emphasis on numeracy and literacy, and it’s really squeezed what [teachers’ 
training] college can offer us, or anyone else, and so I can’t even think of a course that’s 
been offered lately in that regard. … So they’re relying on what they’ve been taught at 
college, and what they know of the curriculum, so it is at a very basic level, that they do 
that. However I mentioned before that we’ve got that part-time teacher who has a real 
passion for music, and so, if a teacher’s, you know, got a bit of a problem, they would feel 
very happy to be able to go and see her, and [she’d] show [them] how to get music for this 
particular song, or what are the chords for this song, or whatever it is they need to know, 
and she would give support, so that school sort of support is available. (Linda) 
Linda’s school is not alone in using this model of school without specialist music 
teacher but with an internal role of music leadership. We can observe the same model at 
Janet’s school, which can be related to what Wiggins and Wiggins (2008) call ‘hidden 
specialists’ and define as “generalist teachers or principals who happened to have a 
leaning toward music … that made them the likely people to teach music in their schools” 
although they do not formally teach music to the whole school. 
I think every school, unless they have someone doing that [music leadership], they might 





mean that sounds awful, but I think that would be quite accurate. But if they didn’t have 
someone rounding up everything, and putting everything together, and encouraging them, 
I just don’t think it would be that feasible. … if we didn’t have that in place [her 
leadership], I don’t think music would be happening in half the classrooms. (Janet) 
In secondary education distinct issues emerge from the interviews for two main 
reasons: the delivery of the curriculum by specialised music teachers in all high schools 
and the influence of NCEA assessments on the curriculum at upper secondary school 
level. Even if the curriculum is as broad and open as is in the primary levels, the 
dominance of the NCEA standards makes learning much more specific, and often 
assessment-driven. 
And this is the interesting difference I think between how primary teachers approach it and 
how teachers in secondary, and particularly Year 7 [age 11] and upwards approach it; we 
work out what do students have to do in Year 10 [age 14] in order to be prepared for 
NCEA. So we make sure we do that. (Karen) 
I think it’s almost too open [the curriculum]. … sometimes the transition from document 
to application is very open- A lot of interpretation. … but, dare I say it- once you get to the 
upper school you tend to forget the curriculum document, you’re focusing on the NCEA 
then you’re working towards what they need to know. … we can almost guarantee that 
most of the students coming into Year 9 [age 13] have had very little or no musical 
experience beforehand. So they’re expected someone to be coming into Year 9 at level 437, 
that’s what’s expected of them, we’re lucky if some of them are working at level 2. That’s 
the difference. And we’ve got to get them from level 2 to level 6 within a two-year 
programme. (Rachel)  
These last comments reveal that the difficulty of meeting the challenges faced at 
primary level has consequences at the secondary level. Deborah, as a private music 
                                                      





teacher, recounts how the gap left in music education at primary level is often covered by 
private teachers so students can catch up for their NCEA assessments at senior secondary 
school: 
There’s too many children who are going to high school and then suddenly realizing, ‘oh 
we’d like to do music as a subject’, and they’ve got such a lot of catching up to do! And 
that’s sometimes, it’s private music teachers that actually put them through, for their 
NCEA. (Deborah) 
The curriculum and NCEA standards are supposedly aligned, but NCEA 
standards take the leading role at least during the senior years and, as suggested by 
Rachel above, from the junior secondary years as well. Karen illustrates her views: 
Well, I don’t have to think about that [alignment between curriculum and NCEA] because 
they’ve done it for us. And I just do not have to think about it- they’ve justified it, that’s 
what the recent alignment… And quite frankly, I’m not interested! I’ve got my hands full 
with teaching a multi-level class, and I unashamedly don’t really care. I’m teaching using 
those standards which I know have been in line with the curriculum and I just trust that 
we’ve done it. And I know that there’re things in the curriculum that are not in the 
standard, yup, and … tough! It’s called choosing your battles! (Karen) 
The implementation of NCEA standard exams as a means of University entrance 
has also prompted a change in students’ and parents’ thinking about music and other 
arts:  
I do think there has been a change, but it’s not necessarily because students are any less 
wanting to do music, I think actually think, if anything, they would like to do it, but I 
think the hindrance of other subject areas, what is perceived as core subject one of the eight 
curriculum areas. There is that old school thinking of the you know core subjects versus 
arts, essentially. And that’s very hard to combat and unfortunately now for university 





don’t see music necessarily in a school setting … Numbers tend to go down and 
involvement in choirs and orchestras gets reflected in that way. So that’s how I’ve seen it 
change, particularly since NCEA came in. And there’s not a chance to be free thinking or 
we’re going to try this project or there’s a focus on this because there’s always these time 
constraints pressure, admin, student stress. (Rachel) 
NCEA standards have also put an emphasis on assessment within music itself: 
I think … we’re assessing far too much. When we compare it with before, I think 
sometimes you end up being assessment-driven rather than being educationally driven, 
and that worries me because sometimes you need to learn things for the sake of learning it, 
rather than just because you’re going to be assessed, and so there’s sometimes those 
learning opportunities get a wee bit lost. Because we’re constrained for time. But that 
would be my only real criticism of it. (Carol) 
Both curriculum and NCEA standards are mostly practice-based and both 
primary and secondary schools tend to teach music as a practice, through not only in the 
classroom but also through multiple music ensembles such as ukulele and guitar groups, 
kapa haka, choirs, rock bands (in high schools), school bands and orchestras.  
I think being able to have hands on is really important to that tactile; whether it’s playing a 
particular percussion instrument or whether it’s learning to play the recorder, or 
marimbas or any particular instrument is incredibly important. Particularly for young 
children. (Anne) 
Participating is also very important; every child can participate, so I just think that’s 
really important that we have children who be involved, they don’t have to be what people 
say is so-called naturally gifted, but they can all participate. (Janet) 
We’ve gone from being fully curriculum-based particularly in the senior schools it’s been 





practical in some ways which is hard to balance, because there’s so many aspects of music 
and unfortunately with the way NCEA works is we can’t work on all those things and give 
all those things justice. (Rachel) 
They do that [core music module] at Year 7 and at Year 8 [ages 11 and 12 
respectively], but I also run a rock academy at Year 7 and 8, so students who are 
confident on guitar and bass, drums and singing, they audition. And we take the top 20 
and we create 4 bands. And so we work with those 4 bands, getting them performing, 
giving them performing skills, and we currently, we’re entering them all into the 
[Regional and National] Band Quest competition. (Carol) 
In secondary schools, the subsidised Itinerant Teachers of Music scheme also 
provides instrumental group tuition for students, giving every student the opportunity to 
learn a musical instrument and to integrate music practice into the general curriculum. 
Michael’s experience as an ITM comes with some criticism, as he believes students should 
start instrument learning earlier: 
I do think that the skills of playing an instrument are really different from a lot of the skills 
that are required before you start. So that’s why I’m saying I think instrument, bang! we 
expect a 13-year-old to pick up an instrument and play it. Well, how you can do that? 
There’s so much, it’s so complex. It is actually a very complex process. … I think it would 
be really good if more people were exposed to music and had music experiences before they 
reached high school. … I know it’s not entirely too late, but I think it’s getting to be, when 
somebody reaches age 13 they’re already hitting puberty, adolescence, and all the 
distractions as well that high school can give them, and all the options that high school 
gives them, and so it’s very difficult then to get them to focus on learning an instrument 
because there’s so much going on in their lives, all of a sudden sometimes. So that’s 
definitely a drawback because obviously when you start at age 9 or 10, or earlier, then you 





own their ability when they get to 11 or 12, and when they get to high school they already 
are a musician. (Michael) 
He also advocates for students’ musicianship skills to be developed before 
undertaking the study of an instrument: 
I think it’s, that’s why I’m saying it’s so important before we learn a musical instrument, 
to have musical training. Musical training doesn’t necessarily start when you pick up an 
instrument, that should be maybe the higher achievement. And I don’t know whether this 
is just a financial restraint or whether we simply do not understand that it’s very valuable 
to do an awful lot of things in music before we start learning an instrument. … the ability 
to inner hear is not appreciated fully. So I think we need to explore this more and really do 
something about it because when you play an instrument, if you can hear the note you’re 
trying to play, that’s an advantage. If you can hear the interval of notes you’re trying to 
hear that’s an advantage. … That’s going to help massively when the kid plays that on his 
instrument. So you know, I think we miss that opportunity. … You need to learn to feel 
with your body as well, learn to feel the pulse. It’s not good enough just to clap a rhythm, 
you know. … of course that’s a much more sophisticated way of doing it than just going, 
‘here’s your instrument, here’s A, B…’. It’s very boring teaching notes, very boring! 
(Michael) 
The curriculum is also open to the diversity of music styles practiced in schools, so 
each school or teacher makes its own decisions in regard to what kind of music is to be 
taught: 
I think [the curriculum] it’s really good. I do. I look at what I grew up through, and it 
was very weighted to the Classical theoretical with no performance at all. And there would 
be some that would say that the pendulum has come too far, and that’s it’s all practical 
performance and there’s no real backbone, but actually I think it’s in a fantastic place. 





who are going to play in the bars, the people who you’re going to go to a wedding with and 
they’re going to play for you, they’re finally getting recognition for something that they’re 
doing. And they didn’t get that recognition 20 years ago. So I am happy with the 
curriculum. (Carol) 
We’re also at liberty to go that way or that way from whatever it says. So in that sense it’s 
quite good because you can focus on rock music if you really want to, you can almost get 
away without using notation skills, as long as you … when it comes to notating 
composition, as long as you do graphic notation or something like that. Or you know, tab. 
So it’s delightfully vague … So that begs the question, or raises the question, ‘Is education 
just a pander to culture, or is our job to open peoples’ eyes to other avenues of music?’ And 
yeah, there are some schools which do just almost literally do go down that pop/rock/rap 
whatever path, and not a lot else… you know, I’m not saying not much happens, but 
there’s not a lot of going out into the unknown. … I mean I just say, look you can go home 
and listen to whatever you like! My job’s to make you see the big picture. (Karen) 
It allows for making the most from teachers’ strengths and for them to be 
confident on their work: 
I’m incredibly lucky in that the rock and pop are my strength area, and composition is my 
strength. My associate music teacher, classical is her strength, she’s a cellist, she’s a 
saxophonist; and so the theory/academic is her strength, and so we’re able to draw on both 
those strengths. (Carol) 
Most teachers use a variety of music styles and cultures for both practice and 
listening. 
I have got on that CD I have got Chinese music, Japanese music, Welsh choral music, 
Egyptian music, music from the Pacific Islands, Yugoslavia, Irish music, African music, 
Indian music and South American music, all on the one thing, all just taken from little, 





my music thingy, and then, yeah we go from there. So it’s really just to open their eyes to 
what’s out there. (Anne) 
If we’re going to [a rest home] and we just got a kid from another country then we find 
some songs from those countries and we use that… so yeah. Definitely, that music from 
different cultures is actually relatively easy to fit in. (Janet) 
We’re always very focused on our Pacific Islanders and our Maori learners, to make sure 
that we’re raising their level of achievement, and I think a key to that is tapping into their 
culture and making them feel like they’ve got an identity and they feel accepted. … so 
bringing their knowledge and their music into our school setting and saying, ‘hey, you’ve 
got something to offer here’, and this focuses in on us recognizing children’s strengths. 
(Linda) 
Oh, rap and gamelan music from Indonesia, folk music, Beatles, every now and then I 
throw in a contemporary one, film music. Just try and get everything totally different. 
Different moods, as long as I think there’s something there that might capture their 
attention, I try to make it as broad as I can! [for listening] (Karen) 
The actual Year 9 class [age 13] they will work across a variety of different styles of music, 
well that’s the idea is to expose them to different styles of music, predominantly looking at 
the rock music side because in Year 9 we want to try and capture them a wee bit as well, so 
we want them to relate it to something that they are engaged in now, so while there is 
minimal other types of music, the rock music does tend to be the predominant. … 
[Teacher B] did the last class, a whole range of different ethnic musics, she did that for a 
couple of weeks and the kids were really engaged with it. So they were looking at different 
drummings and different instruments, unusual instruments so that was really engaging 






Interactions with Information Technologies (IT) in the music classroom setting are 
common although within a diverse degree and range of goals. For an instrument teacher 
like Andrew the use of computer backing tracks is “a real advantage and they can progress so 
much faster on their own, and so you become a facilitator rather than a teacher.“ For Anne who 
has the students coming to her music specific class, even when the school is well 
provided with IT resources, is difficult to make use of her half hour per group slot 
moving to the school technology facilities: “You can go and pick up a box of iPads and they 
can all be flat (and I have no control over that), so that’s my lesson gone, you know, and so I don’t 
tend to use that form of technology, I don’t think I need to.” 
Technology can help to provide for music when primary generalist teachers are 
not confident in their music skills, as Brian asserts “basically teachers shop around looking for 
ways in which they can do it, and do it in a smart way, so that’s probably why there’s more of a 
move for to having it -using technology.” Janet agrees: “Occasionally, technology comes into play 
here, because what teachers, especially the younger teachers find easy to operate is, like computers 
and interactive boards. So things like music videos, looking at current pop songs, they’re pretty 
good at that!” 
In the high school setting IT interactions are enhanced with more sophisticated 
skills. The use of recording interfaces and Garageband becomes norm: “not only do they 
write their own songs, we record them, and at Year 11, 12, 13 [ages 15, 16, 17] they create a CD 
of all their class compositions. So when I’m talking composition, I’m talking about something that 
is industry-ready.” (Carol) 
6.1.3 Music within the Arts Learning Area and within the wider curriculum 
Since music is integrated in the curriculum within the Arts Learning Area together 
with Visual Arts, Dance and Drama it is important to understand how diversely teachers 





I think for the purposes of a document I can understand why it’s sitting in the same 
curriculum area, but I think it would be hugely wrong if people thought music could be 
taught alongside drama at the same time or alongside dance. … I think music does need to 
be seen as its own important entity. (Rachel) 
Practical knowledge for music is totally different to practical knowledge for drama. But 
again, it’s one of those battles. Choose your battles, it doesn’t… I don’t see it as being in an 
arts area. Like I said, it’s music. (Karen) 
While they acknowledge music has to be taught separately from other art subjects, 
in some cases the collaboration between the art teachers is greatly appreciated. 
I’m lucky, my curriculum director is the art teacher here. And there are commonalities 
between art-visual arts and music… and there are things that are very, very different, and 
that’s great because we can have some really productive conversations. And they will, she 
will have ways of doing something, and I’ll have different ways and we can discuss it and 
they actually with just a little bit of tweaking, would work for both areas, so I prefer that 
than to have simply just all music teachers together. Because I think that’s too 
introspective. (Carol) 
Interactions within music and the wider curriculum are common within the 
primary teachers interviewed, often through school productions.  
I think, really, if I talked about our end of term show, that probably really illustrates what 
you’re talking about [cross-curricular interactions], so we take what we’re learning, and so 
this year we’ve got the theme of past, present and future- going through all our curriculum 
teaching, and so when we do our show at the end of the year that’s going to be the main 
theme of our show, and so, and to present that message we’re doing it through music, 
dance and drama. So the songs that we will be practicing pick up on music of the past, and 
whether it be past instruments, or the types of music, or the style of music, or whatever. 





subject areas, so it might be the gold miners, and the kinds of music/instruments that they 
used, and the Chinese and what they used, and putting that into the show at the end of the 
year. So really, it’s truly integrated in that way. Yup, which is good. (Linda) 
At the moment, everything is linked to our theme and our overall theme/focus at the 
moment is a film. So instead of a production this year we’re doing a film. And so we have 
certain songs that we have to get up to a certain standard for the film. (Janet) 
Here we work together on a school production once every two years, where we come 
together and it’s usually music-based. And we do that, but that’s like, that’s a one-off thing 
every two years. On a regular basis, no. (Anne) 
Although school productions are one of the most common resources for this kind 
of cross-curricular interaction other projects can take place: 
Here last term the children made soundscapes for their learning about the journey to the 
centre of the Earth. So they used Garageband to create soundscapes of their journey, and 
each part of the soundscape had to be a different part of the levels that they were going 
through the planet, it was quite cool. (Brian) 
At secondary level, school productions are also a common ground for interaction: 
Music does tend to be music, the only other subjects it would probably inter-react with 
would be the drama and dance through being the music and performing arts department, 
that’s why there is that connection. You know, concerts, prize-givings, all those, that’s 
where is it is, but cross-curricular, no. Lots of opportunities potentially, but not 
happening. (Rachel) 
The only one would be with drama, we do a production. That’s the only one really. One 
year we tried to do a – it was all on sustainability and we had to it was all to do with semi-
science, we all had to do a some sort of unit, … or incorporate into an existing unit 





sustainability of our ears. The whole thing of decibels, and looking after our ears, but it 
just felt like a bit of an add-on. (Karen) 
Whether in the case of Karen with the work on sustainability all subjects worked 
on that common topic rather than working together on the same topic, other specific 
projects with collaborative work can also be carried out: 
We’re going to be doing a joint thing next year whereby the English teacher is going to 
come in for a period. I’ll take her class and she’ll come in. And she’ll talk about story 
writing and that can be about lyrics and the fact you don’t need rhyme. … [The] Art 
department and myself, we [make] the music magazine; she teaches the Photoshop skills so 
they can produce their music magazine. So she marks them on Photoshop, for those who do 
art and music, and I mark them on their final product, rather than their use of Photoshop, 
so we’ve started those links, but it’s time constraint again. (Carol) 
Michael, as an itinerant music teacher in several high schools, has a distinct point 
of view that suggest the special character of his position increases the difficulties of 
collaborative work: 
Teachers never ask me about anything actually. So it’s very common in high schools for 
you to be quite isolated. And for you not to be involved with other projects in the school. I 
actually think that’s a great pity because it’s probably something that could happen, could 
be interesting. (Michael) 
However, while collaboration and interaction within the wider curriculum and 
music is perceived as a very positive element, other aspects of the adjustment of the 
music curriculum into the wider school curriculum are identified as having a negative 
impact in music education. The recently increased focus on numeracy and literacy 






But again, it’s teachers fitting it in [the curriculum]. And there’s such a focus now on 
literacy, and numeracy skills, that probably music’s gone off the radar. (Janet) 
The way that it’s set out, it really asks teachers not just to say for singing, it’s teaching 
music, it actually asks them to look broadly at the curriculum. However, the other 
disadvantage is how to fit it all into the timetable. I think that’s probably what does music 
a disadvantage in New Zealand, because we’ve got such a broad amount of stuff to get 
through, especially at our junior level, you’re sort of giving a token gesture. (Linda) 
But I sometimes think that we get caught by the narrow picture of reading and writing 
and all these things when in actual fact over here there’s a whole bunch of kids who, if they 
could do their learning through their passion for music, that it’d change things, but 
unfortunately it’s trying to negotiate and find ways to address that, and that’s tricky. 
(Brian) 
Even a specialist music teacher has problems, but it is because the place of music 
in the curriculum has logistical consequences. 
It is hard, and it’s incredibly time-pressured. And if you think about a half-hour slot, that 
half hour slot starts from when they line up at the door to come in, we still have to get 
shoes off, they have to come in and sit down, you have to sort out the seating … there’s 
always at least 4 or 5 children who are desperate to tell me something. There’s some news, 
someone’s had a baby, or they’ve got a new cat or something, and I don’t like to brush that 
off, because I have to have a rapport with them, and they have to know that I care. 
Otherwise, what’s the point! And then you still have to have time to pack up, and the next 
class is waiting at the door … And so, in the real world I’ve got, if I’m lucky 22 minutes of 
teaching time. So that’s enough time in a Year 3 class [age 7], in Year 4 class [age 8] to 
learn one new recorder tune. And maybe one game of- we call it shoot, where they, it’s a 
musical notation reading game that I made up. So we might get that done. So units in 





those time constraints would be two lessons of maybe an hour at a time, but I don’t have 
that, it doesn’t work that way. It’s a challenge, it’s a big challenge … It’s still fun, though. 
I love it! (Anne) 
On the one hand, for the above generalist teachers, the challenge is to preserve 
some classroom time for music education under the pressure of literacy and numeracy. 
On the other hand, Anne, as a specialist music teacher in schools, has a time for music set 
aside for each group, but budgetary and curriculum constraints restrict the slot. 
Similar constraints are felt at the secondary level: 
Obviously with the literacy-numeracy push from the government, their focus is needing to 
be on those because that’s what schools are being judged on now. So therefore there are 
schools that still value it [music]. (Rachel) 
6.1.4 Music education in schools and in the community 
All teachers interviewed welcome the interaction with the community, both with 
schools going out to the community and the community coming into the school. 
It’s very strong, yeah. When I first came we didn’t have any premiere groups except choir. 
Now, we have the community ringing us up on a weekly or fortnightly basis, sometimes 
going, ’have you got a group who can do such-and-such for us?’ That to me is success. 
(Carol) 
We have our Pacific group, which again cultural-based song and dance going on and we 
have parents in the community supporting us in that, which is really good to have that 
happening. … [Also] those visiting performers, as I’ve said, coming in, is bringing in the 
music from the community. … And then just us taking the opportunity to go out into the 
community, we go out at the end of the year, X Mall shopping centre always invite us to 
come and share some music in the mall at Christmas time, so we’re going out there and 





Janet’s school has a strong relationship with a nearby rest home for older people, 
performing often for them and also inviting them into the school. They also bring 
community people in for the electives. 
On the other hand, what students learn in music outside the school is valued, and 
picked up and encouraged by the schools. 
I think we try to showcase those kids who do music, and give them an opportunity to shine 
… you know what it’s like, you see someone with a skill and you look at them in a different 
way, you realize that they have a real capacity for learning and for talent. (Brian) 
Picking up on those [Out-of-Hours programme ’s] children and allowing them to play 
in assembly or in our class items or whatever. (Linda) 
I encourage my children to go and learn there, the children that I teach- because I see the 
skills that they have, and that they’ve developed, and encourage them to take that further, 
but they can’t take that further in the primary school situation because it’s not available. 
So they have to take it out into the community centres. … Intermediate schools38 in 
Dunedin also have itinerant teachers. But primary schools don’t. And I see that as being a 
terrible thing, that we can’t have that. Unless the school provides that and the parents pay- 
which does happen. (Anne)  
In some schools, students mostly learn music only through the school programme. 
Both Carol and Karen highlight how their students and orchestras are mostly itinerant-
tutored without any other outside tuition. However, Rachel explains the opposite 
situation: 
Students who tend to take music are actually students that already engaged in music 
outside of school. And then you do get the odd student who comes through and has picked 
up that passion and actually goes on to do music outside, so for them they would never 
                                                      





have had that opportunity. So that side of it’s really good. … We want to work alongside 
what their teachers are teaching them. … Like we currently do at the moment, a number of 
students who don’t take music as a subject, but because they do music outside of school we 
actually can pick them up for those assessments, so solo performances … We try and 
engage those teachers within our school because they are the experts in their areas. … I 
think most schools will pull on the expertise around you. (Rachel) 
Teachers involved in instrumental teaching through community music education 
and the ITM scheme place a high value on the role of musicianship within music 
education, but differ on the interpretation of what musicianship is and how musicianship 
should be interwoven with music education. For Andrew, in contrast to Michael, 
musicianship is a tool that revolves around instrumental needs: 
The instrument comes first, and my sort of background is that you start playing an 
instrument then start to… you learn what you need to learn to make that better, rather 
than the other way round. And that’s always been my thing. (Andrew) 
Deborah agrees in positioning instrumental learning at the foreground 
emphasizing how children should start straight onto the instrument (piano or keyboard 
in her case). Remarkably, when asked about specific musicianship skills learning in 
addition to the instrument she assimilates musicianship to theory:  
Theory, definitely. … Yes, they have their own theory sheets. They must do that, they must 
learn the notation. It’s important.  … They must understand the whole concept of theory 
and everything, … and they say, ‘oo we don’t like theory!’. And it’s like driving a car and 
not knowing the road code. That’s how I put it!  (Deborah) 
As previously seen, Michael has a different idea about musicianship readiness and 





 So understanding the process of how you learn to play an instrument is an essential part 
of actually being able to teach it, to do it effectively. … But really, it’s funny, you know, 
you teach- some people that don’t carry on playing. And I wonder whether the ones that 
don’t carry on- whether because they had no preparation before, they suddenly have to do 
so much at once, but it’s very difficult. So it’s like saying to them, ‘well can you stand on 
one leg and hop down the road and jump over a few hoops as well, hurdles!’ Probably not, 
so it’s very difficult. We’re making it more difficult than we should be. (Michael) 
His views are rooted in his background in Dalcroze pedagogy and his experience 
of teaching and living in the UK and France, and misses an approach to music education 
based in musicianship pedagogies: 
I think this is one of the problems I find with teaching here. And I feel powerless to do 
something about it, because I think all of the methods, the Orff method with percussion, 
rhythm, the Kodály method of singing in Hungary which they use there, and Dalcroze, 
they all have a huge amount to offer in music education, and they are used, I’m pretty 
certain, in Australia, Japan, in other parts of Western Europe and America as well. Yet we 
don’t use them here at all. And we don’t have any… we virtually have no trained teachers. 
(Michael) 
Even if his assertion may miss particular cases, the fact is that in our sample of 
interviews in Dunedin no other teachers were trained in any of these methodologies or 
use them in the classroom. The influence of patterns from music examination boards 
(either from the UK or Australia and widely expanded in New Zealand) probably plays 
also a role in what and how music is taught. Further research would be needed in this 
field. Michael highlights the problem of resources: 
I think it’s to do with resources, I just don’t think the government has the money to spend 
on resources, and it’s because we only have 4 million people in this country. And we do 





more resources. And I think it’s a bit limiting. ... I think in primary schools we don’t do 
enough for kids in music, I think we could be doing more. There is the odd primary school 
specialist in music, but it’s not the usual scenario at all. So lots of children that I start to 
teach in high schools sometimes have done almost no music, which is of course really 
starting on the back foot. (Michael)  
6.1.5 Resources and support 
Most primary schools are resourced with a variety of instruments for their music 
classes, including ukuleles, small percussion, glockenspiels or others. Brian suggests the 
influence from the person in charge of the music programme and the material resources 
each school obtains.  
Every school I’ve been to have a different set of equipment, based on how well the person 
who has responsibility for music … tends to articulate their case. … If you look at the 
resourcing schools have for music, at my wife’s school, she’s got marimbas, she’s got 
ukuleles, because she’s an advocate and she pushes and she gets a budget. Our school has a 
music budget, we have some ukuleles, but it’s not as deliberate as schools that have a full-
on music programme. (Brian) 
Anne seems to confirm this assumption: “I’m very lucky, in my two schools, that 
here I get to set the budget for what we need in music; you might get it turned down, but 
I can put my request forward and it’s listened to.” 
Secondary school teachers interviewed are reasonably happy with the instruments 
resourced for their music class: guitars, electric guitars, piano, keyboards, computers, 
drums, and also a bank of instruments to hire for a small fee for students within the ITM 
programme. Computers are also provided but “there are always things that we’d like and 
can’t have. …Technology is a really big one nowadays. … we could always do with more, update 






IMTs usually provide their own music scores for the students, as there is no school 
budget to this end: 
I provide all the music I use, so schools occasionally have the odd tutor book, but it’s all my 
music that I use for my teaching so it is quite personalised. It won’t be the same as the 
other itinerant teacher who teaches clarinet/saxophone ‘cos he’ll have his own music. So 
sometimes we share resources, which is great, so he can get the benefit of some of mine and 
I can get the benefit of some of his. (Michael) 
Along the same lines, the private contemporary training system branch that 
Deborah leads, works as a community sharing printed resources: “If a teacher wants a 
particular resource we can, you know we sort it out, ‘you haven’t got so-and-so have you?’, 
and it’s great to be in a sort of a, well it’s like a community thing really.” 
Since high schools implement the music programme integrated with instrumental 
tuition, and individual and group music practice, the music department is usually 
provided with a few practice rooms in addition to the main classroom. At the time of the 
interviews with Rachel, her music department facilities have just been upgraded: “We’re 
very lucky we’ve just got this wonderful facility here. … Now we’ve got 6 really good practice 
rooms and a good size classroom, where we can do lots of different things.” 
For the Out-of-Hours music programme the Ministry provides for staff but all 
other resources costs are excluded, “Well we get no support from the ministry apart from 
funding for staff so if we need more instruments and that sort of thing we tend to apply for grants 
from various funding agencies.” (Andrew) 
On the other hand, support from the Ministry for ITMs seems to have been 
significantly restricted in recent years for rural schools as transport time to and from rural 





The charge out for the itinerant programme has gone up in city schools but has very 
significantly gone down in country schools. … it would cost you an hour and a half to get 
an hours teaching … And the principals seem to baulk at that kind of thing; and there’s 
never enough money in schools anyway, so if you can get it cheaper, you get it cheaper. Or 
you don’t do it at all. And I think the… everything in music education is going that way, 
there’s less and less support. (Andrew) 
For Janet, as a generalist teacher leading music education for other teachers, her 
role is recognized with some financial compensation but not with relief hours: “I get one 
unit39 for music. But, unfortunately, it’s money, it’s not time.”   
Interviewed teachers appreciate peer support available through several means. 
Both Anne and Deborah mention Music Education New Zealand Aotearoa (MENZA)40 as 
a source of worthwhile magazines and workshops. Anne also finds valuable the Musicnet 
online forum list: “… very good online support called musicnet … a lot of it’s based from 
secondary school teachers, requesting things … share this, or… And that’s huge support for music 
teachers.” 
Carol and Karen also back peer support initiatives: 
The days that we all get together and where we would counter-moderate some work 
together, wonderful. … I think it’d be really good to have one day a term where we could 
get together and it was focused on the particular standard, it might be group work, for 
example, and we bring examples and focus on that… and I think it’s supportive because so 
many music teachers are sole charge teachers, they’ve got no one to bounce ideas off. 
(Carol)  
                                                      
39 Schools in New Zealand get a specific amount of salary units allowances according to 
each school’s staffing entitlement to recognise management, responsibility, etc. 
40 MENZA is the national professional body that represents the interests of all music 





Secondary school music festival, which is pretty hard going because we’re all so busy, but 
that is not so much a forum, but it does keep us in touch with each other. So that’s really 
the only meeting of music teachers in the city. … most of us, have got really good 
communication with each other in the city (Karen) 
Secondary school teachers interviewed generally feel supported by their school 
management: 
I’m incredibly fortunate in that as a school, music is positively viewed by your 
management and board, so we are supported; and of course because we produce good 
results, that furthers the cycle. … I know that there are some schools where music is not 
valued, and it’s completely undermined constantly … But we feel very, very lucky here. … 
(Carol) 
I get plenty of support and encouragement, there’s no ill feeling about me. Even kids 
coming out of class for music classes, that’s actually normally accepted. (Karen) 
We are valued, within the school environment, not always as a subject but for the co-
curricular. … So I think support-wise, it’s there but I think we tend to see that support 
more in the co-curricular side of the thing. … Management-wise, I think that is very much 
based on finance. … management are coming from a point of view of the constraints of the 
NZQA ministry. … You know, the yes/no’s, not the ‘Well that’s good for the students, yes 






6.2 Catalonia  
6.2.1 Interviewees and their background 
6.2.1.1 Berta (primary school) 
Berta is a music specialist primary teacher at a public school although her pre-
service teacher training was as a generalist. As she had learned music as a child, she was 
hired by a parents association to teach music at a school, just before the implementation 
of the LOGSE and the subsequent implementation of specialist pre-service training. At 
the same time, she trained in Orff and Dalcroze’s pedagogies as well as taking other 
generic training courses in music pedagogy. When two years later the first public 
examination for specialist music teachers was held she obtained a post. Since then she has 
been working as a specialist music teacher in several schools and has additionally 
assumed for some years responsibilities as a deputy principal. She has kept her in-service 
training active with both music pedagogy (such as Willems pedagogy) and other generic 
subjects (such as the implementation of competencies into the curriculum). 
She thinks learning should be meaningful to students: 
What is meaningful is when they get enjoyment from music, when they enjoy singing, 
performing, dancing… My goal it’s always been for the students to enjoy making music, 
that they know as many different kinds of music as possible, and that they learn to value 
and appreciate it as art, and additionally, to learn as much technically as possible, in the 
sense of differentiating sounds, knowing instruments, so that they understand this 
language. … you can also take advantage to reflect, what’s [this song] about? It’s also an 
artistic purpose of music, to communicate values, stories…41 i 
                                                      





6.2.1.2 Carla (primary school and outside-school music education) 
Carla is a specialized music teacher working part-time at a public primary school. 
Although she also teaches in a music school in the evenings the interview was mainly 
focused on the in-school setting. She has been teaching music in schools for eight years, 
the last six at her current school. She has a strong music background as a pianist and her 
pre-service training was in specialist music teaching. 
She reinforces the value of enjoyment in music making, this having evolved from 
what her pre-service teacher training was based on: 
During the teacher training degree we were told that the purpose of music was for children 
to feel the pleasure of music, the pleasure of listening, of going to a concert, no need for 
them to be students very well prepared with lots of knowledge, but to have the interest. But 
for me, when I organise my lessons, I try for them to really make music, otherwise they 
don’t enjoy it, and if they don’t enjoy it they don’t have any interest in listening at home.ii 
6.2.1.3 Gemma (primary school) 
Gemma acknowledges her background in choirs has brought her to where she is 
now. Although she learnt also guitar and piano for many years, she believes it is her long-
term belonging to a children’s choir (which she ended up conducting) and to an adults’ 
choir what really put her on the track of a professional career in music education. Her 
pre-service teacher training was specialized in early-childhood education (just before the 
implementation of specialized music teacher training) but when the first public exam for 
specialized music teachers was held she decided to prepare for it. Because of her musical 
background it was not a difficult task even if she had to acquaint herself with some music 





worked as an early-childhood teacher42 for a few years until the late 1990’s when she took 
her present music teacher job. Thanks to her music specialization she obtained her post at 
a highly in-demand public school.  
Her purpose in music education is that students enjoy and live music. However, 
as outlined later on, she reckons that when she started teaching she had ideal conditions 
to pursue this purpose through active learning, but over the years conditions such as the 
number of students, the amount of time available, and students’ circumstances have 
worsened and turned this goal into a challenging one. “It was a privilege the music I was 
able to make! I was able for some time to make the music I would like to do…”iii 
 
6.2.1.4 Júlia (primary school and outside-school music education) 
Júlia is a specialized music teacher. She grew up in Barcelona where she attended 
a music school based on Orff pedagogy. She considers herself very lucky to have been 
introduced to music within an active pedagogy (not very usual at the time) that captured 
her. She started as a teacher helper in this music school at the age of seventeen and 
continued her formal music training in a conservatoire together with her university 
teacher-training as a generalist teacher. She took many music pedagogy courses, 
including a few months at a Kodály course in Hungary. She acknowledges her teaching 
mainly draws on Orff and Kodály pedagogies. In addition to teaching music in general 
primary schools she has been involved for many years in the creation and running of a 
private music school based on active learning pedagogies. In her current job at a public 
primary school, in addition to her role as specialist music teacher, she has stepped up as 
the principal. 
                                                      
42 Early childhood (pre-school) education in Spain is integrated within primary schools for 





She differentiates between ‘music education’ and ‘education of the musician’, with 
an important role for music education within general school: 
There are two different aspects. One is the academic music training, as a base for a future 
professional ... On the other side is what I think should be music in schools and music with 
children. I believe that music has to awaken the person who is inside every child and that it 
is a wonderful tool since from the music perspective all music capabilities can be developed, 
all of them. ... Working in music helps all the areas in the curriculum.iv  
In her private music school, based in a low socio-economic neighbourhood with a 
high percentage of immigrants, Júlia also runs a social programme aimed at integrating a 
group of deprived children into one of the normally running groups. Each year with 
different 10-year-old children, they work together weekly for three months in small 
cooperative groups towards a creative outcome, each contributing with their own skills, 
being more knowledgeable or more spontaneous, with great benefits for all of them. This 
non-funded experience closes with a concert for parents and friends.   
6.2.1.5 Maria (secondary school and outside-school music education) 
Maria is a music teacher in a public secondary school and she also runs a private 
music school. She learnt piano from a young age all through her teenage years but 
preferred to take a path where she did not have to work for so many hours on her own. 
She holds a university degree in pedagogy and midway through her degree she went to 
study music pedagogy at Kodály’s Institute in Hungary for nearly three years. She has 
also trained to a lesser degree in Orff and Dalcroze pedagogies.  
She advocates for students to make music in school and to be able to experience 





I believe that children here, in high school, have to make music and they have to enjoy it 
and they have to live it. Every time I teach less theory, less, less, less... [I try for them] to 
have a knowledge of music and to enjoy it.v 
Maria also runs a yearly programme for regional high schools where students 
prepare a musical theatre performance themed around values of solidarity, human rights, 
integration, inclusion, etc. Songs are chosen from different styles for their interest within 
the plot and each high school prepares on its own for a few months before meeting for 
dress rehearsals. The entry fee paid by the audience is donated towards one or more 
NGOs.  
6.2.1.6 Núria (secondary school) 
Núria is a music teacher in a public secondary school. She learnt piano and guitar 
from an early age later obtaining a conservatory tertiary qualification in music and also a 
philology degree. She succeeded in the first public examinations for secondary school 
music teachers and has been teaching at four different high schools. Her purpose in music 
education in the school is for the students to appreciate musical diversity: “What I aim for 
is at least for the students to be respectful with all kinds of songs, of music, so that they don’t 
shudder at whatever they listen to in the future, so that they are able to value any kind of musical 
expression.”vi 
She also believes in working with the students from the music they like, to be able 
to then extend their understanding of music: 
... [It’s important] to know how to make the most from it, from the music they like. Do 
they listen to Madonna? Ok, let’s see what happened here with the rhythm, with the time 
signature, etc. Sometimes in the classroom you put on some of these songs, and you say, 
“let’s see, what’s the time signature?” And when they discover it they are gobsmacked!! 





should be focused in another way, what are really the foundations, what’s this that makes 
you not able to leave music? Why do you enjoy listening?vii 
6.2.1.7 Montserrat (secondary school) 
Montserrat is a music teacher in a public secondary school. She learnt piano from 
age seven. She went to teacher training college and specialised in sciences, as at the time 
there was no specialisation in music, and later on she studied for a psychology degree. It 
was clear to her she wanted to teach and, having both degrees, she could choose primary 
or secondary. She successfully sat the public examinations for secondary music teachers 
and once she was already teaching she also finished a tertiary qualification in music 
through a conservatory. 
She thinks music in primary and secondary schools should give students the 
opportunity of a basic training that otherwise many would never experience: “That’s what 
we do in schools and high schools, giving opportunities to everyone … Some children haven’t got 
this opportunity [to learn music outside school] and they don’t mind, but others realise they like 
it, a world opens up for them!”viii 
6.2.1.8 Isabel (outside-school music education) 
Isabel teaches in a public music school where she is in charge of several choirs and 
also teaches musicianship (‘musical language’), singing, and piano. She obtained 
conservatory tertiary qualifications in three different music specialisations (piano, choir 
conducting and harmony+musicianship). She also studied singing and viola, and sang in 
many choirs and chamber choirs. Although her school is public and mainly funded by the 
city council, students still pay a monthly fee. 






I try with music to be able to connect with people, that they can listen to each other, that 
there isn’t that acoustic contamination where people listen to whoever speaks loudest, and 
not otherwise. I try for the individual person not to be the protagonist, I look for respect, 
for teamwork.ix 
6.2.1.9 Daniel (outside-school music education) 
Daniel is a guitar teacher and the principal of a music school specialising in 
contemporary popular musics. He obtained a conservatory tertiary qualification in 
flamenco guitar and a degree in law. After practising law for a while, he decided to 
professionally focus in music and additionally studied a master in educational 
organization and management. He set up an education consulting company specialised in 
artistic education, and since he is very interested in social change through the arts, he 
implemented a social musical project in a primary school in a deprived neighbourhood 
commissioned by the city council. Through this programme, all students from Grade 2 
(age 7) get three music sessions per week, with small group instrument tuition, choir, and 
musicianship. 
6.2.1.10 Lídia (outside-school music education) 
Lídia teaches in a conservatory for secondary students and also in a music tertiary 
level music institution. She feels her background has two main branches, although all 
related to music: on the one hand her conservatory studies, where she obtained four 
tertiary qualification specialisations (piano, chamber music, composition and 
harmony+musicianship); on the other hand her university studies, where she obtained a 
musicology degree and is now doing a musicology PhD. Additionally she has trained in a 
number of music pedagogies such as those of Willems and Violeta Hemsy de Gainza. 





For me [music education] is a concept that has changed over the years. So, now, studying 
music or training musically, for me is more related to educating the person, educating as a 
person, developing the core, that is to say, being able to be happier and not as much with 
professional purposes.x  
6.2.2 Music curriculum perspectives  
Catalan teachers’ thoughts on their music curriculum revolve around how 
curriculum policies meet students and teachers’ needs, how the curriculum is applied in 
each context, how primary specialist music teachers position themselves into the school, 
what is the standing of music in schools as a non-core subject, how praxial music is 
carried out, how Catalan’s own and other cultures’ music is used, and how music 
classroom benefits from the use of information technologies.  
The Catalan music curriculum is mostly viewed as an open curriculum, which for 
some of the teachers interviewed comes with advantages, and for others with drawbacks:  
I think the current curriculum (…) is very open and gives you lots of freedom to work 
through music and arts with the kids. (Júlia)xi 
They have put everything very nicely [in the curriculum], everything in a generic way. 
Nothing is specified, so you can somehow do whatever you want, but it doesn’t convince 
me, because you don’t have any guidance in the sense that, before, you worked on the song 
block, the listening block, the rhythm block, etc., but now there are no blocks. There are the 
‘exploring and perceiving’ and the ‘performing and creating’ blocks, one more theoretical 
and the other more practical, but without a coherence within all the musical elements … 
There used to be five content blocks, it was more practical … now it’s absolutely open. If 






It’s not clear at all what I have to do … I have to do whatever it takes to make [music] a 
living experience and also to do other things that certainly are not written, and this is a 
criticism from my part to this curriculum, it’s very nice but there is nothing written! [her 
emphasis] … I like the approach… I like it very much. Then what I don’t like is that it 
doesn’t establish much what do we have to achieve each year … Contents are not defined. 
(Gemma)xiii 
Berta’s perspective as a former deputy principal introduces a new focus: 
I like the curriculum, in the sense it asks you to work towards artistic skills, to make them 
[the students] competent in everything. Independent, good thinkers. … That’s a freedom 
that we teachers were asking for, for many years. … Now that the government makes this 
proposal [LOE, 2006], … it seems we’ve gone backwards. Not everyone, but you find 
people [teachers], especially the younger ones seem to look for a more traditional model, 
more prescriptive, more sequenced. … But through all these years I’ve been working as 
deputy principal I’ve met many teachers who feel lost with this [open curriculum], you 
know? They are lost. If they don’t have the textbook, the exercises to do, this [creates] 
insecurity, angst, it’s not a matter that they don’t know how to do it or they don’t want to 
do it, but they feel insecure and they opt for doing something more traditional, more 
controlled. It looks like if you do a more open or active teaching you’re missing parts of the 
curriculum and children won’t get there, will they? (Berta)xiv 
Carla, the youngest of the Catalan teachers interviewed, is very critical of the 
curricular changes: 
I’m talking about two different things [curricula] and I’ve only been working for 8 years! 
And now it’s going to be the third law. Obviously, I don’t know how it can work well 
because they just keep changing, changing, and they ask you to fill out many reports, but 





Maria and Núria both verbalize a situation where music in high school picks up 
the rewards of not being at the centre of the stage in assessment matters. Maria explains 
how she adapts the curriculum to the students’ needs and notes: “The curriculum? Can you 
turn off the camera? [whispering and laughing] I don’t give a damn about the curriculum… It’s 
very open. Because we work on key competences.”xvi The work on key competences allows her 
to achieve the goals through different means. Núria also values the freedom of not sitting 
external assessments apart from the last-year students: “The good thing about music is that, 
[lowering her voice] if we wanted, we could do whatever we want. I mean, apart from the 
university entrance examination43… Of course, we don’t have to sit any key competences exam, we 
could do whatever we want!”xvii  
Berta highlights the relevance of working through key competences also in 
primary schools: 
And with the older students, the sense that music is an art, what this composer wants to 
express, what do lyrics say, to understand, that’s what is difficult, reflecting, isn’t it? For 
the rest, kids know many things, they have lots of information. But sequencing it, 
reflecting, connecting, and that’s what the competency is. … Using what you know about 
music to think and to apply in the real world, that’s what’s most difficult. (Berta)xviii 
Since in Catalonia all schools have a specialist music teacher and all the teachers 
interviewed are specialists, there is not much debate on the dichotomy between generalist 
and specialist. However, recent changes in the teacher-training degree that have not yet 
reached schools prompt Berta to reflect on this question: 
Before there was the specialist in music, now there is the teacher degree, with mention in 
music, which means they do some musical courses, but they aren’t specialists, well, they 
are but they do less than they used to. … Earlier on there were the specialist teachers paid 
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by the parents’ associations, and we did what we could, and then there were the specialists. 
Of course, I think it’s been really noticeable the cultural background of the students with 
the music specialist within the classroom. You can see that children have more and more 
background. So, I don’t know how it will work. I believe that’s something we have to fight 
to avoid losing this, haven’t we? (Berta)xix 
Maria is also of the opinion that music specialist teacher training needs to 
improve: “Teachers’ training leaves much to be desired. … The training should be wide, 
and it doesn’t happen, and I think is very sad, the training that is given. Both at teacher 
training college, where now they got rid of the music specialisation, and for secondary 
teachers.”xx  
In some cases, the specialist music teacher in primary schools can feel isolated: 
One thing that happens in primary schools is that the music teacher is very lonely. So to 
say, … there is a sense of fighting. First of all because of unawareness of the specific area, 
and also because music is a ‘maria’44: “Ok, they do music, they will sing and be 
entertained”. At the end we music teachers do not seek this, on the contrary, there is a 
serious curriculum to follow, and it is a very ambitious one. And of course, from the 
school, for them is not that important, so you are alone, you are a specialist and you’re 
alone. And it’s a sense of constant fighting. (Carla)xxi 
Due to a specific conflict related to a change in school management in her school 
this year Berta has not been able to participate in the school festivals and it has affected 
her teaching:  
This year, as I told you, I haven’t been able to do that [playing for the school]… and it’s 
different playing this way because you miss this element that’s to integrate music into the 
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school life. And that’s vital because working one way or the other is like night and day. … 
I’m delighted doing my work, but not being able to pass on… pff! (Berta)xxii 
All the teachers interviewed base their teaching on music practice, on making 
music: 
I try for them to take an interest and really to apply music, to make music, because 
otherwise they can’t enjoy it, and if they don’t enjoy they won’t have the interest to listen 
to music at home. … For me the usual thing is to do a movement work, a praxial work, so 
many times they don’t realize what are they working on until I tell them, “Have you seen 
that…” But that’s very good, because when you want to work about the beat and say “this 
is the beat”, they have already done it many times. (Carla)xxiii 
I think that music has to be lived. I always use the school festivals to convey the music. … 
That’s very rich … They learn to be an audience, to be performers and artists, don’t they? 
And additionally you develop teamwork, group dynamics and cooperative working is 
great, yes, yes. For me, that’s the way to go. (Berta)xxiv 
Júlia builds her music lessons around singing, movement and performing 
instruments: 
I strongly believe in singing, in the voice, because it is the instrument all kids have 
embodied, and so it’s the most direct way of feeling music in our own body, isn’t it? … 
Another thing is the movement, it’s very important because it’s inbred in children and it’s 
a wonderful tool to use for expression and structure, and to give visualization to music, 
because music is sometimes so abstract. … Another important subject is contact with 
music instruments because instruments are the tools, the prolongation of our body to 
produce music. The important thing is that children learn music making music [her 





Likewise, Maria puts a strong accent on making music in the secondary 
classroom, as a way to live music: 
So we start from what they live, what they listen to, because they are listening to music the 
whole day, and why they listen to that and what’s the need they have and how can this 
music be made. And from here on they are willing. I’m very happy when they come and 
say “I have signed up for piano lessons!” or “I’ve signed up for drums” or guitar, 
ok! Because they ask me, “could you teach us how to play the piano?” … But [I say] 
what I can teach you is just the basics for you to see what you can do. … The only thing I 
feel sorry is that you find really, really good kids whose families have no means to pay for 
this… So then I think, all right let’s do as much music as we can here [in the high 
school]. (Maria)xxvi 
As seen with Maria, most of the teachers use a diversity of music styles to both 
catch students’ interest and open up their musical horizons. The Catalan curriculum at 
the primary level keeps a special place for Catalan music and traditional songs as a 
starting point to discover music from different cultures, but the way this is applied covers 
all ranges of compliance.  
I work quite a lot with traditional and authored songs, we sing in the original language 
when possible instead of translations, but sometimes this is quite complicated. Then, for 
listening, I try to cover the music history, from Medieval and Renaissance to the 20th 
century. … So the range is quite broad, I would say giving special prominence to the 
Catalan traditional songs because is important that they know they have a culture and a 
folklore that has a value. (Julia)xxvii 
We do a lot of Western Classical music for listening, but then when we do music language 
or do instrumental group, I try to put other kinds of music, film music, or music they 
know well, I don’t know, if we work on the feeling of the double or triple time signature, 





put together the two worlds. … With Grade 6 groups [age 11, last year of primary] we 
always work in one semester on the history of rock music. (Carla)xxviii 
For Gemma, even if she works in a variety of music styles, it is important to focus 
on Catalan music: “Every time I’m more convinced that if we are to welcome them [migrant 
children], we have to teach them a stick dance45 and others…” (Gemma)xxix  
Berta explains how she uses songs from The Beatles, movie songs, TV series, 
African, some Classical, and a few Catalan songs especially during ‘Cultural Week’. She 
explains how difficult is to get students from different countries to sing a song from their 
birthplace: “Maybe it should be a project including parents, maybe it would be easier.”xxx 
This is the approach taken by Daniel when he took the social music project into a 
primary school that integrates 22 different cultures and languages with nearly a 100% of 
migrant students of a low socio-economic background: 
We closed the year with “The most beautiful song in the world”46. Since there are 22 
cultures in the school, 22 musical cultures, we did a travel through the five continents. … 
Parents made their contribution too, they said which one was on their opinion the most 
beautiful song in their country of origin, so all together we discovered many songs from 
around the world. … It was a several months workload! … and at the end, the discovery is 
that there is not one most beautiful song but all the cultures have made relevant 
contributions. (Daniel)xxxi 
At the secondary level in Montserrat’s school, they run an elective of ‘world 
musics’. As another music teacher teaches this course, Montserrat reckons that music has 
so many different aspects that music teachers cannot be experts in all of them. 
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Núria highlights the constraints they face in the programme of the last year at 
high school, as students have to sit the university entrance exam:  
My idea was to do music from any country, without missing ours, the Catalan, inserting 
it into Europe, etc. But, in the case of Senior high school we have a programme for the 
university entrance exam, and its coordinator is very clear that world musics doesn’t fit in 
there. So we do Western Europe. We do some listening [to world music], but of course I 
go for the programme. (Núria)xxxii 
Isabel’s perspective working in a music school has changed over the years:  
At some point we sang a lot of traditional Catalan songs, and as I realized that children 
already sang these songs at home and they knew them, I laid them aside, to go for songs of 
the world, maybe more European at the beginning, and lots of English songs, and then 
suddenly you realize you sing ‘Canigó’s mountains’47 and it sounds like Chinese to 
them! So now, for one term every year I try to come back to the roots, because I see that 
schools who used to do that now they don’t. You want to be up to date and then you may 
lose your cultural roots, which I believe never should to be lost! And parents don’t sing at 
home. (Isabel)xxxiii 
The degree to which information technologies are integrated into classrooms 
varies. Primary teachers Berta, Carla and Júlia concur in using computers only 
occasionally due to the burden of transferring the whole class to the IT classroom which is 
not always possible and means devoting the whole music weekly time to computer work. 
Júlia also reckons she has not taken the time to train herself in music technologies. 
Contrastingly, Gemma is very keen on the use of technologies. She obtained the 
first digital whiteboard in her school quite a few years ago, and also one of the earliest 
primary music classrooms equipped with several computers and keyboards. She has 
                                                      





undertaken several projects such as students recording different sounds from the school 
and making a composition with these sounds, or students’ production of ‘glocksters’ 
(digital posters). She also manages a music blog for her students:   
It all started being my window to the world. We uploaded the pictures I made from our 
activities, some of them were on the newsletter, but I didn’t know what to do with the rest 
… and it all started being just this and has sometimes finished up being the outline for a 
unit in the classroom. (Gemma)xxxiv 
Like most high schools, she also works on a platform similar to Moodle: 
We have kind of a small Moodle, called Edmoodle. … So they have [an online] music 
teacher the whole week if they need me. Because otherwise now they only see me once per 
week, and this way they can have me every day, and we’re getting very good things, 
because now it’s them that if we’ve been listening to something, yesterday we listen to 
Aida, they have already uploaded a video! “I have also found this excerpt!” and they 
upload it and the others comment on it. So, it’s music lessons more days per week. 
(Gemma)xxxv 
At the secondary level, both Núria and Montserrat work with Moodle, uploading 
classroom materials, news and information about the classroom, music scores, 
accompaniments, etc. At Montserrat’s high school, all students have a laptop, which is 
very useful for classroom work but she thinks that at the same time it distracts students, 
and teachers have to control it. 
Maria’s students learn to use Music Time, Finale, and Audacity working with 
midi files, mixing, and synchronizing image and sound. 
At Isabel’s music school, many teachers bring their laptop to the classroom to do 





because I have some limitations because I’m more into working face-to-face, I find music through 
computers too canned and square…”. (Isabel)xxxvi 
6.2.3 Music within the Arts Learning Area and within the wider curriculum 
In the Catalan curriculum music is integrated as a subject with dance, and in an 
Arts Learning Area together with Visual Arts. Music and dance as a unique subject is 
seen as a natural way to integrate music and movement, but the relationship with Visual 
Arts within the learning area is more controversial. Berta would support common 
projects: “It would be very good to be able to make a project where music and visual arts or other 
arts were, you know? Linked. This is important to work on creativity, it is fundamental.”xxxvii 
Carla highlights the contradictions of assessing both subjects together even if they 
are taught separately: “At the end of every two years, the average within music and visual arts is 
made, and I’m completely against it, because, mmm… what’s the point for children who are very 
good at painting and very bad in music, how is it reflected?”xxxviii  
Every school manages in its own way the relationship within these areas. Núrias’ 
high school promotes common projects within drama and music, whereas Montserrat’s 
works more together with physical education to prepare choreographies. Gemma’s school 
has established for a few years a unit around the city festivities for Grade 1 and 2 students 
(age 6-7) that encompasses music, dance, visual arts and Catalan. Julia’s music school, in 
its turn, is in the process of turning into a centre of integrated arts. 
In the case of Carla, interactions within music and IT are starting to take shape:  
But what this curriculum suggested about working interdisciplinarily, it’s not put into 
practice. ... I want to try ... with one of the ensembles of Grade 6 [age 11] that is working 
well, to record them and with movie-maker you can associate images to the music they 
play. ... I’ll propose it to the IT teacher. Usually it works this way: everyone in their own 





When asked about cross-curricular interactions Gemma thinks the work in schools 
is too parceled out although she highlights some interesting cross-curricular interactions:  
But personally I don’t have any problem in the school to work together with everyone. … I 
usually ask quite a lot of these collaborations, I believe in these interactions. … With the 
physical education teacher, because in their curriculum they have bodily expression and 
dance. … ‘Glocksters’ are very cool, these are [digital] posters, where they can click and it 
sounds, they can embed YouTube, or only sound, writings... We did it about music and 
Catalan poetry. … Last year we did the same with social studies. When they worked on a 
specific period, I worked on composers that lived in that era and the kids made one of these 
posters with information about what happened while they were alive, and what kind of 
music did they listen to or make. … But, except for these isolated experiences, I believe we 
all work really alone. (Gemma)xl 
Julia’s primary school works regularly on cross-curricular projects with a wider 
focus:  
In primary schools, you can work in a more interdisciplinary way. … In secondary schools 
there is a bigger diversification of teachers, it’s much more difficult to work 
interdisciplinarily. Here in my school we take for one term a common topic that can be of 
interest for everyone and we work one day every week at the moment (we’ll try to expand 
it), with cooperative groups within the same band, so the children work with cooperative 
groups in all the areas of the curriculum based on this topic. … This year for example 
we’re working with water, and we’re trying to see how the same topic has multiple aspects, 
it’s not only an environmental topic, but you can write an essay about water, you can look 
at the chemical formulation of water, you can look at it from physics, biology, musically 
there are many composers who have written about water, songs about water, painters who 
have painted water… This has also been a way to promote a methodological change, 
working in cooperating groups, giving more autonomy to children, working without a 





In secondary schools some kind of limited interaction usually takes place within 
the wider curriculum: 
Mostly with audiovisual and drama, [also] with visual arts and history I try to go 
together, and literature. ... Both X [the other music teacher] and I like very much the 
connections within music and cinema or drama. (Núria)xlii  
In other cases such as Montserrat’s school, it is through the learning of languages 
like French or English where the use of songs requires the collaboration of music 
students, for example, to provide accompaniments. 
In recent years, the focus on numeracy and literacy has been increased, in 
detriment to other subjects such as the arts: 
The teachers restrict themselves to the most important things demanded [by the 
Department of Education], Catalan and maths. Then the rest is always kept in the 
background, you know? … We have a [autonomy education] minister who’s got very 
good things, because she knows what she is talking about, and she speaks very well, but of 
course, she thinks about Catalan and maths. Every year in the Annual Instructions for 
schools there use to be a section for each area, now there is no section for specialities. So 
you can see how important they think it is. Of course it is important, through music we 
work lots on Catalan, because songs have structures, we use sayings and idioms, and these 
are kids who have difficulties speaking in Catalan, because their families speak other 
languages. And I pay lots of attention to language [when we do music], and if they can’t 
do well in oral, they won’t be able to write well… (Carla)xliii 
I think this is a weakness in the curriculum, not giving more hours to music. The focus is 
put into literacy and numeracy, whereas from the music we can also work a lot on literacy 





Both Carla and Gemma underline how law changes have affected music class-
time: 
The class time has been reduced, because it was two sessions, mmm, not two weekly hours, 
but usually around one hour and 45 minutes [in total]. And it was in two weekly sessions, 
so you can work more. With the new law48 (which will soon be old because they are now 
preparing a new one49) they have reduced the time very much. … This year I’m doing 45 
minutes per week, with each half-class group, so that compensates. (Carla)xlv 
When I started to teach [about twenty years ago] I had a one-hour lesson with the whole 
class and I also had each child one more day in a half class. With each class as a whole, I 
had nearly three hours. … Now I have [only] one hour and a half with the whole group. Of 
course activities cannot be the same. I dance not even half of what I used to, I play 
instruments not even half of what I used to. … Because everything I was able to do with 
half groups is now not possible with whole groups. (Gemma)xlvi 
6.2.4 Music education in schools and in the community 
Many children in Catalonia receive outside-school music education mainly 
through music schools and conservatories. Music teachers in general schools face the 
difficulty of teaching children at very different levels in the same group, but try to make 
the most out of this unbalance.  
I’m very lucky that many [of my students], maybe half of them, are students at the 
conservatory or the music school, so they play instruments because they learn it outside 
the school. But they bring their instruments to the classroom, we look at them, we do small 
concerts, I’m very happy with this. (Gemma)xlvii  
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Thanks to this, Gemma’s students are able to know first-hand all kinds of 
instruments otherwise unlikely to be encountered in the school setting. Nevertheless, 
Berta is the opinion that through liaising within different schools much more could be 
done in the school setting for those children who learn music outside school: 
I’ve always thought that with this dualism of children doing music [outside of school] 
and those who don’t, at the end, looking at the big picture, we are all in Girona. So, when 
the former City Council was for us as an ‘educating city’50, it would have been very good 
to have a project to make the most of the resources. For example, children that make music 
here, it’s wonderful that they make music in school, but if the time they put into this could 
have been used to get a choir teacher for example, then they could have their choir lesson 
here. Of course that could be difficult, you have to centralise [from different schools], 
needs to be planned. Or can do the instrumental ensemble. (Berta)xlviii 
At the secondary level, the conflict that comes with this dichotomy is usually 
avoided as most of those who learn music in conservatories or authorized music schools 
have their learning credited towards the school. 
Look, these children who study at the conservatory, we don’t know them because they all 
get exempt from music! On a few occasions (graduation, cultural festivities) they 
contribute and play, but you’ve got to convince them! Sometimes when we want to study 
some instrument we ask them to come, and they bring their instrument and play, that’s 
all. (Montserrat)xlix  
Many times music students from the conservatory either find boring these [music] lessons 
[in high schools] or they are discharged from them, so at the end there is no connection 
between a student who knows music [and one who doesn’t], and all their contribution is 
lost at the end, so, one of the mistakes is that students either do music in the high school or 
in the conservatory, and I think something fails here, because you should be able to work in 
                                                      





a way that all levels or different aptitudes could work together. So, I think these are two 
disconnected worlds. (Lídia)l  
Isabel describes how an activity organised from the municipal music school for 
primary schools in the city has made a positive impact: 
This activity with primary schools, ‘All together to sing’, has brought us together very 
much. This [annual] cantata is organised from the music school, and we meet on the first 
term, at the end of the second and then we make a concert. You have contact and work with 
the [school music] teachers. … This unites us and is good, but it’s the only link we have. 
(Isabel)li 
Although being in private ownership, Júlia’s music school tries to make a positive 
difference within its immediate community: 
Right now, from the music school we’re doing, since around seven years ago, an intense 
work into the neighbourhood, with children at risk whom we integrate with children that 
usually come to the music school, … I think it would be a path, I believe in the power of 
music and arts in general as an inclusion tool, and that’s what I try, to provide a basis to 
show it. (Júlia)lii 
Júlia also details how her music school introduces children into music: 
We work on music language, but also, we try to do it always from living music, children 
should first live the music and later on they’ll codify it. … Usually, they start responding 
to music [‘sensibilització’]51, and after two or three years, at around 7 years old, they 
start learning an instrument, they choose. During those introductory years they have 
small concerts, an instrument workshops so they can be in touch with the instruments and 
have more tools and criteria to choose their instrument. From 7 or 8 years old, they can 
choose an instrument, but it is not compulsory. Some children finish at 12, 13 or 14, 
                                                      





singing, doing musical language, and instrument in ensembles, without learning a solo 
instrument like piano or clarinet or… (Júlia)liii 
As previously seen, instruments are for Júlia the tools through which children can 
make music. This understanding is in line with many of the European twentieth-century 
music pedagogies that encourage children’s musicalization prior to instrument learning. 
Most of the Catalan teachers interviewed, especially those in primary education, have a 
background and work with some of these methodologies: 
I trained in Orff, Dalcroze, I didn’t know Willems [pedagogy] then. Anyway, I did many 
music pedagogy workshops in different places. (Berta)liv 
I like, I like very much Dalcroze, Orff and Kodály, and I take something from each one. 
You must feel comfortable with what you teach, mustn’t you? (Carla)lv 
X [her childhood teacher] came from Salzburg and brought a new and different thing, 
Orff, and I was lucky to be able to get into the music in a fun way. … [Later on, as an 
adult] I was in Hungary for one summer, doing Kodály, and through Kodály and Orff 
mainly, I’ve created a personal way to understand music pedagogy. (Júlia)lvi 
Suzuki, Willems, Dalcroze, and others, Orff… you have to look at what works for you and 
have to train constantly, … but you have to know them [the methodologies], you can’t 
criticize or put into practice without a deep knowledge, but I think it’s not good to embrace 
one only of these methodologies. (Daniel)lvii 
I had to get training outside the system. One of the main ones is the Diploma in Willems’ 
pedagogy. …  I also did a course with Violeta Hemsy de Gainza, which introduced me into 
the world of improvisation. … I know of Segarra, Orff, Dalcroze, Kodály, but I’ve never 
got into them. (Lídia)lviii 
I was at the Kodály Institute in Kecskemet for three years. … When I came back from there 





There I was introduced to Orff and the percussion world and I liked it very much. … I’ve 
mixed Kodály, Orff, Dalcroze… and made my own way of teaching. (Maria)lix 
6.2.5 Resources and support 
The resourcing of schools varies greatly as it is usually provided with funding 
from parents associations, external grants, etc. on a case-by-case basis. While many 
schools have a reasonable instrumental bank, others, like Berta’s school, don’t: “We play 
recorders. Yes, because I don’t have any more instruments [apart from small percussions], the 
resources are quite scarce, so…”lx 
Others have found the means to acquire instruments and/or IT equipment: 
We’re very well [equipped], yes. I have, regarding Orff instruments, from the smaller 
percussion … to a bass metallophone and a bass xylophone, we’ve got about 25. Then in 
my classroom there is a digital whiteboard, six channel I think they are, everything. At the 
same time I was very lucky after making a report asking for computers, they were also 
granted. … I don’t have a piano, but I never really wanted it, we’ve got a keyboard. 
(Gemma)lxi 
Three years ago I needed a keyboard, I had a small and faulty one, and the parents 
association put up the money to buy it, ’cos I could convince them. I also bought a full 
[Orff] percussion orchestra, the parents’ association did also help a lot that time. We’ve got 
a very good relationship with the parents’ association. … I have a wonderful music 
classroom that I set up myself in the school’s [small] hall, I have a stage for when the 
students want to play, I’ve got room to dance, I have a few tables that I put when I want 
them to write something, otherwise these are put aside. I’ve got room for the orchestra, for 





Isabel remarks how the availability of resources has changed in the last few years 
due to the economic crisis. She has noticed a strong difference from when she started 
teaching at the music school fifteen years ago: 
Regarding resources, means, … Zero? [laughing] So, here at the music school, we’ve been 
told for several years that “there’s nothing”. … For example, I always buy all material 
[books, music scores, etc.] out of my pocket, there’s no budget for material! … 
Everything we’ve done with the two choirs for the last two or three years is financed by the 
parents. I’ve been told by the City Council “you don’t have to do that, if you do it, it’s 
because you want to”. … Of course, if I said no, I won’t be penalized, but it won’t exist, 
it’ll disappear. When this change started, far less money, less time, but you must get the 
same results, and how can you achieve it? More children in each classroom… So 
everything is more, more, more and less, less, less, but you are there… We went through 
an important crisis, talking with work-mates, how can we do that? And then, after the 
sadness, after thinking I wouldn’t cope, then you have to readjust, … What we shouldn’t 
do is to let negativism in, because children are not to blame for anything that’s happening. 
(Isabel)lxiii   
Her remarks highlight how economic factors influence the day-to-day teaching life 
and how teachers run the extra mile to overcome adverse circumstances. Carla also 
confirms how economic restrictions have also led to personnel cuts: 
In the aftermath of the crisis the teaching staff has been reduced, and, as I was part-time, 
we were two music teachers sharing the groups. And this year with the same amount of 
time I teach all the groups. (Carla)lxiv 
For Núria and Lídia the bigger constraints come from the adequacy of the space 
where they teach: 
Now I’ve got a music classroom, but the ideal would be to have two, to be able to make 





soundproofing. Now they are doing improvements in the school, I thought I would get a 
bigger classroom, and I get one that’s slightly bigger than the current one, but smaller 
than usual classrooms, so, with all the material I have, and a couple of keyboards, an 
upright piano, I can’t have everything in the same place, if we want to dance we have to go 
somewhere else, we have to be very well planned. You have to think very well how to solve 
everything, today, for example, we went to the school entrance hall to sing… (Núria)lxv 
Of course, with more resources we could have more tools, but, if we the musicians have 
anything, it’s imagination [laughing], … But soundproofing, yes… is something we really 
need for the building to be adequate. That’s something I really find lacking. (Lídia)lxvi 
All teachers interviewed place great value on peer support. Primary and 
secondary teachers find this support mainly through AEMCAT (Associació d’Ensenyants 
de Música de Catalunya), a music teachers’ association: 
I’ve been a member of AEMCAT from the beginning. It’s a very active network, by email, 
people send many things and have lots of ideas… Sometimes many people are working on 
the same thing, or we have it planned for later and it’s very easy to expand… And then, I 
don’t work alone because I go to all the AEMCAT summer schools I can, and there are also 
workshop-meetings mid-year which I also try to go to… We are also organized through the 
CRP52, they heard us complain “We’re alone in the schools” and said “Then organize 
your meetings and we will pay for facilitators”… But now there isn’t any more 
money… Now we meet some Saturdays and it’s one of us who teaches something. My 
school also takes part in the ‘All together to sing’ from the Music School, and this is 
another moment where we all work on the same thing and we are in touch. (Gemma)lxvii  
There is AEMCAT where people ask and exchange. There’s the summer school too, that is 
very good, but institutionally there’s nothing, no... Those from the secondary level we’ve 
                                                      





had contact with, training groups, work groups, we know each other very well. 
(Montserrat)lxviii 
We don’t have any special support from the Department of Education… We have 
AEMCAT … Thanks to this association we used to have an endowment for instruments 
(in fact it hasn’t been available for five or six years), and they organize activities. (Berta)lxix 
However Júlia and Lídia highlight the views from music schools and 
conservatory’s perspectives, where more contact would be suitable: 
There is communication between centres mainly at the institutional level I think, but then, 
at teachers level there’s not much [communication]. From time to time there is some 
initiative, but it never has continuity, I don’t know maybe a lecture or a two-day 
symposium, and then you realise how in two days, look at what has come out, if we did it 
periodically…, but there’s never continuity with these things. I also think there aren’t 
enough training workshops, which would provide space to meet with other professionals 
and talk. (Lídia)lxx 
Generally speaking, many things are done in music in Girona, but we are not much in 
contact, and that’s missing in this city. There are many people who work very well and do 
very interesting things, but everyone is behind closed doors! People don’t go out to show 
what they do, and that’s a shame, isn’t it? (Júlia)lxxi 
6.3 Summary 
Although Catalonia and New Zealand are on opposite sides of the world, the 
interviews with the teachers unveil interesting connections between the music education 
practices in both countries. Even if the specific situations are contrasting, numerous 
parallels can be traced. 
The teachers interviewed in both New Zealand and Catalonia are mostly satisfied 





some criticism is raised for example in being able to skip notation “if you wanted” and still 
adhere to the curriculum. Only Anne, the only music specialist within the primary 
teachers interviewed in New Zealand, uses the much more specific guideline documents. 
In Catalonia, even if the curriculum would not allow skipping notation, teachers could 
decide to work in only one aspect of music for the whole year, “if you wanted” again. In 
the case of Catalonia, some of the primary teachers regret not having a more content-
specific curriculum. 
In New Zealand primary schools, since each school takes its own approach 
regarding who (specialist or not) carries out music education, the implementation is 
highly diverse. In the case of implementation by generalist teachers, the diversification of 
approach increases, with some schools using a leading teacher, others placing more 
emphasis on extracurricular musical activities, promoting the use of music in school 
assemblies, etc. In Catalonia, as music is implemented through a specialist teacher in all 
schools, the implementation is based on a similar structure even if the programme may 
differ. 
Regarding teacher training the teachers in both countries agree on a need for 
improvement in the music programme. New Zealand has already experienced a huge 
decrease in this area, and in Catalonia the decrease is in process: while music teacher-
training programmes have already been reduced, the effects have not yet reached the 
classrooms. 
In secondary education in New Zealand, the freedom provided through the 
curriculum is overcome by the requirements of NCEA standards assessment. Although 
NCEA exams are only implemented in the senior high school (last three years of high 
school), most teachers feel the need to focus towards these assessments from the 
beginning of high school (two years earlier) to fill the gap most students bring from 
primary level. At this stage, NCEA requirements have priority over curriculum policies. 





high school year is assessed for university entrance. Nevertheless, the relevance of the 
music programme in secondary education is here diminished as students with a special 
interest in music turn to music schools and conservatories as their providers of music 
education. 
Teachers in both countries give an important role to music practice within the 
classroom, both at the primary and secondary levels, although it takes different forms. In 
New Zealand, the fact of having the ITMs deployed into the high schools provides a 
greater integration of orchestral and pop-rock instruments into the secondary school 
setting. In Catalonia, although teachers strive to implement practical music making, it is 
only possible at the classroom group level. 
Singing is also a significant element especially in Catalan primary schools, where 
most teachers give a key role to learning traditional Catalan songs as a starting point for 
culturally diverse learning. Both groups of teachers, however, welcome a diversity of 
music styles in their classrooms, with a general agreement on engaging students through 
the music they enjoy.  
Composition/creation has probably a larger role in New Zealand primary schools 
through generalist teachers than it has in Catalonia with specialists. Generalist teachers, 
as seen in the interviews, often find IT resources like Garageband to be a useful tool for 
children to engage in self-directed music learning. It is remarkable how most primary 
specialist music teachers interviewed, in Catalonia and in New Zealand, find burdensome 
the work with computers in the classroom, sometimes due to their time constraints with 
each group. 
If curriculum policies and its implementation differ in both countries, the position 
of music within the arts learning area and within the wider curriculum brings common 
points. Interactions within the arts learning area and cross-curricular activities are usually 





perspective, teachers often face day-to-day challenges to planning across different 
subjects. Some schools, as is the case for Júlia’s school, are starting to tackle and facilitate 
this way of working as a school policy. 
The teachers in both countries face problems in implementing music in schools 
due to the increased focus on literacy and numeracy. The role of music within the wider 
curriculum has decreased under pressure from standards and testing aimed at raising the 
results in numeracy and literacy. In New Zealand primary schools, the generalist teachers 
in charge of music, who in principle could deliver to their students an integrated 
exposure to music, feel this pressure to the point they may be only “giving a token gesture” 
to music. In Catalonia, on the other hand, specialist music teachers, who have a weekly 
time-slot preserved to each group, have seen this provision reduced.  
However, in secondary education in New Zealand, music is not a token gesture 
but a subject (although sometimes elective) with the same entity and assessment structure 
as the rest and we can see through the interviews how music in high school is provided 
with a set of classrooms prepared not only for classroom lessons but also for small group 
and/or one to one lessons. Also, instrument specialist teachers are integrated into the 
high schools through the ITM programme. In Catalonia, the existence of music schools 
and conservatories at both primary and secondary levels puts high schools in a subsidiary 
position in regards to music education. 
Regarding the learning of a solo instrument, we can observe in the interviews 
different views in relation to how musicianship and instrumental learning are connected. 
While New Zealand teachers, with the exception of Michael, tend to favour the learning 
of the instrument straight away from the first day, the Catalan teachers tend to favour 
some training in musicianship and inner hearing before embarking on playing an 
instrument. This preference comes together with a wider influence on Catalan teachers 
than on New Zealanders of European twentieth-century music education pedagogies 





A final point to take into account is the common need from all the teachers 
interviewed for peer support. In both countries, electronic networks such as Musicnet in 
New Zealand and teacher associations such as MENZA in New Zealand and AEMCAT in 
Catalonia are widely used and highly valued, although they are more used by primary 







CHAPTER 7 - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter will discuss the main issues emerging from the analysis contained in 
the previous chapters, both at curriculum planning level and at classroom practice level: 
the impact of political agendas, the influence from educational theories and music 
education philosophies, and how do theory and practice, policies and teachers, relate 
within the classroom setting. 
During recent years curriculum development has become a contested space in all 
the countries examined, a field for negotiation between stakeholders from different 
backgrounds and with different ideas of what education should be. Different traditions 
have implied different processes and, while what Bush (2003) highlighted as an 
exemplary cooperative curriculum development process in Saskatchewan (Canada) has 
been, at least at the formal level, increasingly usual in the ‘inner-circle’ of English-
speaking countries, the curriculum development processes in Southwestern European 
countries have been more top-down. However, in both settings the confluence of new and 
traditional approaches to curriculum has led to new perspectives. The concurrence of 
different levels of debate such as political agendas, educational theories, and music 
education philosophies into the educational arena has generated new challenges. 
Educational policies have been since the 1990s heavily influenced by ‘new-right’ 
or ‘neo-liberal’ political agendas and music is no exception to this. The ‘global 
conservative modernisation’ as referred to by Coll (2004) and Apple (2001), has its effects 
and consequences in music education. The analysis of the music education policies and 





New Zealand and Catalonia in particular shows that no matter how far away two 
countries may be, globalization implies that they face similar challenges, even though 
particular realizations of policies may differ. As early as 1998, Ball advises about the 
tensions "between the need to attend to the local particularities of policy making and 
policy enactment and the need to be aware of general patterns and apparent 
commonalities or convergence across localities" (p. 119). These non-linear relationships 
are emphasized by Nóvoa and Yariv-Mashal (2003) when referencing Urry’s 2002 book: 
“The concept of globalisation creates a non-linear dependency between peoples, places, 
organisations and technological systems worldwide. In such multi-systems, there is 
always a ‘disorder within order’, in which these interdependencies problematise the 
notion of global relations” (p. 431). 
New Zealand was from the late 1980s and early 1990s a laboratory for neo-liberal 
policies (Marshall & Peters, 1990; Peters, 2002). The introduction of the ‘free market’ 
concept within the education meant the adoption of a school model linked to free choice, 
and job-market needs, placing the focus on training and skills acquisition.  
Although neo-liberal reforms present themselves as technocratic reforms, as 
highlighted by Coll and Martín (2013) the curricular debate is an ideological and political 
debate within different views on education. In an attempt to safeguard reforms from 
criticism, the Spanish recent LOMCE (2013) in its preamble states that “[t]he changes 
proposed to our education system by the LOMCE are based on evidence. The reform 
intends to address the main problems detected in the Spanish education system upon the 





the European and international institutions” (Preamble. V. para. 11). In addition to a 
questionable consideration of test results as ‘objectives’, this statement corroborates the 
‘washback effect’ of assessment tests, whether they are at international level (such as 
PISA), or at national level (such as NCEA in New Zealand). Assessment has a two-way 
effect: while collecting and recording information, it also transforms the object of 
measurement, by the implementation of changes in the curriculum that favour the type of 
knowledge measured (Scott, Posner, Martin, & Guzman, 2015). 
The impact of the OECD on education policies through the Programme for 
International Student Assessment (PISA) has grown exponentially since the beginning of 
the twenty-first century. As remarked by Morgan and Shahjahan (2014, p. 1) this 
influence means that "political authority in education has shifted from the national to the 
supranational arena". Since the PISA tests are not a curriculum-based assessment but 
assess students' knowledge and skills in literacy, mathematics, and science, the EU key 
competences recommendation tends towards this end. Forrest and Watson (2012) explain 
the case of Australia, where the introduction of essential learning frameworks in several 
states has led to the curtailing of classroom music programs. In New Zealand, even if the 
key competencies in the curriculum are much more generic, the government has 
introduced in recent years new standards for literacy and numeracy, against which all 
students (who have learnt through a curriculum organized in flexible levels) have to be 
tested.  
In the case of New Zealand, NCEA exams (determined by NZQA as an 





interviews recognising that they teach to the assessment no matter what is in the 
curriculum. In both New Zealand and Catalonia teachers acknowledge that the push on 
core curriculum (mathematics, literacy, and science) promoted through PISA tests is 
having a negative effect in music into schools. A recent IBE-UNESCO report on learning 
assessment and the curriculum examines the importance of synchronisation of 
curriculum and student learning assessment (Muskin, 2015), in order to achieve an 
assessment relevant for the student learning processes and outcomes, highlighting how 
‘teaching to the test’ and a focus on ‘assessed syllabus’ undermines learning. 
Teachers in both New Zealand and Catalonia indicate the influence on music 
teaching of PISA-style assessments, either directly or through the policy makers’ renewed 
focus in core curriculum (numeracy and literacy) that places music in a subordinate role. 
Even if they appreciate as a plus the degree of freedom resulting from being the political 
outside focus, they resent the fact that resources such as class-time and teacher training 
have decreased.  
The conceptualisation of education as job training and skills acquisition has 
advanced the implementation of outcomes and standardized testing. If, on the one hand, 
the generalisation of outcomes-based curricula across the countries analysed has led the 
change from ‘knowing that’ to ‘knowing how’, on the other hand it has also facilitated the 
implementation of standards in some of them such as the USA. Neither New Zealand or 
Catalonia have music standards implemented, except for senior high school in New 
Zealand, where students sit NCEA assessment standards. In this case, teachers teach to 





Many researchers (mostly outside the USA) have disagreed with the emphasis on 
standards. For example, Wright (2011) has clearly articulated the above dichotomy 
remarking at the same time how standardized international testing (such as Programme 
for International Student Assessment-PISA), driven by economic development priorities, 
has increased the pressure for countries to implement standards. Similarly, Kertz-Welzel 
(2004) argues that schools in the USA, where standards are common, “are oriented 
towards the preparation of young people for professional life in terms of skills and useful 
knowledge” (p. 281). In Elliott’s (2007) words “the prevailing ‘philosophy’ of education in 
the USA today is ‘marketplace training’, which is based, in turn, on the right-wing 
mentality of global capitalism.” Woodford (2011) argues that Canadian music educators 
should resist the pressure to adopt American standards, looking instead for their own 
vision, inclined towards a common framework or foundation. However, marketplace 
concepts are often introduced into curricula at an implicit level, being only explicit in a 
few documents such as the Northern Ireland one which establishes as one of the four 
strands for all subjects at key stage 3 ‘Developing pupils as contributors to the economy 
and the environment’. Although one of the eight key competences in the European 
Recommendation is stated as ‘Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship’, it has been 
moderated as ‘Autonomy and personal initiative’ in the Spanish curriculum. 
In the educational theory arena what is remarkable is the trend towards the ‘open 
curriculum’, found in most of the countries analysed. Even if this trend originates in a 
progressive view of education, devolving decision-making power to schools, this trend 
was quickly assimilated by neo-liberal reforms promoting deregulation of schools as a 





The integration of music in an Arts Learning Area, nowadays in place in most of 
the countries analysed in both groups, has contributed to curriculum openness and has 
given the chance for music to ensure its place in the curriculum. As early as 1985 Bennett 
Reimer, in a keynote-address entitled Towards the Transformation of Music Education 
presented at Music 85 (the second biennial conference of the New Zealand Society for 
Music Education) advocated for the implementation of the generic arts in education. In 
this address he defended this move in the United States and encouraged New Zealand 
music education professionals to consider going in the same direction. Taking as a 
starting point his long knowledge of music education in the USA, and applying it to the 
New Zealand situation, he thought that, music having been on the fringe of education for 
many years, this was the best and only way for it to obtain a prominent role: 
I suggest that by allying ourselves with our sister arts, in common cause to 
establish the arts as a basis subject in the school curriculum, we will be able to 
achieve a movement upward toward the core of education achievable by no other 
means within the existing culture. (Reimer, 1986, p. 27)  
Other voices argued in New Zealand against the implementation of the Arts as a 
generic Learning Area. For instance, Bracey (1997) pointed out the high level attained in 
art education in New Zealand and the problems that the implementation of the new 
policy would bring: while looking for cost-cutting in the education system and turning it 
into a “training ground” for industry, the integration of the four disciplines in one of 
seven Essential Learning Areas reduces the time given to each of the disciplines and risks 
spoiling the great achievement attained. He also argued that the Ministry of Education 
assumed the principles of Aesthetic Education as a justification for the concept of generic 





of knowing such that they cannot be collapsed into each other without making nonsense 
of the idea of art itself.” (p. 35) 
Elliott (1995) also takes sides regarding the generic arts question. He positions 
himself against Reimer’s theories of multi-arts curricula, and affirms that “… the multi-
arts idea has also taken music education to the brink of extinction in many school 
systems” (p. 248). According to Elliott, when the multi-arts approach is taken, general 
music curricula is shifted away from music making towards recording-centred listening 
programmes. It is not clear that this has in fact happened in New Zealand schools. 
According to Mansfield (2000) New Zealand politicians embraced the idea of the 
generic arts in the Curriculum Framework after this trend was extensively discussed and 
widely accepted in Britain, although in the end it was not implemented there. The New 
Zealand music curricula reflect this discussion, as, by creating the Arts Learning Area, the 
Curriculum Framework (1993) seems to promote the generic arts theory, but, with the 
elaboration of the subsequent curricula 2000 and 2007, and probably as a consequence of 
the many voices that spoke against it, the independence of each art discipline was 
reasserted. This is also the case for most of the curricula, in which music, although being 
part of an arts learning area, is considered a separate subject within the area. Teachers in 
New Zealand and Catalonia mostly work from the subject specific content, promoting or 
responding to occasional cross-curricular experiences within or outside the arts learning 
area.  
The downside of this integration is that, without strong advocacy for music 





the subjects included in the area (Stevens & Southcott, 2011) and, where music was 
already in the curriculum, adding other art subjects places music in a weaker position. 
Individual arts disciplines may become blurred, paving the way for schools to do without 
specialist music teachers.  
The fact of changing to a more generic curriculum, with general achievement 
objectives and undetermined contents, leads, on the one hand, to a higher independence, 
giving to schools the opportunity to define how and what they teach and to design a 
school curriculum tailored to suit the students and the community they serve. On the 
other hand, this freedom means that what is taught depends, to a broad extent, on teacher 
training (which is not specialized enough in music) and on the commitment of school 
boards and principals. A reduction in music teacher training and professional 
development is noted by many of the teachers interviewed, both in New Zealand and 
Catalonia. 
The problems resulting from the absence or presence of specialist music teachers 
at the primary level have long been discussed. Bresler (1994) pointed out that “in the 
hands of untrained people, … music often turned out to be superficial and simplistic, 
typically serving as a vehicle to other ends, rarely transcending to artistic and aesthetic 
levels” (p. 35). A similar argument is made by Hennessy (2001) who claims that 
promoting creativity and freedom is a way of balancing the loss of specialists and elitism 
in music education, “but without the underpinning of some musical understanding 
through which music is made, they remain enjoyable activities but may only accidentally 





When music education is handed over to a non-music specialist teacher, the 
effectiveness is compromised when there is not a strong support and training. Holland 
and O’Connor (2004) declare that “teachers acknowledge that some students may possess 
at least as much knowledge of the subject as the teacher through extra-curricular 
activities” (p. 5). Education authorities and parents would be unlikely to accept this 
certainly unusual situation in other learning areas while it seems to be common in music 
and arts education. 
Research comparing general music education between Estonia and Finland (Sepp, 
Ruokonen, & Ruismäki, 2014) finds that European teaching methods/approaches such as 
Orff, Kodály, or Dalcroze, that promote the idea of teaching through active participation 
and music making are more known and implemented in Estonia than in Finland. Sepp et 
al. conclude that this is related to the implementation of the music curriculum by 
specialist music teachers in Estonia and by generalist teachers in Finland, arguing that 
music teachers need to know different approaches in order to present a diverse learning 
environment for active music-making. Although further research would be needed to 
confirm this point, a similar situation may be found within New Zealand and Catalonia, 
where the interviews conducted revealed a wider knowledge of these methodologies in 
Catalonia, where specialist music teachers are responsible for teaching music in primary 
schools. However, if Spain is one of the few countries to provide specialist music teachers 
at primary level, this situation may change soon as specialist teacher training has in recent 
years been reduced from a 35% music component of the total training to a 12% (N. M. 





Jeanneret and Degraffenreid (2012) advocate for the collaboration of specialist 
with generalist for the purpose of getting the best of both systems and working towards a 
cooperative learning processes. In a similar note, de Vries (2015) reports on a case study 
of five generalist teachers that with the support of the school principal are able to engage 
in a community of practice. The present research found similar situations in schools in 
New Zealand, where one teacher or the principal in some cases may lead the music 
programme to engage the rest of the generalist teachers.  
Regarding the influence of music education philosophies, most of the curricula 
show a shift towards a new paradigm, as defined by Atkinson (1990), that relies on the 
experimental practice instead of the theoretical, and on learning how to learn rather than 
on content. The inclusion of praxial music education into the academic school setting 
involves a clash between two different modes of learning. As suggested by John 
Drummond (2012) the paradigm introduced in schools by praxial music is an 
opportunity, “a pathfinder, providing a gateway for wider changes to take place” (p. 105). 
All the curricula analysed put music practice at the forefront of music education, 
giving different emphasis to other aspects of music education. Along the same lines, 
Goble (2010) identifies that the five Canadian curricula he examined show a shift towards 
praxial music education and understanding the social meanings of different musics. With 
the analysis of the curricula from English-speaking countries and South-western 
European countries, it is manifest that most of them implement a curriculum with a 
student-centred approach and have strong praxial components. While, as seen in chapter 





not as much in language, and some are in language but not in content, thus paying lip-
service to the idea. Although all teachers interviewed support student-centred learning, 
further research would be needed to ascertain how and to what extent teachers 
implement this approach. 
Regarding the praxial components, in the specific case of New Zealand and 
Catalonia these components have been present at least in the curricula of the last three 
decades: in New Zealand the components ‘Create’ and ‘Re-create’ are present already in 
the 1989 Syllabus evolve to ‘Creating’ and ‘Performing’ in the 2000 Curriculum, and to 
‘Making’ and ‘Sharing’ in the 2007 Curriculum (see Table 11, p. 110); in Catalonia, 
although the successive law changes meant some detours with ups and downs in the 
praxial component, the implementation of the LOGSE from 1992 promoted increased 
music practice in schools that was later picked up by the LOE in 2006. 
All the teachers interviewed consider music practice to be the main component of 
music education, as well as giving importance to the diversity of music cultures 
represented in the classroom. However, it is evident that both elements require increased 
teacher training, professional development, and funding for instruments, all of them 
unlikely in the current political economic climate.  
The pressure put on the music curriculum is increasingly demanding: we want 
our children to have the opportunity to experience a full range of musics, to be able to 
play, listen to and understand all kind of music, and to have the room to allow for their 
musical creativity to flow. As long as music education curricula were centred on Western 





prescription. The change towards a praxial and multicultural approach in music 
education that challenges previous teaching methods and ways of assessment has come at 
the same time as the change from a subject-centred curriculum towards a student-centred 
curriculum, and the vast dimensions of the opened field have introduced greater 
challenges in curriculum planning. While this shift is in principle largely approved and 
supported by the music education community, it has raised some added problems: the 
complexity of drawing up a consistent curriculum within these parameters is partnered 
by the need to provide local authorities, schools, and teachers with more flexibility to 
elaborate their own curricula within a framework.  
When this process takes place in a time of financial restraint, all the elements for 
deregulation are present. These circumstances have resulted in some cases in the 
development of very general curricula, where the responsibility rests in teachers’ hands 
without their receiving much assistance. Progressive educational trends claiming 
inclusiveness through plurality and flexibility are assimilated by neo-liberal politics 
looking for an educational system able to self-adapt to the marketplace and able to be run 
with small financial investment from the government. Commenting on curriculum 
development in Queensland and Victoria, Southcott and Hartwig (2005) claim: “This [a 
curriculum] does not need to be prescriptive but it does need to say something” (p. 147). 
If a curriculum is to be a useful tool for teachers and schools for the benefit of students, it 
needs to provide some kind of guidance. The more that autonomy and responsibility are 
assigned to the teacher and to the school, the better teacher training and support needs to 
be. Otherwise, the risk is too high of music education being delivered at a low standard. 





hands, it can also lead to failure (and disguise it) where the hands are unskilled or 
untrained. In its openness, flexibility may result in opacity where anything goes. 
In the relationship between policy and practice, between curriculum and 
classroom, where teachers could act to shape curriculum as well as implement it, music 
education cannot afford to lose them from the former role. Too often teachers feel 
disenfranchised from the policy-making level, resigning from their involvement, 
watching political interests at play disconnected from their day-to-day issues. In the short 
term, thanks to the openness in the curriculum, they feel they can bypass the curriculum 
and still fulfil its requirements by implementing a music programme that they claim suits 
their students’ needs. In the medium and long term, the music education community 
needs to empower teachers as policy producers, if music is to maintain its transformative 
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Appendix A: Education systems tables 
 
Australia	
Year Ages School 
Kindergarten 3–5 Preschool 
Foundation 
Year / Prep / K 5–6 
Primary * 
Year 1 6–7 
Year 2 7–8 
Year 3 8–9 
Year 4 9–10 
Year 5 10–11 
Year 6 11–12 
Year 7 12–13 
Secondary 
Year 8 13–14 
Year 9 14–15 
Year 10 15–16 
Year 11 16–17 




Year Ages School 
Year 1 5-6 
Primary 
Year 2 6-7 
Year 3 7-8 
Year 4 8-9 
Year 5 9-10 
Year 6 10-11 
Year 7 11-12 
Intermediate 
Year 8 12-13 
Year 9 13-14 Junior 
secondary Year 10 14-15 
Year 11 15-16 
Senior 
secondary Year 12 16-17 







Grade 1 usually begins when a child has reached the age of 6. 
Source: IBE (International Bureau of Education), World data on Education. Sixth edition 






















Sources: U.S. Department of Education & NCES, 2001, and IBE (International Bureau of 
Education), World data on Education. Sixth edition 2006-07. Retrieved from   
http://www.ibe.unesco.org/fileadmin/user_upload/archive/Countries/WDE/2006/N
ORTH_AMERICA/United_States_of_America/United_States_of_America.pdf  
* The figure above indicates the most typical educational paths. For elementary and 
secondary education (grades 1 through 12), there are four traditional paths. The path 
taken by a given individual will depend on the state, school district, or school in which 

















Appendix B: Letter to participants (English and Catalan) 
 
 
The Challenge of Curriculum 
 
INFORMATION  SHEET  FOR  PARTICIPANTS  
 
Thank you for showing an interest in this project.  Please read this information sheet carefully 
before deciding whether or not to participate.  If you decide to participate we thank you.  If you 
decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for considering our 
request.   
What is the Aim of the Project? 
The project compares pedagogical theory and practice in music in Catalonia and New Zealand, in 
the context of international curricula in music.   
In conducting interviews with experienced music educators we aim to investigate the extent to 
which practice reflects official curriculum documents and to compare practice across and between 
the educational sites studied. 
What Type of Participants are being sought? 
We are selecting individuals engaged in the teaching of music in schools and/or in the community, 
with at least five years of experience. About 10-12 individuals will be interviewed from each of 
Dunedin, New Zealand and Girona, Catalonia. 
What will Participants be Asked to Do? 
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to participate in a video-recorded 
interview with our researcher, Lluisa Pardas Feliu, lasting about an hour.   
Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage to 







What Data or Information will be Collected and What Use will be Made of it? 
We shall seek your views on music education practices in your community and/or school. These 
views will be included in a PhD dissertation by Lluisa Pardas Feliu, without you and the other 
informants being identified by their real names. An outline of the topics to be discussed in the 
interview is attached.  
The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned below will be 
able to gain access to it. Data obtained as a result of the research will be retained for at least five 
years in secure storage. Any personal information held on the participants will be destroyed at the 
completion of the research even though the data derived from the research will, in most cases, be 
kept for much longer or possibly indefinitely. 
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago Library 
(Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your anonymity. 
Can Participants Change their Mind and Withdraw from the Project? 
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time and without any disadvantage to 
yourself of any kind. 
What if Participants have any Questions? 
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to contact 
either:- 
Lluisa Pardas Feliu   and/or  Professor John Drummond 
Department of Music,     Department of Music, 
University of Otago,     University of Otago, 
POBox 56,      PO Box 56, 
Dunedin,      Dunedin. 
New Zealand     New Zealand 
+64 XXXXXXX    +64 XXXXXXX 
lluisapardas@     john.drummond@  
 
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you have 
any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee through the 
Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph 03 479 8256). Any issues you raise will be treated in 









El repte del currículum 
 
FULL INFORMATIU PER ALS PARTICIPANTS  
Moltes gràcies pel vostre interès en aquest projecte. Si us plau, llegiu atentament aquest 
full d'informació abans de decidir la vostra participació. Si decidiu participar-hi us donem 
les gràcies. Si decidiu no participar no tindreu cap desavantatge i us donem les gràcies per 
haver considerat la nostra petició. 
Quin és l’objectiu d’aquest projecte? 
El projecte compara la teoria i la pràctica de la pedagogia musical a Catalunya i Nova 
Zelanda, en el context dels currículums musicals internacionals.  
A través de la realització d'entrevistes amb educadors de la música amb experiència 
pretenem investigar fins a quin punt la pràctica reflecteix els documents curriculars i 
comparar la pràctica entre els llocs educatius estudiats. 
Quins participants busquem?  
Estem seleccionant persones que es dediquin a l'ensenyament de la música en l’àmbit 
escolar (primària i secundària) i/o extraescolar, amb un mínim de cinc anys d'experiència. 
S’entrevistaran unes 10-12 persones a cadascuna de les localitats seleccionades: Dunedin 
(Nova Zelanda) i Girona (Catalunya). 
Què es demana als participants? 
Si accepteu prendre part en aquest projecte, se us demanarà participar en una entrevista 
d’una durada aproximada d’una hora amb la nostra investigadora, Lluïsa Pardàs Feliu. 
Aquesta entrevista serà enregistrada en vídeo. 
 
Tingueu present que podeu decidir no participar en el projecte sense que això us suposi 






Quines dades o informació es recopilarà i quin ús se’n farà? 
Busquem conèixer els vostres punts de vista sobre les pràctiques d'educació musical en la 
vostra comunitat i/o escola. Aquestes opinions s'inclouran en la tesi doctoral de Lluïsa 
Pardàs Feliu, sense que cap dels informants sigueu identificats pels vostres noms reals. 
Adjuntem un resum dels temes que pretenem tractar en l'entrevista. 
Les dades recollides s'emmagatzemaran de forma segura de manera que només els 
esmentats a continuació podran tenir-hi accés. Les dades obtingudes com a resultat de la 
investigació es conservaran durant almenys cinc anys. Qualsevol informació personal dels 
participants serà destruïda en acabar la recerca tot i que les dades derivades de la 
investigació, en la majoria dels casos, es mantindran per un temps més llarg o indefinit. 
 
Els resultats del projecte podran ser publicats i estaran disponibles a la Biblioteca de la 
Universitat d'Otago (Dunedin, Nova Zelanda), però es farà tot el possible per preservar el 
vostre anonimat. 
Poden els participants canviar d’opinió i retirar-se del projecte?  
 
Podeu deixar de participar en el projecte en qualsevol moment sense cap mena de 
desavantatge per a vosaltres. 
 
Què passa si els participants tenen alguna pregunta?  
Si teniu alguna pregunta sobre el nostre projecte, ja sigui ara o en el futur, si us plau no 
dubteu en posar-vos en contacte amb:  
Lluisa Pardas Feliu   i/o  Professor John Drummond 
Department of Music,    Department of Music, 
University of Otago,     University of Otago, 
PO Box 56,      PO Box 56, 
Dunedin     Dunedin 
New Zealand     New Zealand 
+64 XXXXXXX    +64 XXXXXXX 
 lluisapardas@     john.drummond@    
  
 
Aquest estudi ha estat aprovat per el Comitè d’Ètica Humana de la Universitat d'Otago. Si 
teniu alguna qüestió sobre el procediment ètic de la recerca, podeu posar-vos en contacte 
amb el Comitè a través de l'Administrador del Comitè d'Ètica Humana (Tel. 00 64 3479 
8256). Qualsevol qüestió que plantegeu serà tractada de forma confidencial i investigada i 








Appendix C: Consent form for participants (English and Catalan) 




The Challenge of Curriculum 
CONSENT FORM FOR  PARTICIPANTS 
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. 
All my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to 
request further information at any stage. 
I know that: 
1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 
2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage; 
3. Any personal identifying information will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project 
but any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure 
storage for at least five years; 
4.    I have read the list of topics to be included in the interview and am willing to discuss 
them. 
5. The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of 
Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my 
anonymity should I choose to remain anonymous.  
 





....................................................................    ............................... 
       (Signature of participant)      (Date) 
 
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you have 
any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee through the 
Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph 03 479 8256). Any issues you raise will be treated in 









El Repte del Currículum 
FULL DE CONSENTIMENT PER ALS PARTICIPANTS 
 
He llegit el full d'informació sobre aquest projecte i entenc de què es tracta. Totes les meves 
preguntes han estat contestades a la meva satisfacció. Entenc que sóc lliure de sol·licitar 
informació addicional en qualsevol moment. 
Sé que:  
1. La meva participació en el projecte és totalment voluntària; 
 
2. Sóc lliure per retirar-me del projecte en qualsevol moment sense cap tipus d'inconvenient; 
3. Qualsevol informació que m’identifiqui personalment serà destruïda en finalitzar el projecte, 
però les dades en brut de les quals depenen els resultats del projecte es conservaran en un lloc 
segur durant almenys cinc anys; 
 
4. He llegit la llista de temes que s'inclouran en l'entrevista i estic disposat/da a parlar-ne. 
 
5. Els resultats del projecte podran ser publicats i estaran disponibles a la Biblioteca de la 
Universitat d'Otago (Dunedin, Nova Zelanda), però es farà tot el possible per preservar el vostre 
anonimat. 




.............................................................................   ............................... 
       (Signatura del/de la participant)     (Data) 
 
Aquest estudi ha estat aprovat per el Comitè d’Ètica Humana de la Universitat d'Otago. Si teniu alguna 
qüestió sobre el procediment ètic de la recerca, podeu posar-vos en contacte amb el Comitè a través de 
l'Administrador del Comitè d'Ètica Humana (Tel. 00 64 3479 8256). Qualsevol qüestió que plantegeu serà 





Appendix D: Outline of interview topics (English and Catalan) 
 
 
The Challenge of Curriculum 
 
INFORMATION SHEET  FOR  PARTICIPANTS  
Topics for the interview 
 
The videotaped interview will include the following topics: 
 
• Your background and experiences in music education.  
• Your philosophy of music education – its purposes, its value, what you consider to be 
important in teaching and learning music 
• Your views about the curriculum within which you are working, including its usefulness, 
its impact upon students, and the challenges it may present to you 
• Your thoughts and/or practice about: 
o Music as part of an integrated arts curriculum 
o Music education in school and in the community 
o Resources and support available to you 
o Use of IT 









El Repte del Currículum 
 
 
FULL INFORMATIU PER ALS PARTICIPANTS  
 
Temes per a l’entrevista 
 
L’entrevista enregistrada en vídeo inclourà els següents temes: 
 
• La teva formació i experiència en l’educació musical 
• La teva visió sobre l’educació musical – els seus propòsits, el seu valor, què 
consideres que és important en l’ensenyament i aprenentatge musical 
• El teu punt de vista sobre el currículum amb el qual treballes, incloent la seva 
utilitat, el seu impacte en els alumnes i els reptes que et pot presentar 
• Les teves idees i/o pràctica sobre: 
o La música com a part d’un currículum d’arts integrat  
o L’educació musical a l’escola i fora de l’escola 
o Els recursos i suport dels que disposes 
o Ús de les TIC 







Appendix E: Original transcription of Catalan interviews’ quotes 
 
	
i El que és significatiu és quan gaudeixen de la música, quan gaudeixen de cantar, 
 
ii A la carrera ens deien que la música ha de servir perquè els nens agafin gust per 
la música, gust per escoltar, gust per anar a un concert, no cal que siguin uns alumnes 
molt formats que tinguin molts coneixements, però sí que almenys tinguin el cuc i 
l’interès, no? El que passa és que jo, quan m’organitzo, procuro que perquè ells agafin 
interès també miro que ells apliquin musica de veritat i facin música perquè sinó, no la 





iv Hi ha dues vessants molt clares, no? Una és la de la formació musical acadèmica, 
com a base d’un futur professional o de una dedicació professional. I d’una altra banda és 
el que jo entenc que hauria de ser la música a l’escola i la música amb els nens. Jo entenc 
que la música ha de servir per desvetllar la persona que hi ha dintre de cada nen, i que és 
una eina fantàstica perquè des de la música es poden treballar totes les capacitats que té la 
música, totes. El treball des de la música ajuda a totes les àrees del currículum. 
 
v Jo penso que els nens aquí, a secundària, han de fer música i l’han de disfrutar i 
l’han de viure. Cada vegada faig menys teoria, menys, menys, menys... [Intento] Que 







vi El que m’agradaria molt com a mínim és ser respectuosos, amb tots tipus de 
cançons, de música, o sigui que ells no s’esgarrifin del que sentin en el futur, i que siguin 
capaços de poder valorar qualsevol tipus de manifestació musical. 
 
vii ... [És important] saber treure suc d’això, de la música que a ells els hi agrada. 
Que escolten la Madona, val doncs aquí què ha passat amb el ritme? El compàs, etc. A la 
classe a vegades els hi poses una cançó d’aquestes hi els hi dius, va, quin compàs és? 
Quan ho descobreixen, quina al·lucinada!! ... Penso que s’hauria d’anar per aquí, no vol 
dir que s’hauria de deixar Beethoven, ni... penso que s’hauria d’enfocar d’una altra 
manera, realment quins són els pilars, què és el que fa la música que no la puguis deixar, 






ix Jo tracto [amb] la música de poder arribar a unes persones això, que es puguin 
escoltar entre ells, que no hi hagi aquesta contaminació de què s’escolta el que parla més 
fort i qui no, no. De que no sigui l’individu el protagonista, que hi hagi un respecte, tot el 
treball col·lectiu. 
 
x Per mi, és un concepte que ha variat al llarg del temps. O sigui, actualment, el fet 
d’estudiar música, o formar musicalment, per mi té més a veure amb formar la persona, 
amb formar algú a nivell humà i que pugui desenvolupar més l’essència, és a dir, poder 










xii Tot ho han posat molt maco [en el currículum], i tot a l’engròs. No han concretat 
absolutament res, de manera que pots fer una mica lo que vols, però no em convenç 
perquè, no vas guiat, en el sentit de què, abans treballaves el bloc de cançó, el bloc 
d’audició musical, el bloc de ritmes, el bloc..., però ara no hi ha cap bloc. Hi ha el bloc d’ 
‘explorar i percebre’, i el d’ ‘interpretar i crear’. Clar, un teòric i un pràctic, però sense 
haver-hi una coherència de tots els aspectes musicals, no? ... ara és totalment obert. Si tu 





































xviii I amb els grans, el sentit aquest de que la música és un art, de què vol expressar 
aquest autor, aquesta lletra que ens diu, interpretar-la, això és el que costa. El tema de 
reflexió, no? Tot lo altre, els nens saben moltes coses, tenen molta informació. Però el fet 
seqüenciar-la, no? de fer una reflexió i de connectar-la, que és una mica la competència, 
no? Utilitzar lo que saps de música per pensar i per aplicar-ho en el món real, és el que 
costa més.  
 
xix Abans hi havia especialista de música, ara fan el Grau de Mestre, amb menció 
música, vol dir que fan algunes assignatures que són musicals, però no són especialistes, 
bueno, sí que ho són però fan menys de lo que feien abans, no? Abans hi havia les mestres 
pagades per l’AMPA, que fèiem el que podíem i després quan van haver-hi els 






l’especialista de música dintre l’aula. Cada vegada veus que els nens tenen més bagatge. 
Llavors clar, no sé com anirà. Jo em sento que, home que és una cosa que s’ha de lluitar 
per aconseguir que això no es perdi, no?  
 
xx La formació dels mestres de primària té molt a demanar. … La formació ha de 
ser molt ample, cosa que no es dona enlloc, i jo penso que és molt penós la formació que 
es dona. Tant a magisteri, que ara se l’han carregat l’especialitat de música, com a 
secundària.  
 
xxi Una de les coses que passen a les escoles de primària és que el mestre de música 
està molt sol. És a dir … sempre la sensació una mica és de lluita. Primer per 
desconeixença de l’àrea en concret i després perquè és ‘maria’: “Bueno, van a fer música, 
que cantin cançons i que es distreguin”. Clar, en el fons els profes de música no busquem 
això, sinó que hi ha un currículum seriós i que l’hem d’anar seguint, i a més a més, és 
molt ambiciós aquest currículum. I clar des de l’escola, per ells no és tant important, val, i 
per tant estàs sol, tu ets un especialista i estàs sol. I la sensació és de lluita constant. 
 
xxii Aquest any ja t’he dit, no ho he pogut fer [tocar per l’escola], per històries i és 
diferent tocar així perquè et falta aquest element que és incloure la música a la vida 
d’escola. I això és vital, perquè treballar d’una manera o altra és nit i dia, eh? … Vaig fent 
la meva feina i super encantada i super bé, però al no poder traspassar... fff!  
 
xxiii Procuro que perquè ells agafin interès també miro que ells apliquin musica de 
veritat i facin música perquè sinó, no la disfruten, i si no la disfruten no tenen tampoc 
l’interès d’escoltar-la a casa. … Per mi lo normal és fer un treball de moviment, un treball 
de pràctica, que ells no s’adonen moltes vegades del que estan treballant fins que no els hi 
dius, “Us heu fixat que...”, no? Però això va molt bé, perquè en el moment que vols 







xxiv Jo penso que la música s’ha de viure, no? Sempre utilitzo les festes d’escola per 
canalitzar la música, no? … És una riquesa... Aprenen a ser espectadors, a ser intèrprets i 
artistes, no? I llavors a més a més treballes el tema del grup, no? La dinàmica de grups la 
treballes, i el treball cooperatiu és fantàstic, sí, sí. Jo per mi és la millor manera de 
treballar.  
 
xxv Jo crec molt en el cant, crec molt en la veu, perquè és un instrument que tots els 
nens tenen incorporat, i llavors és la forma més directa de sentir la música en el propi cos, 
no? … Un altre tema per mi és el moviment, el moviment és molt important també 
perquè és una cosa molt innata en els nens i és una eina fantàstica per aprofitar a l’hora de 
l’expressió i d’estructurar i de donar-li  una mica de visió a la música, perquè la música a 
vegades és una cosa tant abstracta… Un altre tema important és el contacte amb els 
instruments, perquè els instruments són les eines, la prolongació del cos per produir la 
música, no? … Lo important és que els nens aprenguin música fent música, i després ja la 
codificaran quan sigui el seu moment!  
 
xxvi  Doncs partim del que viuen, del que escolten, perquè tot el dia estan escoltant 
música, i perquè la escolten i quina necessitat en tenen i com es pot fer aquesta música. I a 
partir d’aquí tenen ganes. Jo el que em fa molta il·lusió és que vinguin i em diguin “és que 
m’he apuntat a piano!” o “m’he apuntat a bateria” o a guitarra, vale! Perquè ells me demanen, 
“no ens pots ensenyar a tocar el piano?” … Però el que jo us puc ensenyar és ben be una base 
perquè vosaltres veieu que allò ho podeu fer. … L’única cosa que fa molta pena és que 
tens nens molt i molt bons que a casa seva no tenen recursos per pagar... Després penso 
bueno, fem tota la música que puguem aquí, clar. 
 
xxvii  Treballo bastant tota la cançó popular i d’autor, si podem treballem les 






vegades són llengües molt complicades. Després, a nivell d’audició intento agafar tot el 
tema d’història de la música, des de música medieval i del renaixement, fins a música del 
segle XX. … O sigui  que una mica el ventall és bastant ampli, jo diria, donant especial 
importància a la cançó tradicional catalana, eh? Perquè és important que els nens 
sàpiguen que tenen una cultura i un folklore que té un valor, no?  
 
xxviii  Fem molta clàssica com a audició, però després quan fem o llenguatge o fem 
grup instrumental, intento posar músiques d’altres tipus, músiques de pel·lícules o 
músiques que ells coneixen, jo que sé, si treballem la sensació de compàs, binari o ternari, 
doncs m’agrada posar-lis una Shakira, una cosa d’aquestes que ells escolten, i llavors 
intento doncs una mica ajuntar els dos mons. … Amb 6è, sempre hi ha un trimestre que 
treballem la història del rock.  
 
xxix  Com més va, més convençuda n’estic em penso que els hem d’acollir i els hi 
hem d’ensenyar un ball de bastons i un no sé què…  
 
xxx  Potser també si es fes això hauria de ser un projecte també amb els pares, 
potser això seria més fàcil.  
 
xxxi La cloenda de curs la vam dedicar a ‘La cançó més bonica del món’. Vam 
agafar aquest conte i el vam adaptar. Com que hi ha 22 cultures a l’escola, 22 cultures 
musicals, vam fer un viatge pels cinc continents. … Els pares també hi van fer les seves 
aportacions, i deien quina era al seu parer la cançó més bonica de la seva terra d’origen, 
llavors vam descobrir tots plegats moltes cançons d’arreu del món. … Va ser una feinada 
de mesos, eh? … i al final la descoberta és que no hi ha una cançó més bonica sinó que 







xxxii La meva idea era fer música de qualsevol cultura, sense perdre la nostra, la 
catalana, inserir-la dins d’Europa, etc. El que passa és que clar, en el cas del batxillerat 
tenim un programa que va a selectivitat, i tenen molt clar, el coordinador de selectivitat 
que les músiques del món no hi tenen cabuda... O sigui que fem Europa occidental, vaig 
més cap aquí. Sí que els hi poso alguna audició, però evidentment vaig per fer el 
programa.  
 
xxxiii Va arribar un punt que cantàvem molta tradicional catalana i veien que els 
nens ja les cantaven a casa i se les sabien, i les vam deixar com arraconades, per començar 
potser més com a cançó de món, potser més europea primer, i molta cançó anglesa, i de 
cop et dones compte que cantes un ‘Muntanyes del Canigó’ i els hi sona a xinès! I ara un 
trimestre a l’any intento tornar a les arrels, perquè veig que les escoles, que bàsicament 
ells ho feien molt, tampoc ho fan. Una mica et vols posar tant al dia de tot, que llavors 
perds altra vegada l’arrel de la cultura, que penso que no s’ha de perdre mai! I els pares 
no canten a casa. 
 
xxxiv  Va començar sient la meva finestra al món. Penjàvem les fotos que jo feia, que 
una sortia a la Revista però les altres no sabia de què fer-ne... i vam començar fent això i 
ha acabat que a vegades és el guió d’una unitat de progressió. 
 
xxxv  Tenim com un petit moodle, es diu Edmoodle. … tenen senyoreta de música 
tota la setmana si em necessiten. Perquè sinó ara només me veuen un dia, i d’aquesta 
manera me poden tenir cada dia, i estan sortint coses molt maques perquè ara són ells els 
que si han fet una audició, ahir vam fer Aida, ells ja han penjat un vídeo! “Jo també l’he 
trobat aquest fragment que vam fer!”, i ells ho penjen i els alters comenten, i bueno, és classe 







xxxvi A mi em costa una mica, possiblement perquè jo tinc unes limitacions, perquè 
sóc molt... de tu a tu, això de la música a través de la informàtica, ho veig tan enllaunat i 
tant quadrat…   
 
xxxvii Estaria molt bé que es pogués fer un projecte en que la música i la plàstica o 
les altres arts estiguessin ... , saps? Lligades. Això és important per treballar la creativitat, 
és bàsic, no?  
 
xxxviii I a final de curs, a final de cicle, es fa una mitja de la nota de música i de 
plàstica, cosa que jo hi estic totalment en contra perquè, mmm... clar, de què serveix als 
nanos que van molt bé en pintura i molt malament en música, com ho veu reflectit? 
(Carla) 
 
xxxix Però lo que ens plantejava aquest currículum de fer coses molt 
interdisciplinaries, no es fa a la pràctica. … vull provar … amb un dels conjunts 
instrumentals que estem fent amb 6è que estan funcionant, és gravar-los, i hi ha un 
programa el movie-maker que hi pots associar imatges a les músiques que estan tocant 
ells, … ho proposaré al professor d’informàtica … en termes generals funciona així: 





currículum	hi	tenen	una	mica	d’expressió	corporal	i	la	dansa...	 Els glockster són una cosa 
molt xula. Són com uns pòsters [digitals], els nens cliquen i sóna, pot haver-hi un 
YouTube, pot haver-hi només el so, pot haver-hi l’escrit, i ho vam fer sobre música i 






treballant  un període concret de socials, llavors jo vaig treballar aquells autors que vivien 
en aquella època i el nens van fer un pòster d’aquests, amb què passava quan vivien, i 
quina música escoltaven o quina música feien. … Però tret d’aquestes coses molt 
puntuals, jo crec que tots treballem molt sols, tots.  
 
xli A primària es treballa encara des d’un punt de vista més interdisciplinari. … A 
secundària la diversificació de professors és molt més gran, és molt més difícil treballar 
interdisciplinàriament, … Durant un trimestre aquí a l’escola agafem un tema comú que 
pugui ser d’interès de tots i treballem un dia a la setmana de moment (intentarem, anirem 
intentant ampliar-ho), amb grups cooperatius de forma inter-cíclica, de forma que els 
nens treballen a través de grups cooperatius totes les àrees del currículum basant-se en 
aquest tema. … Aquest	any	per	exemple	estem	fent	l’aigua	i	ho	fem	d’aquesta	manera,	
intentar veure que un mateix tema té moltes vessants, no és només un tema de medi, sinó 
que es pot escriure una redacció sobre l’aigua, que es pot mirar la fórmula química de 
l’aigua, i que es pot mirar des de física, des de biologia, i que musicalment també hi ha 
molts compositors que han escrit sobre l’aigua, hi ha cançons d’aigua, pintors que han 
dibuixat aigües, … això ha sigut també una manera d’incentivar un canvi metodològic, 
treballar per grups cooperatius, donar més autonomia als nens, treballar sense llibre... que 
surt una mica de lo establert.  
 
xlii Més coses vinculades potser amb audiovisuals i amb teatre, [també] amb art i 
amb història intento anar conjunta, i literatura. … Tant a la Laia com a mi ens agrada molt 
la implicació de la música en el cinema i en el teatre. 
 
xliii Se cenyeixen a lo més important que els hi demanen en el fons, el català i les 
mates. I després lo altre queda sempre en segon pla, saps? … Tenim una consellera 
[d’educació] que sí que té coses molt bones, perquè sap de lo que parla, i parla molt bé, 






del curs hi havia un apartat per a cada àrea, ara només hi ha…, no n’hi ha cap per a les 
especialitats. Per tant aquí veus la importància que se li dóna. … Clar que és important, 
fent música fem molt de català, moltíssim,  perquè les cançons porten moltes estructures, 
agafes dites i frases fetes, i són nens que tenen moltes dificultats a parlar en català, perquè 
les seves families parlen altres llenguatges. I clar, jo també m’hi fixo molt, i estan fent 
català, oral, si no saben l’oral, no faran bé l’escrit. 
 
xliv Jo crec que és un fallo del currículum no donar més hores de música, es dona 
molta importància a les instrumentals, quan des de música es poden treballar molt les 















xlvii Jo tinc molta sort que molts, potser la meitat, són alumnes del conservatori o de 
l’escola de música, però el toquen perquè el toquen a fóra. Però ens porten els 







xlviii Jo sempre he pensat que amb aquest dualisme dels nens que fan música [fòra 
de l’escola] i els que no en fan, en el fons si t’ho mires des de dalt tots estem a Girona. 
Llavors per exemple l’Ajuntament d’abans que era molt la ciutat educadora, no? Doncs 
hagués estat super bé de fer una mena de projecte d’aprofitar els recursos. Per exemple, 
clar, els nens que fan música aquí, està fantàstic que vinguin aquí a fer música, no? però si 
aquestes hores que destinen a música les poguessin dedicar a què, per exemple vingués 
un professor, jo què sé, de la classe de coral la fessin aquí amb aquest mestre, m’entens?  
Clar que seria difícil, no? centralitzar-ho tot [de diferents escoles], s’hauria d’estudiar, o 
fer el conjunt instrumental. 
 
xlix Mira, aquests nens que estudien al Conservatori, no els coneixem nosaltres, 
perquè tots convaliden música! En ocasions puntuals (graduació, festes culturals) 
col·laboren i toquen, però se’ls ha de convèncer. Alguna vegada en el moment que volem 
estudiar algun instrument els hi demanem si poden venir i porten l’instrument i toquen, 
això és el màxim.  
 
l Sé que moltes vegades els alumnes de música, de Conservatori, o s’avorreixen en 
aquestes classes o estan alliberats d’aquestes classes [de música a l’institut], o sigui que al 
final no hi ha una interconnexió entre un estudiant que sap música [i un que no], tot el 
que podria aportar en una d’aquestes classes, al final es perd, o sigui, un dels errors és 
que els alumnes o fan música a l’institut o fan música al Conservatori, i crec que aquí hi 
ha alguna cosa que falla, perquè precisament s’hauria de poder treballar d’una manera 
que tots els nivells, o diferents aptituds poguessin treballar junts. O sigui que són dos 
mons desconnectats, diria.  
 
li Amb la primària l’activitat aquesta del ‘Tots junts a cantar’ ens ha ajuntat molt. 






que ens trobem en el primer trimestre, a finals del segon i llavors fem un concert. Tens un 
contacte i fas un treball amb els professors [de música de les escoles]. Això ens uneix i és 
bo, ... però és l’únic lligam que tenim. 
 
lii En aquest moment, també t’he de dir que des de l’escola de música estem fent, 
des de fa set anys o així, un treball intens en el barri. Amb nens de risc social que els 
integrem amb nens que venen habitualment a l’escola de música, … Jo crec que seria un 
camí, jo crec molt en el poder de la música i de les arts en general com a eina d’inclusió, i 
això és el que intento, posar les bases perquè es pugui demostrar això.  
 
liii Es treballa el llenguatge musical, però també, intentem fer-ho sempre partint de 
la música viva, que els nens primer visquin la música i després la codifiquin. … En 
general comencen la sensibilització musical, fan un parell d’anys de sensibilització o tres, 
i als voltants del 7 anys o així comencen l’instrument. Poden triar, durant aquests dos o 
tres anys d’iniciació se’ls hi fan audicions, fan tallers d’instruments de forma que puguin 
tenir contacte i eines, més criteri a l’hora de triar. A partir de 7 o 8 anys poden triar un 
instrument, però no és obligatori. O sigui, hi ha nens que acaben amb 12 anys o 13 o 14, 
cantant i fent llenguatge musical i ... fent instrument en conjunts i prou, sense fer doncs ni 
piano o clarinet, o ... instrument solista diem-ne.  
 
liv Em vaig formar en Orff, Dalcroze, Willems encara no el coneixia, però bueno, 
vaig estar fent molts cursets de pedagogia musical de diferents llocs.  
 
lv A mi Dalcroze, Orff i Kodály m’agraden, m’agraden molt i agafo una mica de 
cada, m’ho faig venir bé. Clar, també t’hi has de sentir còmode amb el que ensenyes, no?  
 
lvi X [la seva professora d’infantesa] venia de Salzburg i llavors va portar tot un 






molt divertida. … Vaig estar a Hungria també un estiu, fent Kodály, i a través de Kodály i 
d’Orf bàsicament, he anat creant una forma potser una mica personal d’entendre la 
pedagogia musical.  
 
lvii Suzuki, Willems, Dalcroze i els que vulguis, Orff... tu has d’investigar què et 
funciona i t’has de formar constantment, … però els has de conèixer, no les pots criticar ni 
posar en pràctica sense conèixer-les a fons, però vaja, ni fóra bo abraçar una única 
d’aquestes methodologies.  
 
lviii He hagut de fer cursos fora del sistema. Un dels de més pes és la Diplomatura 
en la pedagogia Willems. … Vaig fer un curs també amb Violeta Hemsy de Gainza, amb 
el qual vaig entrar una mica en el món de la improvisació. ... Ireneu Segarra, Orff, o 
Dalcroze, o Kodály, tot això ho conec però no hi he entrat mai, eh?  
 
lix L’Institut Kodály, a Keshkemet, i allà vaig estar-hi tres anys … després quan 
vaig tornar d’Hungria vaig anar a acabar la carrera a l’Autònoma i me’n vaig anar a 
treballar a l’Arc. I allà vaig conèixer tot el món de l’Orff i de la percussió i me va agradar 
molt... Jo he fet una mica de barreja entre el Kodály, el Orff, el Dalcroze, i m’he anat fent 
una mica la meva manera de funcionar.  
 
lx Fem flauta. Sí, perquè no tinc més instruments, els recursos són bastant minsos, 
llavors...  
 
lxi Estic molt bé, sí. Tinc, en quant a instruments Orff, tant des de la petita 
percussió, ... tenim un metal·lòfon baix i un xilòfon baix! Potser en tenim 25. Mmmm... 
després a la meva classe hi ha una pissarra digital, altaveus sis canals eren em sembla, tot. 






també se me va concedir. … No tinc un piano però no l’he volgut mai diguéssim, tenim 
un teclat. (Gemma) 
 
lxii Fa tres anys jo vaig dir que necessitava un teclat, en tenia un de petit i anava 
malament i tal, i l’AMPA em va donar diners per comprar un teclat, perquè els vaig poder 
convèncer, no? … Després vaig comprar també una orquestra de percussió, també 
l’AMPA  em va ajudar molt, També és veritat que hi ha molt bona relació amb l’AMPA. 
… tinc una aula de música fantàstica que m’he muntat jo a la sala d’actes, a la meva classe 
de música tinc escenari per quan els nens volen tocar, tinc espai per ballar, tinc quatre 
taules que les trec quan necessito que escriguin alguna cosa, o sinó les tinc arraconades. 
Tinc lloc per la orquestra, tinc lloc per cantar, estic bé.  
 
lxiii A nivell de recursos, de mitjans, ... A zero? [rialles] O sigui, aquí l’escola 
mateix, fa molts anys que ja ens diuen “no hi ha res”. … jo per exemple material el compro 
sempre de la meva butxaca, no hi ha partides de material! … Tot lo que fem, per exemple 
amb els dos cors ja fa dos o tres anys que tot està finançat pels pares. … el que m’han dit 
des de l’entitat és “no has de fer, si ho fas és perquè vols”. … Clar, si jo he ara dic que no, no 
tindré cap penalització, però no existirà això, desapareixerà. … Quan va haver-hi aquest 
canvi, molt menys diners, menys temps, perquè clar tot és, o sigui tu has d’aconseguir el 
mateix resultat, i com ho pots aconseguir? Més nens per classe... O sigui tot és més, més, 
més i menys, menys, menys, però tu estàs allà... Vam passar una crisi important, parlant 
amb els companys de feina, com ho farem? I després de tristesa, d’arribar a classe trista, 
de pensar, no me’n sortiré, llavors, has de fer un reajustament, és lo que et deia... Però 
clar, el que no podem fer és deixar entrar la negativitat, perquè els nanos no tenen culpa 
de res del que està passant.  
 
lxiv Arrel de la crisi ens han reduït personal, i jo al fer mitja jornada, érem dos 







lxv Ara tinc una aula de música, però és clar, seria ideal tenir-ne dos, poder fer 
grups, poder fer més instruments, … també l’aula és molt petita, està mal insonoritzada. 
Ara estan fent obres al centre i jo em pensava que em donarien una gran aula, i em donen 
una aula una mica més gran que la que tinc, però més petita que les aules normals, per 
tant, amb tot el material que tinc, un parell de teclats, apart del piano vertical, però no puc 
tenir-ho al mateix lloc, si vols ballar has d’anar a una altra aula, has d’anar molt pautada. 
Tot plegat has d’estar pensant molt com resoldràs les coses, avui per exemple he anat a 
l’entrada de l’Institut a cantar… 	
 
lxvi Evidentment amb més recursos podríem tenir més eines, però si una cosa tenim 
els músics és imaginació [rient], … L’aïllament acústic sí que... es troba molt a faltar, o 
sigui, l’edifici en condicions. Això sí que es troba molt a faltar.  
 
lxvii Jo sóc de l’AEMCAT des dels inicis. Com que és una xarxa, molt activa, el 
correu, s’envien moltes coses i tenen moltes idees... A vegades coincidim que tothom està 
treballant una cosa o que la tenim programada per treballar-la més tard i és molt fàcil 
d’ampliar... I després, no, no treballo sola, perquè des de l’AEMCAT vaig a totes les 
escoles d’estius que he pogut, fan unes trobades a mig del curs que també intento anar-
hi... També estem organitzats amb el CRP [Centre de Recursos Pedagògics], … els del 
CPR van sentir que ens queixàvem, “És que és clar, som els únics de les escoles”, “Doncs 
trobeu-vos, tindreu diners per pagar-vos formador”. … Però s’ha acabat, s’han acabat els 
diners eh?... ara algun dissabte és un de nosaltres mateixos que ensenya alguna cosa. 
L’escola també participem a la Cantata de l’Escola de Música, el Tots Junts a Cantar, i això 
és un altre moment que estem tots treballant el mateix i... també fa que haguem d’estar 







lxviii Hi ha l’AEMCAT que la gent consulta i intercanvia. També hi ha l’escola 
d’estiu que està molt bé, però institucionalitzat no hi ha res, no. … Entre secundària sí que 
hem tingut relació, grups de formació, grups de treball, ens coneixem molt amb els de 
secundària.  
 
lxix A nivell del Departament d’Ensenyament no tenim cap [de support]... Tenim 
l’AEMCAT … Gràcies a aquesta associació teniem una dotació d’instruments (de fet fa 
cinc anys o sis que ja no en tenim), i fan activitats. 
 
lxx Hi ha comunicació entre centres molt a nivell institucional penso jo, però 
després, a nivell de professorat n’hi ha poc. De tant en tant hi ha alguna iniciativa però no 
té mai continuïtat, no sé de tant en tant es munta una xerrada, un simposi de dos dies, i 
ostres! Allà realment t’adones que ei! en dos dies, mira lo que ha surtit, si això ho féssim 
periòdicament …, però mai hi ha com continuïtat amb aquestes coses... Després penso 
que també falten molts cursos de formació on també és un espai per trobar-te amb altres 
professionals, i parlar.   
 
lxxi A	nivell	general,	de	música,	a	Girona,	es	fan	moltes	coses,	i	en	canvi	no	estem	en	
contacte	i	això	faltaria	en	aquesta	ciutat.	Hi	ha	molta	gent	que	treballa	molt	bé	i	que	fa	coses	
molt	interessants,	però	tothom	fa	una	mica	de	portes	endintre!	La	gent	no	surt	a	ensenyar	el	
que	fa,	i	això	és	una	pena,	no?	 
 
 
